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PREFACE

During the first year develoOment of the. graduate level course, "Active .

Remote Sensing of Natural Resources", a set of course notes were prepared

for use by the instructor. The second year this course was taught, the notes

were expanded for use "by the students and the-instrudtor: This expanded set

of course notes is contained herein. Eventually these notes will be used to

prepare a textbook on the\ubject.

Certain sections of these notes are quite complete, with descriptive

text, illustrations and problems. Other sections arlittlemore than a

detailed outline with disconnected comments. The student will find it nec-

essary, therefore, to attend lectures and/or study the references :given to

obtain a thoro \I gh knowledge of the subject.
-,

1
The course, and therefore these notes, has been prepared for the

natural scientist with little background in%electromagnetic (EM) theory:

\

An electrical engineer could probably skip, by the first four sections and

delve immediately into the later material. Engineers who have taken the

coarse, however, have found a review of this material beneficial, and have

found some new concepts to be of value. The natural' resource scientiat

may find the'EM theory somewhat onerous and-initially confusing. Our

emphasis is on the concepts, not the mathematical detail, however; and we

believe these concepts are vital to-an understanding of active remote sen-

sing systems and the data they produce.
4 %

Numerous examples of radar imagery and other data are used in teach-

ing this course. These'materIals.could not be included in these notes but

'L are available to-those attending lectures. Some of these materials can be

made available to others'upon request.

7-
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Active Remote Sensing

Of

Natural Resources

1. INTRODUCTION TOTHE SUBJECT

Active remote sensing denojes those methods or systems which generate

1

the electromagnetic energy "illuminating" the target or resource to be

detected. A searchlight, probing the sky for airplanes, is just as much

an active remote sensor as is a radar system. Most active systems, how-,

ever, operate below the visible and infrared frequency range. , We'find,

therefore, that dividing the subject of remote sensing into active and

passive systems, results in a frequency/wavelength'division centered at

about 10
12

Hertz/300 micrometers. In other words, most active systems

12
operate below 10 Hertz and most passive systems operate above this

frequency, which corresponds to a wavelength of 300 micrometers'. An

important exception to this division are the passive micrqwave systems

which we will be considering.in this study.

1. 1. Remote Sensing Defined
p.

1. Remote 'sensing -is the detectin and use of energy,' waves or

sUbstances emanating from ob.4cts or materials.

2. Remote sensing of environment is defined as the utilization

of various systems that bring us idfqrmation at a distance

concerning physical-chemical phenomena.

Examples

Eye-Brain System

Our eyes and brain form the best remote sensing system in

existence. They provide information concerning location, size,

4
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color,. material type; and through information storage, comparison

and pattern recognition within the brain, complete identification

may be possible. This is a passive system which detects EM energy

which is radiated or reflected from the objects seen. The brain .

N

uses or interprets the energy deteckedby the eyes.

The blind person must touch an object to know ofits existence,

, .

to identify it, etc. He must even touch to read. He may, however,

'develope his ears and brain to form a poor substitute remote seri-

sing system.

The Bat's.Sonar System

Some bats use an active remote sensing system to detect and
. .

identify objects. They emit high-pitched, repetitive squeaks.

(the source) which are reflected by nearby objects. From the

echoes the bat can determine distance and apparently something

about the nature of the object.

Note ob.

Nature has provided very few active remote sensing systems

4e h provided many passive systems.

Table . 1. compares methods for, finding skunks and uranium

A
ore to further define remote sensing and to compare remote with

direct sensing.. 'Note that the detection of gamma rays from U308

with a down-hole device, does not qualify as a -iemote sensor since

thd,device is in close proximity with the material being 'detected.

c 10
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. ,,

TABLE 1. 1.
. /.

. ,
REMOTE SENSING COMPARED TO DIRECT SENSING SYSTEMS

. .

Target ' Sense Emanation Type.

Skunk Smell Odorous÷biquid Remote

1

U
3
0
8

Spectrometer Helium ft Remote

(surface or
airborne)

Skunk Touch None used Direct

(long pole)

U
3
0
8

Radioactivity Gamma rays Direct

(down-hole)

U
3
0
8

Drill cuttings None used Direct

What should you expect to learn from remotely obtained data

Often: Remote sensing systems tell you part of what you would

knOW if were on .site.

Sometimes: They tell you everything that you could determine on

site.

Occasionally:, They will tell you more than you-can determine

(readily) on site.

Almost Always: The remote sensing system will collect whatever

data it does provide more rapidly and at lower cost than the same

y

dat co d by direct methods.

Some general comments about data interpretation ,

Its worth.noting. that the human eye and brain are an

importan; part of most cata'interpretation systems. Not in the

sense of just reading results, but more, often than not, the eye-

brain system does some of-the data processing, e.g., smoothing,
. _

averaging, integrating, noise reduction, etc. In-addition the
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final interpretation of4the results is usually done by the eye-

brainbrain system. Computer processing andNdata interpretation are
4

playing an increasingly important role, but they almost always

N
require some assistance from the human. Only when the computer

system reaches-the point that printstbut full /Identifying

,

data can we say that we have elithinated the need. for the eye -

brain systeM. Except in rare cases, this may not be possible.or

,
desirable.

Do not sell short, however, the value of the computer to

handle laige quantities of data and to put it into.a form which

makes it more "visible? and meaningful to the eye-brain.

1. 2. Applications of Active'ReMote Sensing Systems A

4alle of the primary aims of this study is the preparation of

a student to make his own judgment of the value of a remote sen-

ging system for a particular application: Some of the general

considerations which the student should keep in mind'throughou3

.

his studies are listed below.
IL

1. Sensors should be applied to a natural resource problem if:.

6
a. ,Direct samples of the material are not required.

b. The information needed can be obtained from a property of

the material affecting the phenomena detected.' (see Table

1. 1.).

c. The sensor-can see" through interference, e.g., clouds;

foliage, overburden. ,

-4

d. The interpretation ofIthe data is unambiguous (relatively).

e. The cost isereasonable compared to the value of the, natural

12
*
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, N

.
,, resource and compared to the cost of other data collection

techniques.
/4- .

v,

.

2.:-Remote sensed datat frod!aircraft or spacecraft are particularly

Argluable if:

a. The problem is on a regional to glObal scale.

b. Airreated obgervations can deteCt time-dependent changes.

c. The process is economical.

3. Multiple sensors:

a. May be required to reduce ambiguity.

b. Will be most valtiable if.they letect phenomena related to
r.,

different properties of the materials. ?See Figure 1-.1).

The mafterial presented in this section should be briefly per-

used now to obtain a ,Ilfeel" for the systems and their application.'

The reader will want to 'refer back to this section later, however,

to see how well these proposed applications are supported by

analyses of the systems and the targets.

1.2k2. 1. Side Lbok Radar

a. SLR is capable of seeing through clouds. This is

particularly valuable in regions having cloud cover

,a high percentage of'the time. Darien Province,

Panama (10,000 sq. km.) was covered in-six hour's

flying time (six operating days), whereas, during a

'15 year period, only 40 percent of the Province,

had been photographed.

b.' TheanIform, constant illumination affOrde&by this

active system results in certain advantages over

13

O
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photographic images.

c. The system is very good fo*r large, regional'coverw,

0

A

particularly because of the uniform illumination.

d, Studies of geologic structure have been quite effel.ave.

e. ,SLR sees through foliage, sometimes more ,effectively(

A

than others.

f. SLR is generally too expensive for purveys covering

less than 1000 square mile Exceptidn, of course,

could occur.; for instance, areas continually cloud

covered might not mappabll, any other,way.

g. Use of vertical and horizontal-polarizations of the

scattered energy may'result in unique interpretation.

1. 2'. 2. Microwave Radiometers

,s. These passive systems alsoe through clouds.

b. Becauseof theloWer fieqUency, compared to IR, the

temperature below the surface of objects is seen.

The overall, effective temperature of an entire tree

s
a

4

'or Porest may be seen.

-this system has been used effectively for vulcanology

and fault location work.

t. Resolution isot too good and is one of the more

significant limitations of these radiometers..

I.

. 1. 2. 3. Low Frequency (LF) Systems

ti

a. These systems typically see to depths of 10's to

100's of meters.
/-

b. Their depth of penetration makes LF systems particularly A

useful for mineral exploration.

14
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c. May be useful for Study of subsurfam\geologic

structure. 0

d.
.

Application has been made for mapping of sub-

'surface groundwater.

e. These systems do not'form images, the data is

either obtained point,by,point or as individual

sean lines across the'region of interest.

1. 2. 4. Checkerboard Guesstimates

7

Several checkerboards have been made which show

posed,anticipated or potential applications of various

'remote sensing systems.' These are reproduced'on Figures

1. 2, 1. 3, and 1. 4. These represent, at times, experi-

ence, theory and guesses. Some disagreementvill be

found between these checkerboards, and they all should be

"taken with a grain of salt, until experience or good

theory can be used to support these projections. As

the student becomes more familiar with the systems, and

with natural resource parameters, he will be able to support

or refute some of the guesses.

1. 3: Approach and Aims,of This Study'

tow

Historically, much remote sensing data has been taken to "sell"

remote sensing: NASA, for instance, has sponsored the collection of

thousands of miles of side look'radar images. These images were

then given out to various organizations and individuals for evalu-

ation. Ground truth was virtually nonexislanp, and the evaluations

POT the most part were very perfunctory.
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Industry has taken a similar approach. In effect, their

calling cards read, "HaveRadar Will Travel." From that point

on, its up to the buyer to call the shots. Industryhas even

gone so far as to fly areas on a "wildcat",basis, in the hope

the imagery would be marketable. The entire Vancouver Island

has been flown and theresultant imagery can be obtained at abont

$5 per square mile.

Scientific development has always consisted of alternate

surges of experimental and theoretical advances; but without

both, development will cease. cSeveral of the key speakers at the

7th International Symposium of RdMote Sensing (1971) expressed

concern over the lack of the development of thdories to support

'experimental results. The field of remote sensing is long over-

due, at least in terms of effort expended, fOr'this change in
-

direction: This course of study is designed to help you to be-

,

came prepared to assist in this effort. 4

Advances in the field of remote sensing must have multi-

,.

disqiplinarians. It is not sufficient for the engineer to design

systems without regard for the needs of the°forester or agricul-

turalist. Nor is it sufficient for the resource manager to call

for the ruse of systeMs or the development of new systems without'

a knowledge, of the basic physics involved and the limitations

imposed"by hardware and the real world. This course is an attempt,

however feeble, to bridge the gap. The engineer will not became

'alresburce manager as a result of this study,°now will the forester

turn into an engineer. both will be better prepared to assess the

16
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proper apfdicatIon of active remote sensing systems to the collec-

tion of natural resource information. Both will be able to par-

. O

ticipate more effectively in research to advance the state-of-the

art. They will speak and listen to each other with greater under-
,

standing.

We have included, therefore, a short course in electromagnetics

and areviewof the electromagnetic properties of natural materials.

With these tools we study the interaction between natural resource

targets and the EM energy from active syitems. Finally, we examine

typical images or other types of data and attempt to understand the

experimental results in terms of the natural.resource properties.

17
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2. BASIC ELECTROMAGNETIC THEORY

.A general understanding of basic electromagnetic t,so

for a full appreciation of the interaction of gatural res

tromagnetic (EM) fields. Similarly' an: appreciation of th

is important for proper interpretation of Radar and Low Fr

Hence, the material in this section should be carefully st

proceeding.

The emphasis here is toward understanding, not proofs a

Some familiarity with general. physics, calculus, and vector

aid in obtaining afull appreciation of this material.

For the student desiring a more thOrough and rigorous t

theory, we recommend Hayt\ 1958, and Jordan) 1950.

2. 1. Electric Charge -- The EM Field Maker

1

his necessary

rces and elec-

s interaction

quency data.

died before

d, derivations.

analysis will

eatment of EM

1. All electric charge'comes from electrons or ions. Charge of

an electron:

_19
Qe = 1.6019 it 10 cou]omb,

s.
Ions have a charge of multiples of Qe.,

2. All EM Fields originate from:

a. Charges at Rest -- Static Electric Fields.

b. -Charges in Motion -- Magnetic Fields and Electric Fields

1

A magnet results from electron motion within the atoms, the

earth's magnetic field results'from electric current wi9hin

the mantle and core.

c. Charges in Motion, Varying With Time -- Electromagnetic Fields

And Waves

3. Once generated, a radiating PI Field ts` Sel4 perpetuating.

This results from the fact that achangigg electric field,

22
p.

_
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dE, generates a magnetic field and a changing magnetic field,
dt

` dH, generates an electric field. Ilene* the electric and
dt

magnetic fields regenerate each other as.an EM wave pro-,

pagates through space (or any medium).

2. 2. Electro.MaRnet14.c Units

We will use the MKS system of units almost exclusively. Lengths

will be measured in meters, mass in kilograms, and time in seconds.

We wdll show the relationship- between the units of length, mass,

time, and electrical units. This should leo help the student to

a
recognize we are still dealing with forces and the results of

forces.

Newton's first law might be considered the defining equation,

for force

- F = ma (2.1)

where F is force in newtons

mis mass in kilograms, and

a is acceleration in meters per second?

The defining equation for work or energy is

W = FL 1 (2.2)

where W is work or energy in Joules and L is length,in meters.

Similarly, the defining equation for power is

P s (2.3)

where P is power in watts and t is
1
time in seconds. It will be

seen that electric units have been chosen such that a direct unit

for unit relationship with work and power exists. Itrotharwords,

when computing work and power using electric units, the constant

23
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of proportionaIity'is equal to one.. Therefore, the.equation

for elettric power is

= V,I (2.11)

where P is power in watts,,V is electromotive force in volts,

and I is electric current in amperes.

Electric current is the movement of electric charge. By ,

.
.definition, therefote,

Q= It (2.5)

I

where Q is electric diagge-in coulombs.

All circuits and all materials offer a resistance tq the

movement of charge, i.e., the flow of current. The defining

equation for resistance is given by Ohm's Law

R = V/I (.6)

where R is resistance in ohms.

Before proceeding with our definition of electromagnetic

units, it will be informative to show the relationship be-

tween mechanical and electrical forces. (here are no simple

one to one relationships between electric and mechanical

forces as there are between electric and mechanical units of

power and energy, because of the basic difference in the

nature of t14-forces at work. Mechanical forces are due to

the presence of mass and mass in motion. Electrical fOrces

are due to the presence of charge and clirge in motion. For

instance, the equation for gravitational force (forces due to

the presence of mass) is
m1112''

F a: G
r2

O

24

(2.7)
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where G is the gravitational constant, ml, and m2 are the masses

of the objects in kilograms and r is the distande between the

,

objects. Not that two one- kilogram'. masses separated one meter

_11

exert a force on each other of 6.67 x 10 newtons. The number

_11 .

6.617 x 10 is, of course, the gravitational constant. This

constant cannot be computed from any theoretical physical con-

siderations but hat been determined from experimental measure-

ments. °

Similarly, the force between two charges is given'by th
, e

expression
Q02

F = K
r

( 2 ,r8)

9

where K is a Constant equal to 9 x 10 ,Ql, Q2 are the quantities

of.charges in coulombs and r is the distance between the charges

in meters. Note that the force between two charges of one cou-

9

lomb separated one meter is 9 x 10 newtons. This is equivalant

to about one million tons. We see that the forces associatod

with electric charges are many orders of magnitude 'greater than

the gravity forces associated with mass. .I1 is,interesting to

note that the-trimendous forces offthp atomic bomb are due mostly

. .

to.coulomb forces which result from the splitting of the elettric

charges within the atoms.

We are now ready-to derive the expressions for electric field

Intensity. An electric field is a force field similar in every

way to a gravity field as evidenced by the similarity in phe force

equations (2.7) and(2..8). We express electric field.intensity in

terms of the change in electromotive force with distance, i.e.,

the electric field units should:be volts per meter. We can show
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4 the relationship between'electric field intensify; E, and the
rr ,..

.

forces produced by charges in the following manner. Fromiequ-

ations (2.4) and (2.5) we obtain an expression for electric

power

t

/
(2.9)

and from equations (2:2) and (2.3) we obtain an e xpression for

mechanidal power

F
P =

L

t

therefore,

and,

or

E = F/Q

(2.1d)

(2.12)

Finally, if we combine (2.13) and (2.8).se obtain the'desired

expression for electric* field intensity
4111.

E = KQ7 (2.14)

Now, since many of the axpressions of gkIter significance

and more frequent useinvolve, in one way or another, a summation,

over the surface area of a sphere (consider the inIkensiq of light

in lumens per square meter from a point source), workers in this

field have found it more convenient to introduce a 1 term in tha

411.

'expressions for coulomb forces` and electric field intensities. In

otherwords, we will now'let

' 1

K m
.one

(2.15)

-26
I
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and` e have the more common expiession for electric field intensity

from a point charge

-Q
= (2.16)

.
where a is the dielectric constant of the medium surrounding the

point charge. Since K =,9 x 109 for free spaCe we find that c

_12
'for free space = 8.85 x 10 .

The student should be aware that electric field intensity, E.
__-

vector quanitity, i.e., it should properly be expressed in

terms of magn and direction. For the point charges consid-

ered so far the electric field intensity is equal in all directions'

and the directionality of the fieldihas.s n&,,heep significant.* This

is not the cast for other electric field generators as will be seen

later.

If we integtate ,(2.16) over the range r, we obtain the

expression

V
Q

41Ter

(2.17)

which\the.potential With respect to infinity at a position r

meters from a point charge. From this we see that electric fleld

fi

is the gradient of potential.

There are natmany practical sources of electromagnetic energy

J
which lay be represented as a single point charge. We consider,

l

c

next, therefore, the most common. source of electromagnet c energy,

the electric dipole;
1 I.

3. The Field of an'Electrie Dipole

Most electromagnetic dipoles result from electric charge

7
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.

back and forthalong,a wire. In order to maintain the coffitinu-

ity and the relative simplicity of our discussion, we will cbntinue

to deal with static electric charges. Although simpaified, the re-

sults will adequately disclose the electric dipole characteristics

of importance at this time. Figure 2-1 gives the geometry

of the Note that we have pogitive and minus electric

charges along the Z axis, equidistant from the origin. Using

equation (2.17) we solve first for the potential at P:

V =
El

1

R2

Q

4Tre

\,1. 2 - R1

,
(2.18)

4-ffe R1 R2-

For a distant point (r > 10 d) we can simplify equation (2.18) with
,

the approximations

R1 R2 (A., r2

R2 - R1,1, d cose

The simplified, expression for the potential from an electric dipole

is

so

V -
010 cos8

4ffe r
z

(2.19)

We would like now to obtain the equation for the electric field

intensity'of an electric dipole.' From equation (2.19( and Figure 2-1,

it is apparent that the electric field from a dipole source is not

omnidirectional. We will, therefore, need the vector operator V to

determine E, the gradient of V. In Cartesian coordinates, this is

a
V 22 a + a + a a

ax a3y y a-z z
(2.20)
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.

'

. In spherical coordinatep, this becomes
?

/ .

.

a / 1, a . 1 a

v . a + a +
ar r ra0 0 r,sin 0 act)

(2.21)

Because of the geometry of the problem, it is easier to compute the

electric field in spherical coordinates. Subjectin equation (2.19)

to the partial derivatives called for by equation-(2.21) we obtain
. ,

Qd cos 6. Qd sin 6
E = - VV = -

2we r3 ar 7 Ore r3'
a0)

which may be simplified to become

" tore

Qd

r
3 (2 cos 6 a + sin 6 a

6
)

(2.22)

4

(2.23)

where all of the terms have been previously defined or are defined

i

on Figure 2-1. Note particularly that'whereas the electric field

from a single point charge varied as a function of distance squared,

that the electric field from the dipole varies inversely with

tance cubed. This is the same variation which we will find later

foi the near or electrostatic field from a radiating antenna. These

fields are of importance primarily when dealing with,yeryjow fre-

quency signals, such as used in the. exploration for,minerals.

2. 4. The Steady Magnetic Field

' Magnetic fields are generated by electric currents or charges
,

in motion. We will not have a point source for,a magnetic field,

therefore, since it is impossible to have current flow restricted

to a single point in space. The student might ,consider the pos-

sibility of obtaining an infinitely small, permanent magnet and

1Consider this to be a point source for magnetic fields. Even if

we consider the magne tic field set up gyelectron rotation, about

the nnelfugs of an atom,, we findlwaare not dealing with a point

.0
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source since the movement of, the electrons take place over a finite

distance.

Relating magnetic fields to their source and to the basic

mechanical system of units is quite difficult. We shall, there-

forei,find it necessary to accept the laws governing magnetic fields

on faith alone. It is the author's feeling that the student cap

obtain a good understanding of magnetic fields and their effects

without going through a series,pf rigorous proofs. For a student

interested. in a more in-depth treatment of this subject, we recom-.

mend Chapter 8 from Hayt (1958).

The source of the steady magnetic field may be a permanent

magnet, a direct current, or an electric field changing linearly

with time. Our immediate concern will be the magnetic field prom

duced by a differential current element. The geometry relating the

current element, dL, and the differential magnetic fields, dH, pro-

duced thereby is shown in Figure 2-2. C.

The experimental_ law of BiottSavart states that at any point

P the magnitude of the magneSic field intensity frcfM the differen-

tial current element is proportional to the product of the current

Ld the differential length. The entire Biot-Savart Law is written

in condise mathematical notation as

IdLXaR
dH

Or

dH
I dL sine

=
4w

(2.24)

(2.25)

where H is magnetic field intensity in amperes per meter and'is

perpendicular to the paper and directed into it. Note that the

3 0
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magnetic field intensity for this differential current element Its

varying inversely with distance squared.
.

A simple application of the Biot-Savart Law maybe made by

considering the fields produced by steady-state current flow inan

iltinitely long wire. This problem is simplified by redefining the

geometry in terms of a cylindrical' coordinate system as indicated

' in Figure 2-3. Equation (2.24) then becomes

L" I dz a
z
X (r ar - z a

z
)

dH = 3/2
4n (r2 + za)

(2.26)

where the vectors and distances are defined by Figure 2-3. Solution

to the problem requires integration-over the infinitely long wire

or

which becomes

co

I dz a
Z
X (r a

2"

- z az)

H = 3/2

4n(r2'+ z2) '

03

(r2 z2)
Est,

I
r dz a

0
H =

47t t

. 0

Ar
(2.27)

41.

.
Carrying out this integration, we obtain the,,results

H
2r. r

a0

(2.28)

(2.29)

which indicates that-the magnitude of the field is noa function

of 0 or Z and varys inversely as the distance frqm the 'infinitely

long wire. The direction of the imagnetic field intensity ye
PI

of, course, circumferential.

2. 5. Conduc4Ors, Dielectrics, and Magnetic Materials"

Electric and magnetic fields exert forces on charges.and charged

particles indare, therefore, properly defined as force fields.

'31
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Electric fields exert, forces on charges at rest or.in motion. Mag-

netic fields can exert forces only on charges in motion. Keep in

mind, however, that the orbit and spin of .electrons in individual

atoms constitute charges in motion. The forces produced by theu-

electric and magnetic fields result in movement of the charges.

This results in the generation of electric and magnetic flux fields.

In a conducting medium the flux field is the current density,

J. This is a'physically real flux consisting of the movement of

electrons or ions in response tothe electromagnetic force field.

If we draw isofield lines representing equipotential surfaces in

the media and flux lines representing the movement of'the charges

we find that they are everywhere equally perpendicular. This is

illustrated in Figure 2-4 a'nd is the natural result,of charges

seeking the shortest path between positions of different potential.

Although the dielectric and magnetic-properties 'of materials

are a result of the movement of charge, this movement is not a

continuous flowalong flux lines and we find that electric Flux

(displacement currents) and magnetic flux are mathematical and

perceptual conveniences.

ge will now discuss the basic characteristics of conductors,

dielectrics and magnetid materials and their relation to force and

flux fields:

1. Conductors

Conductors have free electrons or.ions, i.e., the

electrons or ions may move freely about within the mater-

ial, whereas, dielectrics (insulators) do not.

Just "s resistance is a defined qudhtity relating

voltage,and current in,a specific circuit or object, the

ti

32
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'conductivity, is lirdefinition the property of a

material relating electric field intensity and current

12'

density

E

(2.30)

We can Obtain additional insight into the significance

. ,

of conductivity and its relationship to specific' mater-

ials and circuits through an examination of Figure 21.

For a constant uniform electric field in a homogeneous

medium, the electric force field and current density

field vectors are parallel and are related in magnitude

by equation (2.30). This is illustrated in FigUre 2-5A.

Figure 2-5B illustrates current flow through a cylindrical

rod. The development of the relationship between the

.

resistance from one end of the rod to the other and the

conductivity of the material from which the rod was

formed is given on the figure. Noting that the resistiv-

ity of the materiel is the inverse of conductivity we can

express the rdbtstance across the ends of any cylinder of

.

.

,

.

.
any material as follows:

bti

14

.

R = ..2.-Lk

, , s
a A A '

(2.31)

where 2, is length of the cylinder in meters, A is the

1 cross - sectional area of the cylinder in square meters,

a is the conductivity of the material in mhos per meter,

and-is the resistivity of the material in ohm meters.

We will refer to the flow of charge through a con -

ductor as conduction current flow.
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2. 5. 2. Dielectrics /*

tr.

13

NI/

For a pure dielectric material, there would be no

conduction current flow, i.e., there would be no transfer

of charge through the material. Although this pure di

electric does not exist, there are many materials, classed

as dielectrics for which conduction current few is negli-

gible. The electric charges in a dielectric undergo a

physical displacement resulting from a force of an electric

field. This displacement of charge (called displacement

current) results in a polarization of the material, i.e.,

the charges are displaced or oriented such that the mater-

ial exhibits an electric polarity opposite to the electric

force causing the original displacement. The subject of
\)

polarization Will be treated in great detail in later

sections.

We now introduce the fictitious. electric flux density

which is defined by the expression

D = (2.32)

where D is electric flux density.in coulombs per meter

I squared. It is apparent from the units of electric flux

density that we can also express it in terms of the charge

per unit area on the surface of the dielettric:

D

This surface.charge is not the same as the surface charge

on a conductor, for the latter consists of the presence

or absence of free electrons. The effedt of this surface

charge, however, is just the same as that of free surface

34
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4.

charge, and this effect may be used to sho4 that the

displacement of charge_resultsin a storage of energy

within the dielectric. This energy storage is related

to the capacity for storage of charge between electric

plates separated bl-a4lelectric as shown in Figure2-6.

Capacity is defined by the equation

C = giv (264)

The development of the relation between capacity, the

dielectric constant of the material separating the plates,

the area of the plates and their separation is given in

Figure 2-6. The resulting expression is

C =
d

(2.35)

where C is capacitance in farads, c is dielectric constant1

in farads per meter,, A Is the area in meteraaquared, and

d is the plate separation in meters. Note m equation

(2,34) that one farad equals one coulomb per volt.

2. 5. 3. Magnetic Materials
"it tk L....- 4

We.w111 begin with the defining equation which relates

magnetic field intensity, H, to magnetic flux density, B,

and the magnetic permeability, u, of materials:

B=uH (2.36)

where B is magnetic flux density in Webers per mete

squared, u is permeability in Henrys per meter, and H is

magnetic field intensity in amperes per meter.

We will use the atomic model consisting of a central
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Ala

pOsitive nucleus surrounded by electrons in various orbits

to obtain some appreciation of the difference in behavior

of various materials in magnetic fields. An electron' in

ad orbit is analogous top small current loop and as such,

experienCes a torque in an external magnetic field. This

torque tends to align the magnetic field produced by the

orbiting elettron with the external field. This

same effect as the tendency' of magnets to alig* themselves.

Since the magnetic'field Of the electron adds to the ex-

ternal field, this simple picture would lead us to believe

that the magnetic field in any material would be grqpter

than without the material present., This'is not true in

most materials, however, because of electron spin. The

spinning electron is the equivalent ofa second current

loop, and the torque on this loop must alsoiOtte considered.

It turns out that these effects very nearly cancel each

other in most atoms, the notable class.of exceptions being

ferromagnetic materials. In this class Of maierials,

orbital motion and electron spin fail to counteract .

each other. Each atom has a relatively"farge magnetic mom- ,

ent and in a magnetic field, the magnetic flux density

increases to many times the valueit would have in free

space.

There are no simple circuit components-which would

shed any more light on the nature of the magnetic propel.,

ties of ,,materials and since most natural resource materials

are non-ferromagnetic, we will not spend any more time". on

this subject. We should'note, however, that the etkignmdnt

3s
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of electron orbits and electron spin result in storage of

energy within the magnetic material much as the displace-
\

ment of charge resulted in the storage of energy in a

4L dielectric.

2. 5. 4. Energy and Other RelatioiL

In the interest of imparting as much understanding'

on this subject of possible, wewould like the student,to

note that current density consists of actual electric

charges in motion, electric fluX (displacement current)

may be viewed as lines terminating on electric ,charges

and magnetic fluC may be viewed as lines which form

closed loops, since there is no magnetic charge. If a
. .

little bit of contemplation does hot make the reason for

this statement clear, we would recommend further reading

In the references.

It should be instructive to consider the similarity

of the three equations which relate force fields and flux

fields to the properties of the materials:

a E (2.30)

(2.32)

c

(2.36)

It would be well to commit these three expressions to

memory since they will be,used,frequently in the material

which follOws. 4

Although we don't consider it wortlI1Lthe effort to

show their developrent, it'may provide further insight to

37
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01,

give the equations for energy dissipation and storage

associated with the electromagnetic fields and the prO-

.

perties of materials which have been discussed.

Energy Stored in a Magnetic Media.

W
H

= 1/2 f
vol

. H dv

= 1/2
vol

p H2 dv

Energy Dissipated in.a Conductive Media

WE i
vol

.1 . E dv/ (2.39)

"Ft

(2.37)

(2.38)

,1/2
vol

a E2 dv

Energy Stored in a Dielectric Media

W
E
= 1/2 I

vol
. Edv

1/2 fvol E2 dv

(2.40)

(2.41)

(2.42)

In this 'section we have covered the basics of static,

non-time ,varyipg fields. We have done very little develop-

mpnt of the field equations since our interest has been to

convey understanding and not develop mathematical detail.

The material is, designed to acquaint you with electTomag-'

netic fields, their variation with distance from the source,

and effect of the electromagnetic properties of materials

of these fields. In the next section we will allow the'

fiet1S to vary with time, whiCh opens up a whole new cate-

gory of subjects ,and introduces us *to the field of parti-

cUlar interest to the subject of remote sensing.
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FIGURE 2-1 -- Geometry for Computing the Field,from an Electric Dipole
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FIGURE 2-2 Geometry for the Magnetic Field from a'Differential Current Elemen
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FIGURE 2-4 -- Equipotential Field Lines (Solid) and Electric Flux Liles (Dashed)

Between. Two Charged .Objects
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WS 682 PROBLEMS

2. 1. Compute the electric field intensity, E, at a distance

4 _2
of 33 feet from a point charge of 10 coulombs.'

2. 2.. Calculate the capacity of two metal plates0 one foot

square, separated one inch: (a) in a vactum, (b) immensed

in water (e/co = 80).

2. 3. Calculate the resistance of a'one mile length of coppet

wire having a diameter of 1/10 inch (the conductivity of

copper is about 5.8 x 107 mhos/meter).

2. 4. Compute the electric field intensity, E, and the potential,

V, at diStances of 10, 100, and 1000 meters from the center

of an electric dipole onsisting of oske coulomb charges

separated one meter. Let 0 (Figure 2-1) be 00, 450, and

900.

f 45

4 ti
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3. TIME VARYING FIELDS AND ELECTROMAGIC-WAVES

From the material in the_previous section, you have been introduced to

the symbols, terminology, and the general concepts of electromagnetic fields

and the electromagnetiC properties of materials. We now wish to expand your

understanding of EM fields with a consideration, of time varying fields and

electromagnetic, waves. A comprehensive text in EM theory would spend sever-'

4

al chapters in the development ofthe four field equatioDs which are gener-

ally referred to as Maxwell's Equation's. This material is meant to provide

you with.a general understanding of electromagnetic fieldsCand their inter-
.

action with natural resource materials and is designed for the natural

resource specialist, not for the physicist or electrical engineer. Wp begin

our discussion, therefore, by presenting these equations in their most common

form:

curl 171 = + a-) or V x 17.7+a-11-
D t a

DB D13-

curl E = - or s7 x E -
D t D t

div = 0

Iv

or 0 . D = p

ti-

ot V . a =0

(3.1)

(3.2)

(3.3)

(3.4)

The symbols and units for these equationsquations are the same as those developed in

Section 2 with the exception that p is used hers as electric charge density

in coulombs per meter3. In order to avoid' dOnfusion between the use of p

for resistivity, we will try td use the inverse of resistivity, conductivity,

when referring to the electricalproperties of materials.
a-

.

As. s obvious from quick inspection, the four field equationvestab-

, .

lish the relationship between force'Eields and flUx fields and electric fields
,

4 6
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and magnetic fields. The equations express mathematically and exactly that,

(3.1), a current generates a magnetic field that curls around the current,

(3.2), a magnetic field that changes,with time generates an electric field

Jr

that curls around the magnetic field, (3.3), tilt net electric displacement

current (flux) through the surface encldsing a volu e is equal to fhektotal

charge within the volume and (3.4), the net magnetic flux emerging through

any closed surface is zero.

The solution of any electromagnetic problem requires satisfaction. of

the four field equations. Also, the three relations concerning the electfo-

magnetic properties of the medium in which the fields exist must be satisfied.

These three equations are repeated here for copvenientIreference:

a

(2.30)

(2.32)

B = pE (2.36)

These equations assume the medium to be homogeneous, isotropic, and source

free. The medium is homogeneous if c, p, & o are the ssme,at any position

wiiin the medium. The medium is isotopic if c, p, and crare not-functions
e

of direction. This might -be clarified by stating that a medium is anisotro-

pic if the conductivity, dielectric constant, or magnetic permeability is , gs

different in one direction compared to, another. Although many natural re-.

source materials exhibit a certain degree of anisotropy, the effect is

psually small, making results based on an assumption of isotropy reasonable.
ti

A source free Medium is one which contains no source of electromagnetic

fields within the medium. This is an accurate assumption for most conditioni

of interest.

4 ?'
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The assumption of -homogeneity is probably the most inaccurate since,

natural resource materials are generally a mixture of materials or ingred-

cents having different electrical properties. Results obtained using this

assumption, hqwever, are often quite"useful since the material may be

homogeneous when viewed macroscopically.

3. 2. Electromagnetic Waves

The fact that electromagnetic energy travels through space (or

any media) in the form of waves is the basis for all radio communi-

cations, most remote sensing techniques, and the propagation of

energy from the sun to the earth. ih order to understand why these

natural and man-made'systems work as they do, we must developthe

'equations for electromagnetic wave motion.

Virtually any kind of wave,motion can be described with the

general wave equation:

2c2 020
as t-e

(3.5)

where (1) is the wave height or amplitude and c is the wave velocity

in meters per second. From the expansion of V20,

a 2 a 2 0 a 2 0

a x a y2 3 z
(3.6)

we see that the wave equation provides the relation between the space

and time variations of the wave amplitude. If electromagnetic energy

does propagate in the form of waves, we should be able to show this

-from the four field equations and the three media equations given

48
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ti

above.- We mill fir* develop the wave equations for' ree space,

ie a = 0. This media is, of course, ideally homogeneous, isotropic,

and-source fiee.

Under these conditions, we may substitute the appropriate terms

from the media equations into the field equations and obtain:

V XH = co at

vxE = - u0a

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

Vi= 0

V41 = 0--

Taking the curl of equation (3.7) we obtain

v X v xii --co v x o at
2 (v ii)

at

A vector identity provides us with an expansion for equation (3.11)

and we have

a fv x v v(v.i) V-9 H Co FIE %V (3.12)

Now if we substitute equations (3.8) and(3.10) into (3.12) we 'see

3 2 H
9-? 171 = Po CO --5t2

(3.13)

ough &similar procedure, which laVes an exercise for the student,

- -

we can obtain
c-

a 2 y
,72
v 'm PO CO 5.17

(3.14)
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Comparing (3.13) and (3.14) with equation (3.5) for - general wave

motion, we. see that the velocity for an electromagnetic wave in free'

space is equal ,to

1
C =

7107
rf

(3.15)

Inserting the values for the dielectric constant and magnetic.per--
_7

meability of free space (c0 = 8.85 x 10 and po = lor.x )'we
,

obtain the familiar value' for the velocity,of light,,3 x. meters

-per second.

If E is independent of y and z,

v2
ax

0 '

and the Wave,Equation becomes:

r fa2f
a 2E

--7 = pc 5--t7

a '
cy4

,

For sinusoidal time varying fields:
4

0 e

=Fio'(cos wt + j sin wt)

(3.16)

(3.17)

(3.18)

(3.19)

where w = 2nf and is radian or iingulai frequency, f is frequency in

Hertz. If E = E0 ei" then (3.17) becomes:

D 2 -§
2 f

7-Trt =' 41 "

Taking only the y term of E we get

D 2 17:

ai

4'

(3'.20)

(3.21)
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This represents a plane wave propagating in the x direction. From

the general solution to linear second order differential equations

we obtain

E A e
-j0X

+ A2 ei" (3.22)

where the first term is an outward propagating wave and the second

term represents a wave returning to the source. Adding the time variation

ej wt and concerning ouselves with only the outward going wave we get:

) Where 0 = 1.5\fpc,

E = A e
j(wt - 0X)

y 1

(3.23)

Equation (3.23) is the general solution for a plane wave propagating

in a source free.dielectric medium. Note that it does not attenuate

6

with time or distance. (Free space if c = co and p = pp)

To determine velocity, note that Ey is maximum when cot - = 0.

In order to always remain on a crest we must move in the X direction
r

with a velocity

V = = w= 1 c
t B ,\FTT

(3.24)

which agrees with our previoUs result. From the definition of wave-
.

length and frequency we have

v = of (3.25)

where A is wavelength in meters and f is frequency in Hertz. Com-

/

bining (3.25) and (3.24) we obtain:

(Remember, w = 2Rf).

2.rr

A
(3.26)
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And we see that B, the phase shift constant is a measure of radians*

per meter. 0

r-
Our solutions so far have dealt with EM waves propagating in a

pure dielectric (non-conducting) medium. The medium is homogeneous,

'isotropic and source free. All other conditions result in a compli-

cation of the solutions.

3. 2. 1.. General Solutions of Field Equations

Note:, The medium now has finite conductivity, it is

still homogeneous, isotropic and source free. Assuming

sinusoidal time variations, eiwt, the field equations nay

now be soiled to oktain the general wave equations:

v2 juni(64 Jwc)
(3.27)

V2 H - jaw (a + joie) 11 (3.28)

which are often written in the form

v2 I = y2 I (3.24) t

v2 T('' Y2 ii (3.30)

Where y is the propagation constant and equals

Y miAJW)(a -44!.0c)

The propagation constant is complex and ay be written in

(

terms of real and imaginary parts according to the relatio
c.

.

(3.31)

Y = a +: ja (3.3

'*Al]. equations use radians for angular measure. One radi n

= 57.3°.
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'where a is the attenuation factor iii Nepers per meter and

0 is the phase shift factor in radians per meter. Note:

A Neper AL 1

e 2:71828....

3. 2. 2. Plane Wave Solution

Again we will consider a uniform plane wave propa-

gating in the X dirltion an (3.29) becomes

2
3

Y
2

Tirc
(3:33)

The solution of which takes the familiar form

eYX + A2 e-YX (3.34)

-Taking the outward propagating wave we write

- YX 116

A2 e (3.35)

and if we again introduce sinusoidal time variation we get 4

*.e

then

and finally

A2 =, A0 e
j wt

E = Ao eiwt YX

= e
just

e
(a+j0)X

Ao
jwt

e
-aX

" Ao e-c/A ei Wt BX)

53
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6
define it as

Comparing (3.36) with (3.23) we_see th th conducting

medium has resulted in the added term, e
aX

. Also.,as we

will soon see, the value for ft has been changed. Equation

(3.36) represents a mave propagating in the X direction at

a velocity w/O. It is attennated according to the factor

e
aX

. Note that a and 8 are the real and imaginary parts

of

[(jwp) (a Jam)]
1/2

and that

a = w[2 ((l
7,.7)1/2_1)]1/2

and

=
a2 N.1/2 1/2

((1 + w
+ 1)].

3. 2. 3. Intrinsic Impedance, n

(3.37)

(3.38)

For now we will simply introduce this parameter and

(3.39)

This is analogous to R =,--
V

, but do not confuse with p =
E

.

I
. J

a is 06 ratio of the i andE fields for a propagating

,\ plane wave and is related too the properties, of the medium

for the general case by the equation:'

, 11/2

n La iwei
ohms

(.41p,N

(3.40)

. .

Intrinsic impedance is,a useful parameter because, as

is avideni.from (3.40), it is a function of the \`)/ N

.54
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,

basic glectromagnetic properties of the media and the

-IIItrequency Of the electromagnetic energy. Intrinsic

impedante should be considered as undefined at both zero

(DC) and infii-frequency It must be used, with tonsid-

erable care since eitOtiOn (3.40) is not valid when very

close to-the source Of energy. This parameter is found to
04-

be quite useful for certain low frequency exploration

systems, however, and it will be discussed'in greater

detail under the subject, Low Frequency Syitems.

3. 2. 4. Mepth'of Penetration (Skin Depth)

.

The skin depth, (5, is defined as that depth in a
,

Medium at which waves are attenuated to l/e or approxi-

.

mately 37 percent of their original value. Remember, lie

isone Neper or 8.68 dB (see Appendix A r a diecuision

0'
of decibels.and nepers),. Skin depth isfinite only for

media having finite
.

conductivity since a wave in a pure

dielectric, o = 0, suffers no attenuation.

In 'a conduCting medium, the wave amplitude decreases

- aX
by thefactor e . We see, therefore, that when'aX = 1,

the amplitude has decreasedtc; 1/eTof its val0e at .X = 0.

Therefore,.

d r 1 meters (3.41)
a

and for the general case of an homogeneous, isotroPIC

medium,

d
1

az 1/2 1/2
((1 + =7) -1)L

w c

(3.42)'
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3. 2. 5. Conductors andDielectrics'

Maxwell's first 'equation may be written

V X + jwci

conduction
t

current displacement current

.(3.43).

From the above, it is evident.tilat the ratio of conduction

current to displacem

c

Jnd
therefore,

current is

a

WE

a

we
= 1'

(3.44)

,

marks the div.ding line between conductors and dielectrics.

We may now write or define:

Note: 1)

2)

3)t

Perfect conductors -- a/we =

Good conductord a/wg >>1

good dielectric 7 0/We 4< 1

Perfect dielectric -- a/WE ='0

Fof copper;L/we ti 3.5 x 108

For Mica, a/we ti 04002

For good conductors a and e are not functions

of frequency;

4) For good dielectrics and most material in between,

.0 and Care a. function of frequency. This is true

for most natural resources, soil, and rocks.

For good conductors andigood, dielectrics the gfteral

expressions for a (3.37), 6 (3.38), n (3.40), and 6 .42)

u 56
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o

may be simplified.

t.

The student should- try to arrive at some of the

simplifications giVen in Tables .3,1, 3.2, and 3.3 to see

why they are reasonable approximatAons.

the conductor or dielectric, the better

ration.

Table 3. 1 Wave *xopagation in a Good'Dielectric

a __1-4.11. a
2 C

1°
6

2

W17(1 +
8

a

w e

n 2\/1717;(1 + j
2we

6 =2'/

a 2

v = v0 (1 7, O.7-.271W E

.

Table 3. 2 ,Wave propagation in a Perfect Dielectric

L

_)

a .= 0

13 = a/Te

6 = 0

1

5?

Note, the better

is the approxi-
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Table 3.3 - Wave Propagation in a Good Conductor

y re-Viwua =-Vr1Z- /450

V

J(141

a

2

wuc

The,stUdent should remember that we have been dealing with plain

with plain electromagnetic waves in 'an,homogeneoue, isotropic, and

source free medium.

58
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-,...///'PROBLEMS

3. 1. ?Compute the skin depth of a material having,

4

a = 10 mhos/meter/ *

e/e0 = 80

= 11
0

S

14

for frequencies of 104, 106, and 108 Hertz. Discuss your

results.

3. 2. Derive the general equations for a and a from the general

equation for y.

3. 3. Calculate the wave impedance for a material having properties r'

of,

_2
a = 10 mhos per meter

.= 1000
0

U. '11
0

for frequencies of 104, 105, and 106 Hertz using the exact

.equation and the equatioA for a good conductor. Discuss ,your

result's.

3. 4. Using the four field equations

three media equations, (2.30),

equation (3.14).

(Maxwell's equations) and. the

(2.32), and (2.36), derive_
,

59
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4.0 ,RADIATION

At tge tiMkof this printing, June, 1972,'this section was still in,

preparation. When completed,' this sectionwill.discus.the concepts of

.radiation,:that phenomena wherebyan electromagnetic-field,propagates away

from its source at tbeespeed.e light., For",tbe time being the student

must'obtain this information from lectu-res and from the references given

Sectio6 4

at the..end of Section 2.

F

$.$

-6o

$
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5.0 ELECTROMAGNETIC PitOPERTIES OF MATERIALS -- GENERAL

We haVe seen how the electromagnetic properties of materials effect

current flow (conduction and displacement), electric and magnetic fields,

and EM wave propagation.

We will now shift our viewpoint 1800 and considir the effect of EM

fields (forces) 'on materials, and attempt to determine the ease with

.. Which three phenomena take place in materials. These phenomena are:

Electric pblarization
se

Magnetiiation

Conduction

The physical'constants defined by these phenomena are, of course:

-- dielectric constant

-- "magnetic permeability

a -- electric conductivity

These constants,-along with the shape and size of an object, control

the scattering bf reiadiation of energy. This, in turn, determines the

characteristics of a radar image of the

5.1 Conversio f Conductivie Uni

If not already, you wi

ect.:

nevitably run across other units of con-
.

ductivity and iesistivi We Will workwith mks unitsNso you should know

how to convert other un is to mks.

Resistivity, p, may be .efined by
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from which we see that the reStstance of a 1 meter cube of material having '

a resistivity of 1 ohm -- meter is 111

X 1
1

-1. ohm

In Cgs units land Rare in cm and cr/t2' and we define resistivity as the

resistancb across a 1 cm cube. In mks units', for a 1 cm cube of the same

material

_2
1 X 10

R -
10

-

In Tps units
fiP 0

and. therefo*,

and we may write

and

similarly we find

= 100 ohms

. R =
1

100 ohms

p = 100 ohm-:cm

p mks = p cgs/100

a mks = 100 a cgs

p mks.= pS2 - ft/3.281

a mks = 3.281 a mhos/ft

(5.2)

(5.3)

(5.4)

Physics handooks and other references will often give a esu (electrostatic

units) values'. Now, the units for voltage and current are also different

and we would need to use the equation

62
A
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- V/I =RI
A aA

to determine the conversion factors

p mka = 9 X 109 p eau (5:5)

a mks = a eau/9 X 109 (5.6)

5.2 Conduction in Metals
46

Materials are generally classed as:

a) metallic conductors if -- a > 105 mhos/meter

_8
b) semiconductors .if 105 > a > 10 mhos/meter

8

c) insulators if 4-- a < 10 mhos/meter,

The use of the term semiconductor, to describe something in between a

metallic conductor and an insulator, should not be confused with the common

use of the same term to describe solid state devices and materials which

conduct better in one direction than the other.

Most natural resources can be classed as semiconductors (as defined
;

above). Nevertheless, it will be instructive to consider conduction in

metals before progressing to other materials.

The free electron model of metals is based on valence electrons being

able to move about freely through the volume ofthe specimen.

and

..In the absence of an electric field the, electrons move about randomly

1
v
D
= N v;-= 0

=

(5.7)

wherevD166verageordriftvelocitYatheelectrons,v.is velocity of

,individual electrons, and N is the total number of electrons per upit

voltIke.

63
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0

,
and is about equal_ to. the total numl?er of atoms. When an electric field is

applied, the electrons experience an average force .- The electrons will

then accelerate,according to the well knOign relation, F = ma which, for

the free electron model should be'written,

vp

dt T
(5.8)

where, T, is the Relaxation Time, which is closely related to the time

between collisions with other electrons. Note: if T 7 0, 1 = 0, but if T

0,, the electrons accelerate with little force and maintain the current

indefinitely, e.g., for superconductors, T c°. T is the time required for

the electrons to approach rest conditions after having been accelerated'
-"'"

,same value VD.
mv

D , is equivalent to a frictional or damping force.

dv
D

m -, is acceleration due to external forces.- For an electric field,

_19
F = 6E, where e is the electron charge, 1.6019 x 10 coulombs, we write,

T

dv
D

v
D

eE = m dt + T

_31
where m is the, mass of the electron, 9:1 x 10

,conditionEtt (for frequencies where 1/f >> T. And

dv
D = O.

dt

eEv =
,D m

(5.9)

Under steady state

(5.10)

We are now ready to shoes the relation between drift velocity, electron

charge, etc.,,and the conductivity of a metal. The free charge density in

a metal is obviously

p = Ne (5.11)

64
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where p is charge density in coulombs/m3, N is the number of free electrons

per meter3, and'e is the electron charge in coulombs, or,

electrons coulombs coulombs

P =
q meters electron meters.

If we now introduce drift-velocity we obtain,

coulombs r' t s
NevD.- meters nd

but,

so,

and we may.write,

and with (5.10) we obtain,

Which from,

yields,

coulombs,
meterr-sec

coulombs = amperes
second

amperes
Nev -

D meter

J = NevD

T
J -

Ne2

el= cE

=
Ne2T

(5.13)

(5.14)

In equation (5.14) note the terms Ne, charge density and elm, which results

from acceleration being proportional to e and inversely proporiionaltto m.
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For copper, Quantum.Theory tells us,

T = 2 x 10" second'

Assuming each atom contributes One electron and since there are 6.025 x

1023 atoms per molecule and since one molar volume (volume occupied by

one gram - molecule- weight)' for copper is 7.1 cm3, we obtainl as,

N = 106 (6.opi s 1023)/7.1

equals

8.5 x 1028 electrons/M3

Therefore for copper,

_38 _14
(8.5 x 1028) (2.56 x 10 ) (2 x 10 )a- 31

9.1 x 10
_

4.8 x 107 mhos/meter

which is reasonably close to handbook values of 5.7 x 107.

We now introduce mobility, u (upsilon), which by definition is,

v
D et meters

u= ----=
E m ' volt-sec

(5.16)

Mobility is a measure of the ease with whiCh a particle is accelerated by
.

an electric field. We may now write, by combining (5.14) and-(5.i5*,

a^= Nev (5.16)

or for the more general case,

a = N1 (I' vi N2 q2 V2 . . . Nn qn vn

.

where 111. is the 11 umber free charge carriers /m3 a the-1
th

type,

.

the charge/carrier,
th

v. is the mobility of the 2 charge carrier. This
.

(5. 17)

brings us to the point that we may consider conduction in any media con-

taining free' charge carriers.

66
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5.3 .Conduction in Electrolytes

,

1

Conduction in most natural resources is due to the presence of salts

Section 5 7

in sol4ion. Salts in solution form an electrolyte, and conduction fakes

° place via he movement of ions. Changes in the chemical makeup of plants,. .!

soils, water; etc., will, therefore, effect the conductivity of the,ma4ter-

ial4. This change in conductivity may then be detectable with a remote

sensing system. If we can estimate the Magnitude of the change con-

ductixity which it result from some change in a resource of'inferest,

then we can determine the probability of detecting the hange remotely.

In very dilute solutions, we may useequatioW (5.17) to c pate conductiv-

ity, where each term represents an ion in solution.
1-4

The equation is usually written in the-form,

a = F (C1 ni u1+ c2 n2 U2 t . . -I- Cfl nn un)
g

(5.18)

where F is Paraday s number = 96,500 coglombs/gratn equivalent wpight,
T
C.

. 1

. .

.44,

th.
is the'concenfration of the 1 ion in'gram molecular weights per rileter3,

n.
.

. is the absolute value of the valence of the ion, and u
i
is the

.th140ftlityfathesion.liote:-oiissfunctionofC.and temperature.

-4 We will ,leave it up ..to the student twshow the equivalenci of (5.17)
ft

And (5.18). Example,:
.

: . ,,,

The conductivity of axone percent (by weightl NaC1 solution (also
.°, ..

to.

given ab_10gfams/liter and410 0/00)°,calcuiates to be (at 25° C): The
,-,

number of gram molecule weights/m3 is,

A

104. (graves NaC1)
6 C 58.43 (MW of NaC1)

c
Na

= c
C1

=I. 171

,67
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n,Ma nc/ 1

Na
=. 5.2 x 10

8
, (dilute solution at 25° C)

uC
a

= 7.9 x 10 (dilute solution at 25° C)

_8 _8
U = 96,500 (171 (5.2 x 10 ) 171 (7.9 x 10 )) =

2.16 mhos/meter

tollowing comparisons between calculated and measured o for

NaC1 solutions shows the reduction of u for concentrated solutions (the

value of u for a dilute solution was used).

Table 5.1 -- NaC1 Solutions at 25° C

Salinity o calc. o meas.

1 er (mhos /m) m S 'Ell

0,01 0:00216 0.0021+

0.1 0.0216 0.02

1.0 0.216 0.185 "

10.0 2.16 1.7

100.0

4,

\21.6 11.0

-

8

O
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Table 5.2 - Mobility of Ions at 25° C'

Ion Mobility

H 36.2 x 10
4

OH 20.5

SO4 8.3

Na
+

5.2

Cl- 7.9

K+ 7.6

NO3 7.4

c"

m2/volt-second

(From Keller)

The conducttvity of solid electrolytes,and electronic semiconductors

Will not be studiel in detail - because these methods of conduction are not

important for most natural resources.

5.4 The Electric Polarization of Materials

Polarization involves the displacement pf charge, or the alignMent of

particles- having a permanent displacement of charge, i.e., electric dipoles.

Polarization does not involve the transportation of charge through the

sample.

All materials are polarizable'to a greater or ledser degree. the

total polarizability of a material may be divided into five parts: 1) elec-

tronic; 2) ionic; 3) ofientational or dipolar; 4) interfacial;"and

5) -electrochemical (overvoltage effect). A brief description of these five

polarizatign processes follows.
4

1) Electronic. This_process involvfg the displacement or deformation

of electiqn orbits orsPins-about atomic, nuclei,

69
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this is effective at optical frequencies and down.

'io

2) Ionic. This involves the displacement or deformation of ions and

is effective below optical frequencies.

3) 'Dinolar,,,,This is due to the alignment of molecular dipoles,

, . H
water molecule

Water is the most important; its dipole structure make it a

10

solvent. For water at room temperature, T,= 0.25 x.10 second.

4) Interfacial. Caused by, small capacitors formed by structural

interfaces, i.e., conducting regions separated by insulators.

conductors

insulators

The frequenc ange is limited by the mobility of conducting

particles.

5) Electrochemical. This process is very important in the search

for sulfide mineral's. It is associated with ionic transfer from

solid to liquid and a difference in potential required to go from

liquid to solid vs. solid to liquid. Very low frequency effect

-- 0.1 to 1000 Hz. We will study in more detail later.

'For materials exhibiting both conduction and polarizatiot'iprocesses,

the expression for current density-becomes,

J = (6 t juc) E

70

(5.19)
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which indicates that conduction current is in phase with E and that displace-.

ment current leads E by 90°, or in other words; i,s a quadrature component of

current. Displacement or quadrature currents do not result in any power

loss, they do instead, represent energy stored.

The'slight movement of charge or rotation of a dipole, does take a

-small amount of energy, however, which results in an energy loss, or an-

,.

phase omponent of current. The higher the frequency, relative to VT,

the mote significant becomes this ,in -phase current. When the frequency

becomes so .high thee:the dipole rotation, ion movement, electron pattern,

etc., cannot respond appreciably in a 1/2 cycle, then the'dielectric looks

like a poor conductof.

Note:

This results in a complex relative dielectric constant:

A
E = E 1 - jE"

£
el

Thd-student should become familiar with the terms Relaxation Time, T.,

Relaxation Frequency, fa,' Less Tangent and Loss Angle, all of which are

interrelated as shown below,

1

fc

c"
rtan,(1)' =

(5.20)

(5.2Z)

When 'tamp = 1, f = f and e" = e', which means simply that conduction and

displacement Components of currentare equal.

kr
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Note that we may write the general equation (5.19) as,

and if

J = (a
DC

jw (e' jc")co) E
.

cr DC=0

then an ac, aeff may be'obtained from

jwc' c0 we" co

11

When aDC
is not equal to 0, the situation becomes more complex.

1 5.5 Magnetic Permeability

'The magnetic permeability of most (virtually all) natural resources

1 is equal to that of free 'space, i.e.,

(5.22)

_7
po = 4n x 10 Henrys /meter

The orily'significant exception are iron ore minerals and nickel ore: 1411

Values for ferromagnetic minerals and other common minerals are given in

Table 5.3 and Figure 5.3.
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FIGURE 5.1 Illustration of Polarization from Charge Displacement and

Dipole Alignment.
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FIORE 5.2 General.Frequency.Dependancd.of the Several Contributions to
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Table 5.3 Relative Magnetic Permeability of Some Common Minerals

Mineral p.

Magnetite 5.0 4

Pyrrhotite 2.55

Ilmenite 1.55

Hematite 1.053

Pyrite 1.0015

Rutile 1.0000035

Calcite 0.000087

Quartz 0.999985 rt,

0.1 0.3 1.0 3.0' 10

Magnetite Content, % vol.

FIGURE 5.3 RelatiOn Between Percent Magnetite and Permeability
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Problems for Section 5.0

5.1 Show that equations (5.17) and (5.18) are equivalent and that units

do reduce to mhos per meter.

5.2 Compute the/conductivity of a 0.01 percent solution of sulfuric acid.

5.3 Compiirethe acceleration (meters per second2) of an electron in a

vacuum, in an electric field of 1060 volts per meter.

5.4 Given a 10 foot length of one inch plastic tubing filled with a

0.1 percent solution, compute the conductivity of the solution in

mhos per foot and mhos per meter and compute the resistance fiom one

end to the other. The solution is Hydrochloric Acid.

O
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6. Electromagnetic Properties of Water, S w, and Ice

The characteristics of water, sn and ice are very important because

the electrical properties of most natural resources are controlled by their.

water content.. Water itself is, of course, one of our most important natural

resources and any means capable of providing better information as to its

availability arid purity is of considera*e importance.

4 (

6. 1. Water

4

' _6

4 Very pure water has a conductivity in the order of 4 * 10

mhos per meter...Lake Superior, noted for its relative purity, has

_3
a conductivity of 9 x 10 mhos per meter. This is equivalent to a

V

total "dissolved salt content of About 50 parts per million. Rivers

_1 _3

and lakes in general have conductivities between 10 and 10 mhos

per meter. The oceans, on the other hand, have conductivities of 2.5

to 5.5 mhos per meter with an average value of 4 mhos per meter.

Figure 6-1 shows the electrical conductivity of water as a function

of temperature and salinity:

Figure 6-2 shows the dielectric constant of water at room tem-"
peratureas a function Of frequency., The high dielectric constant of

water is, of course, due to the dipolar hature of the water molecule.

The relaxation time and relaxation frequency for water are respectively

_10 10

0.25 x 10 seconds and 4 x 10 Hertz:

6. 2. Snow and Ice

Since the conductivity and dielectric constant of water are con;

trolled by ions in solution and the dipolar nature of the water mole-

cule, freezing drastically alters the'electrical properties. This

change is due primarily to two factors: 1) ions tend to remain in

76
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solution as the water freezes; and 2) the water molecule in the solid

state cannot rotate-as easily as it does in the liquid state. From

Auty and Cole, 1952 (See Figure 6-3), we'see that for pure ice, relax-

ation frequencies are very low. .It is interesting to note that as

the ice becomes colder, the relaxation frequency is reduced quite

drastically: O

The following material is takeh almost verbatim from Watt and

MaX0e11, 1960.

The electrical and physical properties of ice have been discussed

in considerable detail by Dorsey, 1940. He presents tabulations of

permittivity and conductivity as reported by numerous observers. A

more recent, papei by Auty and Cole, 1952, has analyzed the lack of

close agreement between measured dielectric constants of ice and has

efound that in general the; appear to be attributable to the formation

of voids or cracks in the samples being measured.

For a material with a-8ingle relaxation frequency, the simple

theory of dielectric relaxation predicts a complex dielectric cow-

stant e

= e' - ie" = + (edc - eco)/(1 +
!

) (6.1)

iwt
where the time factor is e-- cdc

,
co

and e( are the so-called equi-

librium and limiting high-frequency values of relative dielectric

constant, f is the frequency at which tbe'electrical properties are

being measured, and f
c

is defined_as the relaxation frequency, which

ai

is equal to 1/r, where T is the relaxation time. The complex plane

presentation of a forms .semi- circles as shown' in Figure 6-3. This

type of presentation is known as,the Argand diagram. Auty and Cole,

with carefully designed equipment and experimental procedures, found

77
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that-pure ice does in fact_adhere very closely to the form predicted

by this dimple theory, and they were able to obtain results with a
.

high degree of repeatability. From their data we have obtained the

relaxation frequency fc as a function of temperature as shown,in

Fiore 6-4. The high frequency dielectric constant e. was found to

be very close toii 3 for all temperatures ranging from -0.1
o

C to - 65.8 °C.

Equilibrium values, Ede, also shown in Figure 6-4, range from approxi-

mately90 to 114 over the temperature range indicated. The value of

e corresponding to the relaxation frequency, ec, permits a rapid

construction of Argand diagrams since this point represents the center

of the semi circular diagram. Frequencies at other points on this

diagram can readily be obtaine y the relationship

tan (0 = f/fc (6.2)

where 4) is the angle indicated in Figure 6 -3. The relative dielectric

constant e' e/e
o

can be readily obtained from diagrams such as Figure

6-3 and the results presented as a function of frequency for various

temperatures as shown in Figure 6-5.

- The conductivity of pure ice can be obtained from the Argand
A

diagram of Figure 6-3 by mews of the relationship

a wc
o

which can also be written as

(6.3)

_11
(6.4)5.56 x 10 0 f

where f is the frequency.in Hertz and a is the conductivity in mhos per
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meter. The results of these calculations, shown in Figure 6-6, indi-

cate that for a given temperature and at frequencies-belowthe relax-
.

ation frequency, that conductivity is directly proportional to the

square of thl,frequency.
. .

The properties of dr-ifted snow were measured at two locations'

in the mountains of Colorado. *he resulting Argand diagrams are
goo

shown in Figure 6-7 where it is obvious thatthe characteristics are

different from thoSe of pure ice. Four electrode methods of measuring

the absolute magnitude of the complex conductivity are also employed

and a comparison of results is shown in Figure 6-8. Eelatively good

agreement exists between the two types of measurements. It should

be pointed" out that the rather large values of c", which result from

an increase in conductivity, are probably due to the presence of

-impurities in the snow.

Observations made on the,Athabisca glacier near,Jasper, Alberta,

Canada produce8 the Argand diagram shoWn in Figure 6-9. Note that

the general-circular form expected for pure ice having a simple di-
,

electric relaxation is obtained for frequencies down to approximately

2 kHz. Eelow this the 0 values increase quite rapidly, indicating

. .

avappreciable amount of conductivity.

A c ri n of the magnitude of the complex conductivyt as

obtained ridge and four-electrode Eltran measurements, Figure 6-10

-shows close agreement. This may be due to the fact that.the rods were
1

surrounded by a very thin interface of water. These sets of observa-

tions were obtained in the same general area on'the glacier, and would

indicate that-the large observed values of e' and 0 are probably real.
iest

It shauld,be pointed out that some dispersion was found between observations

79
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in different 'areas on the glacier, due possibly to cracks and crevass .

The parallel plate observations of Figure 6-9 were made near- he

surface of the ice which was rather porouR and wet at the time of

measurement. The rods on the ridge were placed in the same general

area as the parallel plate measurements, but eing 4 feet long are'&S

expected to give results typical for ice several feet below the sur-

face which was observed to be much more solid than the surface ice.

The third curve for rods in a crevasse represents measurements made

some 30 feet below they surface of the glacier where the ice was less

disturbed by wind action, and in additiOn, it was expected to be

slightly colder than the surface ices. This reduction in temperature

with depth is indicated by the fact that rods in or nearthe surface

caused melting around them while rods a hundred feet or so below the

surface would freeze,in place.

Figure 6-11 shpws 101-as a function of frequency for three dif-

Serent eletrode spacings on the Athabasca glacier. yt
is interesting

to note the reversal in magnitude at the 100 Hz region. tt is

,

obvious from thetie results that the properties of the glacier change

with depth and that this change has an inverse effect at frequencies

t above and below the 100 Hz region..

It is instructive to observe the manner in which .the conductivity,

admittivity, and loss tangent vary as a function of frequency. A

typical example taken from the Athabasca glacier for 0° C glacial ice

is shown in Figure 6-12 where it can be seen that the lOss tangent'

increases below one kc rather than continuing to decrease as it does-
-

for pure iced.

Additional measurements were,made on the Greenland ice cap some

10 miles from the coast in.the vicinity of Thule. Ice temperatures
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ranged frOm -5.5° C to -8° C. The results of these measurements are

shown in the Argand diagram of Figure 6-13. It would appear that-the

conductivity is appreciably higher than was-observed on the Athabasca

glacier. The data at -8
o C was taken in an ice tunnel several hundred

,4*

feet below the surface of the ice cap,so that any local contamination
0

due to salt from sea spray being carried inland' is not expected to be

important. The wide range of electrical properties of snow and glacial

ice can be seen in Figure 6-14 which summarizes many of the results

presented.

From these results, it would appear that further observations

should be made on the colder glacial ice, and that bridge measure-

;

ments under such conditions should include several larger spacings,

i.e.,, larger d/A ratios.

6. 3. Sea Ice

The electric properties of sea ice<are very complex and variable.

Sea ice is a mixture of ice, brine, salts, and air in proportions and

spacial arrangements determined by the temperature, thermal'history,

and conditions during-formation. A wide range of conductivity and
,

dielectric constant values are found. Unfortunately, almost no good

.data, correlating conductivity and dielectric constant with salinity

'

temperature, age, etc. is.available.

.Figure.:.6-15, a phase diagram of sea ice, shows the temperature at.,

.
whichoarious salts begintd crystalize from the solution. The arrows

on Ole right hand side of this Figure indicate

b.rine ratid at ;40°' centigrade. Obviously, as

is reduced in relation to ice*and solid salts,

ice will be lowered.

81

the probable ice, salt;

the percentage of brine

the conductivity of the

It ,
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...."

Figure-6-16 from Anderson and Weeks, 1958; shows the cellular

structure of sea ice. The cylindrical brine cells shown tend to

migrate toward the warm side of the ice formation. Thus,. they mi-

7

grate upward in summer and down in winter. old sea ice tends; there-

A

fore, to be more resistive since much of the brine,has escaped during

fre
several up and down migrations.

The only data available on the.conductivity of sea ice have

been taken. at(either very low frequencies, below 100 Hertz.or very

8

nigh frequencies, 10 Hertz. This data, obtained by Cook, 1960,

Dichtel and Lundquist, 1951, and Pounder and Little, 1959, is shown

in Table 6-1. IOW

Table 6-1

Source

4*

Electrical Properties of SeaIce

mhos per meterFrequency Temperature, °C 'a,

Dithtel
o

Dichtel

Pounder

Cook

Cook

1,10 H
z

1,10 H
z,

1,10 H.
z

8
10 lc

8

10 H
z

"..._......,

-8

-24

00 to -lq°

-20
0

-----.

o
-30

4

_3
,1,10

_4
1,10

_1
10 to 10

..1

10,

_2
10

Op'

_3

As would be expected, the electrical properties of'sea ice are

a function bf temperature and frequency. It will require consider-
,

ably more data to obtain a reasonable understanding of these functions.

82
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Section 6

PROBLEMS

if%

6. 1. Distuss briefly (a few short sentences) the physical difference

between relaxation time for the free electron model for metals

and the relaxation time for the water' molecule.

23

`6. 2. Based on the data given in this section, estimate the relaxation
-

time for the water molecule at -10° C.

-6. 3. Calculate the skin depth for typical glacial ice at 104 H.

101
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7. The Electrical Properties of Rocks and Soils

The electrical Cooductivity°(resistivity) and dielectric constant of

most rocks is determined by:
-4-

1.- Amount of water'in the rock.

2. Salinity of the water.

3. Distribution of the water.

Few rocks contain enough conductive material to'appreciably affect

their conductivity. Exceptions
.

are Native Copper Ore and Native Silver

Ore. s

The distribUtion of conductive minerals is very important. The ores

ft.

mentioned above tend to form interconnected veinlets and boxworks of metal

N.04.-

which yield a luti d6nductivity. Pyrite, galena, graphite, and magnetite

may have a high content of metal or conduceing mineral, but they are formed,
4

in discrete crystals, separated by'insulators. -.Thus, may yield a high

interfacial c, but a low a.

7. 1. Conduction Processes in Rock .
4-

The electrical conductivity of a rock will be a function of the

concentration of charge carriers and the mobility of these charge.

carriers. These charge carriers can be electrons', ions in solution

or ions'in the rock material. Electrons and ions in ,the rock material

are\significantcharge carriers only in metallic ores or very dry rocks.

k ce.

With the exception of metallic ores, the conduction within rocks in

the upper'ieveral kilometers of_the earth'S crust is due almost en-

tirely to the motions of ions in/the water contained within the rock's.

Since we are primarily concerned with the effective conductivity of

the upper several kilometers of the earth's crust, we will consider

-

102
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only conduction due to ions in solution.

To estimate the conductivity of a rock we would like to know

the concentration of charge carriers, their mibility,'and their,

divribution within the rock. With this information we could use

equation (5.18) to compute she conductivity or resistivity of the

infilling water. Occasionally, we may use such information (o com-

pute estimates of infilling water resistivity. More often we deal .

with estimates of water resistivity itself and then proceed as follows.

The amount of wafer which a rock will contain is, of coarse, a

function of the porosity and permeability of the rock. The number

of ions in solution will be determined by the impurities in the

` infilling water and the minerals within, the rocks which go into

solution and are dissociated. Figure 7-1 shows the relationship

between porosity and resistivity, as determined by Zablocki, 19,62:

He also gives the following equations for bulk resistivity based on

- the assumption that the rocks are water saturated. For a granular

rack such ai sandstone,

For jointed rocks,

_2
p
r
= 0.6 p

w

_1.4
p
r
= 1.4 pw Of

and since most igneous rocks contain both kinds of porosity

pr = pw (0.71 q*4 + 1.67 012)-1

1 1.

1 0 s:

(7.1)

(7,2)

(7.3) .4
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Section 7

or
=rock resistivity

.p
w

= infilling water resistivity

Oi = granular porosity

= frfcture porosity.

c.
3

For non-saturated rocks (most) we must multiply cpi and Of by ST

-
and Sf

n
S
i

represents the fraction of granular porosity filled

with water and S
f

the fraction of fracture porosity filled with

water. Then (7.3) becomes,

1.4 1

p
r
= p

w
(0.7

f
Sf
n

+ 1.67 <P2 S-)- (7.4)

For most rocks, n = 2. For a rock in which the water does not wet

the grains (oil bearing rocks), however, n may be as high as 10.

1

If porosity data were available for rocks' in general, we would

still need infOrmation on the percentade saturation of the rock and

the conductivity of the infilling water. The various factors which

we might expect to-influence the moisture and ionic content of rocks

are, therefore, discussed in the next section. With sufficient know-
?'

ledge of these secondary factors, we may be able to determine reason-

ably accurate values for the primary factors of moisture content,

. .

, ionic content, and finally, conductivity.

7. 2. I. Geology
1

structure.and age are the geologic factors

of prime importance in determining the conductivity of a
. .

104
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rock. Tables 1, 2, and 3 provide a fairly comprehensive

picture of the range of conductivity of crustal materials.

Although mineralogy is not called wit separately in these

descriptions, it is=inherent in the lithologic.description..

More detailed information on minerals which may provide

free ionsin solutioh would undoubtedly permit descrip-

tions more closely related to the conductivity. Dakhnov

gives some infOrmation on the resistivity of minerals.

Water content is, for the most part, unspecified and this

results in the rather Wide range of cunductivities noted

for most materials. Tables 1and 3 indicate conductivity

ranges-for materials as they are normally found insitu,

whereas the lower conductivity'liiits indicated in Table 2

include values for laboratory samples made virtually free

of water by drying.

The.variation of conductivity with age is primarily

related to the compactness ?folder rocks and other factors

which reduce the water.content. ,although the connate waters

contained in older rocks is likely'to be saltier than the

,waterAdthin more recept rocks, the reduced percentage con-

.

tent results in.an over-all lower conductivity.

It is obvious from Tables 1, 2, and 3 that accurate

estimates orelectrical conductivity of rocks will require

more data than that typically contained in.geological des-
.

criptions. The important role played by past and present

weather conditions will be diecussed 40xt.

. .105
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7: 2. 2. Weather

The connate and juvenile waters of deposition and

formation can be determined only from laboratory measure-0

ments. It might generally be expected, however, that

similar rocks formed during the same period of time might

have approximately the same water content with the same

order of magnitude of free ions. Of considerably more

importance for near surface rocks, however, are the effects

of weather upon water content.

The present rainfall and-the rainfall estimated to,have

fallen in a given region during the past several thousand

or tens of thousands of years are important factors in

.
determining moisture content, ion content, and conductivity.

At first thought, one might think that areas having extremely

high rainfall would be the regions where surface conductivities

would be the highest and Conversely that in desert regions

we might expect, to find very low conductivities. More often

than not ehe exact opposite is closer to the truth. In jun-

gles and other area such as our'pacific coastal regions,

which, have extremely high rainfall and have had high rain-

fall for many, many years as evidenced by vegetation and

erosion, it is very common to find that most of the salts

have been leached out of the rocks by the heavy rainfall.

Thus, these regions generally have low conductivities. In.

other words, the water contained in the rocks in these .

regions is relatively pure watit having a conductivity .

Ot3
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4

6

-yr\

_2 _4
somewhere between 10 and 10 mhos per meter. In desert

regions, however, we-find that water is drawn to the surface

by capillary'attraction where it evaporates, leaving behind

the salts which had been in solution. The salts in these

. 0 .
surface layers become verAconcentrfted resulting(in°high,

salinity and high Conductivity. Desert regions sometimes

_1,
exhibit conductivities from 10 to 10 mhos per meter.

Knowledge of weather conditions over thousands or tens of

thousands of years are obviously necessary to obtain a true'

picture of expected conductivities.

The-prominent role which water content plays in the con-

ductivity of crustal materials would lead one toftexpect con-

siderably lower conductivities wheh these.materials.have:been

ts.frozen. Such is exactly the case and, of course, this becomes

a very important factor in arctic and antaractic regions.

1

Permafrost or perennially frozen ground is found/ in otr

half the land area, of Alaska and Canada and about ome-fifth

the-A land area of the world is subject to permafrost, Brown

and Johnston, 1964. One of the classical works on electrical

conductivity in frdten rocks was done by M. A. Nesterov and

Ya. Nesterov, 1947, in-the Geological Survey Institute '

of Russia. Tables 4 and 5 from Dostovalov, 1947, and Dumo*s,

1962, show the effects of temperature on a variety of mater-

ials. Figure 7-2 from Semenbv, 1937, gives somewhat more

detailed and definitive information as it shows conductivity.

-as a /Unction of temperature for a medium grain sand for

1
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various concentrations of infilling salt solution. It is

evident Itom this Figure that the frefizing process does

not produce a4step change'in conductivity. This is due,

Ai ,

'at least in part, to'the increased concentration of the

salt solution as the water begins to frieze and to the

'increased pressurd within the rock pores as the freezing

-,

water expands. Semenov indeed did find that rocks con-

.

taining sands of different grain sizes, shales, and peats

. all had different conductivity versus temperature char-

acteristics.

It should also be noted that dielectric- constants

change with freezing as might

acteris4ics of ice and snow.

constant can be of importance

be expected from the,char-

This change in'die\lectric

at all radio frequencies.

7. 2. 3. Topography and'Pedology

Compared to geology and weather, topography and ped-

ology are of lesser'importancifor estimating ground con-

ductivities. At high frequencies, however, topographical

features and soil will have animportant effect upon

effective conductivity' Topography can be a very important

indicator of climatic conditions which, as indicated above,

are extemely important. Alsa, very rough terrain can cause

'additional losses to an electromagnetic wave propagating

across it due to the scattering of energy. This has the

effect of lowering the effective conductivity of the region.
33

The thin layer of soil covering most of the surface of
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the earth is also-an indicator of past weather conditions

and will be a. contraling factor of effective conductivity

for'high-frequencies 13hich do not penetrate beneath the soil

payer. In a manner similar to the study of,tocks, the soil

.type and recent weather conditions will be the pr
ear
(factors

in determining the effective conductivity of the it layer.

!7. 3. True, Apparent, and Effective Conductivities,

7. 3. 1. True o -- Mineral or Rod( Unit

a'

/-*

.Cube of homogenous sample, cm size.

Formatii
4 1

Cube of homogenous sample, one meter to one

v#

km size, dire'Etion may be important due to

anisotropy.

Region

2 0 Geoelediric or geologic section, anisotropy'

14

PT

quite important.

' (7.5)``

T Ehi

Ehi ,

PL = L(hi/pi) (7.6)

(Must be square,column, not
,necessarily one meter)
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14,

Coefficient of anisotropy, X,

0'
i.

AP

X 14T /7,

i

Typical Values

Rock type

Volcantc tuff 1.1 .to 1.2

Alluvium, thick 1.02 to 1.1

Interbedded limestone and shale 2.0 to 3.0

Massive shale beds 1.02 po 1.05

Interbeddd anhydrite ang'shale 4.0 to 7.5

Graphitic plate 2.0 to 2.8

7. '3. 2, Apparent a

9

-Usually related to measured a where homogeneity and

anisotropy are assumed. Becomes true a when assumption is

true.

0-1
a
constant

(homogeneous and isotropic)

Apparent .g true

I

Q1 hi

h2

a 3.:

J.

Apparent0 true

'1J0
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7. 3. 3. Effective a

k`

10

Usually relatiErto effect of medium on a propagating,

*lane EM Wave. Determined from a, y, 6, and n. The expres-

pion for effective conductivity for a two layer earth as

obtained from Wait, 1962, is,

Y
1

Y tanh Y
I

h

ae al

where

Y + Y
1

tanh Y'
2 1 I

(7.8)

a' = is the effective conductivity at frequency of

interest,

is the conductivity of the first layer,

y i is the propagation constant for the first layer,

is the propagation constant for the second layer,
2

and

h i is the thickness of the first layer.
1

..

Effective conductivity for a layered earth becomes very

complex due to the partial reflection of energy pt the

boundaries between rock layers.
A,

Figure 7-3 gives the skin depth for conductivities

typically found for rocks, over a frequency range of

interest for geologic investigations. Figure 7-4 is a

map of'North America showing the effective conductivity at

a frequency of 10 kHz. Note variability and confidence

factors also given on this map.
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TABLE 2
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13

APPROXIMATE ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITIES OF
EARTH'S MATERIALS (AT NORMAL SURFACE TEMPERATURE AND PRESSURE)

Material Approximate a (mho/m) Comments

soils { average
poor

Ismwater connate, in rocks
fresh

snow (drifted, wet)

ice (glacial)

permafrost

marine sands and shales
marine sandstones
clay

sedimental sandstone (wet)
sandstone (dry)
limestone
rock salt

{igneous rock!
granite
basalt
gabbro
peridotite

slate

.

metamorphic(' marble
gneiss
serpentine

native silver
ore bodies' native copper

galena (PbS)
hematite (Fe203)

10-7 to 10-4
10-* to 10-4
10-' to 10-7

4 to 5
10-i to 1
10-4 to 10-4

2X10-' (4)10 cps to 3X10-' @10 kc

10-4 @100 cps totX10 @ 10 kc

10-4 to 10-4 estimates

10-' to 1
10-* to 1
10-2 to 10-'
10 -4 to 10-''
10-' @100 cps to 10-4 (4)10 kc
10-4 to 10-
10.-4 to 10-7

10-* to 10-'
10-' to 10-*
10-7 to 10-'
10-7 tO 10-1 @300°C

10-' to 10-'
10-' to 10-'
10.9 to 10-'
10-' to 10-'
A

5X10,
3X104 to 5.7X10'
1.20 to 20o,
10-, to 1D-

{relatively nondispersive.

fvalues very dependent upon temperature, frequency, and

limpurities.

likely to have variations similar to glacial ice.

relatively frequency independent.

very dependent on water content

Note: lower conductivities are found for dense, dry, rock samples believed to be of oldest geological age such as the Precamkrian. The

values quoted are for frequencies in the 10 to 100-co region, e for dry rocks generally increases with frequency and- in many cases follows

a relation er'-'kf" where tn can vary with frequency!, and ranges from 0.1 to 1 in the 10- to 101-cps frequency region. The actual manner in

which varies with frequency can be quite complex and depends upon the material involved. Wait I7J, ;1..,.33, indicates that the conductivity

can be approximated by the relation oct-eki-lk2 log f in the frequency region of 1 to 100 cps.

R. H. Card, "Earth resistivity and geological structure," Eke. Engrg., pp 1153 -1161: Nov4mber, 1935.

1
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Table 3 Probable ,petilistivity ranges of rocks as a function of lithology and age.

A

. ock Type
.

Age

Marine sand
and shale,
graywacke

Terrestrial
sand's and
claystozies,
arkose

Extrusive, %

volcanics,
basalt, ryolitea, '
tuffs, etc.

Intrusive,
igneous rocks,
granite, '
gabbro

Chemical precipitates
limestone, dolomite,
anhydrite: salt

Quarternary
Tertiary

1 - 10 r t m '15 - 50 10 - 200
,

500 - 2000 50 - 5000

Mesozoic
0

.,

5 - 20 25, - 100 20 -.500 500, 200.0. 100 - 10,000

garbonifergus
Paleozoic ,..._

; .

10 - 40 50 - 300
°

50 - 1000 1, l000 - 5000
4

200 - 100, 000

Precarbonife'rous
Paleozoic

.

40 - 200
i

100 - 500 . 100 - z000 1000.. 5000 10, 000 -1100, 000

Precambrian 100 - 2000
/
300 , 5000

...4

200 - 10, 000 5000 - 100, 000

.

10, 000 - 100, doo

115
.
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Table 4 Changes in soil conductivity with freezing.

15

1
TYPE SOIL`

.
. .

6., (mhos/ m)
t = + 14°C

0

o, (mhos/m)
t = - 5°C

1. gray clay with layers of' ice .

2. clay, gray, gravelly

3. clay, heavy, dark gray .-
.

.

4. clay, dark gray with gravel to 1 cm ":
in diameter

.

5.. clay, gray,. gravelly with layers of ice

6. clay, light; with fine gravel

l't. quartzy, fine grained sand, with
slate- particles

71'

. 8. clay sand, with quartz admixture

9. limestone, fine grain withiadmixture of

quartz and slate particles

10. clayey fine grain sand with admixture
of quartz'particles

.

1.4 X 10-1

2 .
5 X 1.()

-
- 2 X 10

2

1.2 X 10-1

5.7 X.102

1:2 X 10
-1

1 .

6.8 X 102
.,.

2.3 X 10-2

5,6 X 10-2

1.7 X 10'
1

-

.

.

1.6 X 102

6 X 10`
3

8.7 X 10-4

1.3 X 10-3

2.0 I-103

4.5 Xal. 0-3

2.4 X 1'0 -3

9 1 X 10-4

1.8 X 103
.

5.9 X 10-3

1

.

)

t
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i

No.

d

..

4

I

I

1

4

Saimp le
No. ,

_
Porosity

of
Sample

Molarity
'of

Solution

.

Temperature = 0C 1,

(at
Temperature =-5C

, W4

Temperature = -WC
cat

Temperature = -20C
ut

4/. o
@ 10 Id li a Alt

o
@ 10 kHz e 414

o
1i:010141h a , 414o @ 10 kHz a

1

2 ,

3

4
.

5

6

3. 5

.

6.5

17.5

17.5-
17.5

17.5

....

0. 10

e

-5 0, 19

0.020

0.1

O. 2

0,5 '

138

239

393

640

800

1030

7.46 X 10-
5

1. 3 X 10-4.

2. 2X10
-4

3, 5 X10-
4

4.4X104

5. 7 X10.
-4

-

-i4. 5X 10

1.2X!0
-2

1.3X10
-2

3.2X10 -2

5.4X10 -2

1.1 X10
-1

__

72

95

116
.

*
228

1150

4. 0 X 10
-5

5.3X105

7. 2 X103

-59. 2X10

!.3X!04

6. 4 x10-4.

8. 2X 10-
4

1.1X103

2. 1 X10-3

6.5X103

1. 3X10-
2

5. 7 x 10"
2

72

103

.

134
.

-/
170

189

222

4. 0 X10
-5

5.7X105

7. 5X 10 5

9.5X105

1.0X104

1.2X104

3. 5X10-
4

4.6X104

7. 6 X10-4

2.3X103

5.1X10 3

2.3.X102

53.7

69

103

122

149

157

3. OX10
-5

3. 8X 10-
5

517 X 10-5

I

6.8X10-5

8.3X10 5

8. 7X 10-5

1. 3 X10-
4

1. 6 X10-
4

2. 7 X10-4

-47.8X104

1. (1X10
-3

8.2X103

) 118
/

Table 5 Values of a and w (measured values) for sandstone samples at 10 kHz. Note that

cat is small compared to a in every case from 0 'C. dor nto -11C, (Data adapted

from Mums' [ 1962) ) .
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#fzFRACTURE POROSITY % (Volume)

FIGURE 7-11.

INTERGliANULAR POROSITY, % ,

Relationship BetWeen Conductivity of a Rock and Inter=
granular Porosity Combinedwith Fracture Porosity,
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Skin Depth as a Functionof Frequency
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/ PROBLEMS

IP

7. 1. Given an igneous rock with granular porosity of 5 percent and fracture

N.-
porosity of 10 percent., If the rock is saturated with sea water, de-

termine the rock conductivity. 'Also, determine the conductivity if

we assume the rock is saturated with typical fresh water from a lake.
4

7. 2. From Figures 7-4 and 7-3, estimate the depth of.penetrafion (skin

depth in the earth) of radio waves at Fort Collins'from WWVL (north

of Fort Collins), f = 20 kHz and KCOL f = 1.410 mHz. How accurate

are these.estimatOt likely to be?

,or

1 2 ,1
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8. Electrical Properties of Living Matter

Conduction in living materials results from the transportation, of ions

in solution. Polarization is from all five possible processes including

the effect of dipolar protein moleculer-A very simplified description of

living tissues, adequate for discussing the electrical properties of such,

is indicated in Figure 8-1. We are primarily concerned with the cell wall

or membrane, the cytoplasm inside the cell, and the intercellular media

which tends to separate one cell from another.. The properties of these

three types of living materials are given on Figure 8-1. It is apparent

that the cell wall would tend to act as an insulator, producing inter-

,
facial polarization and low dc conductivity. Keeping this general picture

In mind, we will proceed to discuss the electrical properties of animal and

plant materials.

8. 1. Electrical Properties of Animal Tissues

The following material was taked for the most part from Pressman,

1970, chapters 3.and 4. Figure 8-2, from P6ssman, shows the dielec-

tric constant and resistivity ofmusdle tissues as a function of fre-

quency. Presiiman takes particular note of those regions where the

electrical properties are changing rapidly with frequency, i.e., the

4%.

dispersion ranges. The student should be advised not to confuse the

a, 8, y dispersion. ranges with the propagation parameterivvhich we
.

denote with -the same Greek letters.

The a disperslon range probably relates to relaxation of the

dharging prodesses on the cell wall."' The apparent resistivity decreases

as the capacitive reactance of the cell wall become lower with increas-

ing frequency. Capacitive reactance, Xe is given by the exii.ession:

125
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NN,

E.

1
X
c 27rfC

The 8 dispersion rangipiobably relates to relaxation processes

0- within the cell wall itself. From iq to 1010,Herti, the small

dispersion noted is probably associated with relaxation of protein
0

molecules.

The ykclispersion range is,undoubtedly related to thece2axation

of the water molecule. Except for this y range, the above interpre-
6

tation of the variation of electrical properties with frequency spould

all be considered subject to question.

In general, data for the electrical properties of animal

al

tissue shows these tissues to have relatively high conductivities'.

increasing with frequency.
Dielectric constipts are algp

quite high, particularly at low frequencies, and remain large

even in the Gigahertz range. The very high dielectric constants at

low frequencies are
undoubtedly due to interfacial and electrochem-

ical effects, whereas the dielectric constant at the Gigahertz fre-

quencies is undoubtedly due to the dipolar protein and water molecules.

8. 2. The Electrical Properties of Plants

The electrical prOperties of plants, similar to the properties of

rocks and soil, are directly related to the moisture content within

the plant, the physical distribution of this moisture, and the electri- .

cal properties of the solutions.

Figure 8-3 from Henson and Hassler, 1965 gives the electrical

. 10.

.

1IP properties of cured tobacco leaves as a function of frequency and

moisture content. The dispersion of dielectric constant over five
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decades indicates a variety of polarization processes -at work. It

should be noted that the authors measured the conductivity at dc as

well as the frequencies indicated and found that'the dc conductivity

was essentially zero. This indicates that the effeCtive conductivity

measured can probably be associated with movement of ions for short

di/minces within the cells. Other losses or conductivity effects are

probably associated polarization processes.' It is interesting to note

that the dielectric constant changed approximately linearly with den-

sity as the leaves were compacted, whereas the apparent conductivity

changed very little. This would indicate that the space between the

cells containing the moisture was being reduced (this is analogoUs

to the reduction of the spacing between capacitor plates). Apparently

the cell walls were not being crushed since this, would have resulted

in an increase in conductivity.

The 600 percent moisture for uncured tobacco leaves indicates

that these are percentage moisture content by weight. The relative

dielectric constant, et, of uncured leaves was too high. to show on

the Figure. The values obtained for e/4 varied from 5800 at dc to

800 at 106 Hertz.

The measurement of the dielectric constant of tobacco leaves

provides a non-destructive means for monitoring the curing of the

leaves.

8.2.2. Electrical Properties of Grain and Seed

The electrical properties of corn and wheat are shown

in Figure 8-4 over the frequency range of 1 to 50 Megahertz:

This data was obtained from Nelson, 1965. We find a vari-

ation of electrical properties with moisture content similar

12 7
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to those noted for tobacco leaves. The varia$ion of the

properties with frequency cannot be comparid very well, how-

ever, since the data overlap for only a small part of the fre-

quencies. The increase in conductivity with frequency

for the, seeds probably results from the essentially zero

conductivity-between the individual grains. In other words,

the conduction process takes place within each see and is

effective only'at very high frequencies.

These data relate to the non-destructive measurement

of moisture content. Long term storage of grain4 or seed

requires, careful control of the moisture content.

8. 2. 3. -The Electrical Properties of Wood

Two basic classifications are'appropriate for the

moisture contained in wood.

1. Water which is bound up or absorded in the cell

walls.

2.. Free water inside, the cells.

The fiber saturation point refers to the saturation of cell

walls. This apparently occurs at about 20 to 30 percent)

moisture content (by weight) for most wood. Ais is evident

from Table 8-1 taken from the, wood handbook, Agricultural

Handbook #72, 1955. The resistivity or conductivityof wood

changes quite rapidly until the cell walls become saturated;

but as more water is added the conductivity changes very

little. WoOd tends to be anisotropic, with resistivity being

greater across the grain.
Oa.

128
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At 16 percent moisture content, the resistivity of.

a-particular type of wood was 106 ohm meterE This is

indicative of the very rapid change in eleCtrical properties

as the cell walls are saturated. In-general, oven dry

wood is a very good insulator, the resistivity being Approx-

imately 1016 'ohm meters. At one time, wax-impregnated

wood dowels were often used for invulators for radio

station transmission lines.

The resistances given in Table 8-1 can be used to

obtain approximate values for resistivity from the re-

lation:

V
2wra

a

(8.1)

where i is the radius of a hemispherical electrode placed

in a pedia having

electrode contact

- -

conductivity, aa. The resistance of this

is given ByOhm's law and we may write:

p
a

me 2wrR (8.2)

%

where p
a

is the apparent resistivity of the wood and R is

the resistance measured between hemispherical electrodes..

The data given in Table 8-1 was not obtained with hemispheri-

cal electrodes. Long stakes or needles,however, act as if

they were a hemispherical electrode having a radius approxi-

mately equal to their length. Since the a for Table 8-1

was obtained with electrodes 5/16th Of an inch long, we can

_3

replace r in equation (8.2) with the value 7.5 x 10 meters.

00
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Therefore, the resistances in Table-8-1 may be converted.to

resistivities with the expression:

--2
I p 2.5,x 10 R

The values this obtained are in general agreement with

rs'other measurements noted in the literature.

(8.3)

The :relative dielectric constant of wood is generally

found to vary from 3 to 5 for quite dry wood and is approXi-

mately equal to 80 for wet woods. This would indicate that

the polarization processes for wet wood are primarily due

to the dipolar water molecule and therdty woods are polari-

zed from electronic and ionic processes. 'The dielectric

constant of woods is also anisotropic with ,the greatest

values being found parallel, to the grain. This anisotropy

noted for both conductivity and dielectric constant is con-

sistent with a concept suggesting greater freedom of motion

for ions along the grain _of the wood.,

.130



TABLE 8-1 - The average electrical resistance along the grain in megohms. Measured at 80° F. betieen

2 pairs of needle electrodes 1 & 1/4 inches apartdrivedto.a depth of 5/16th inch.'

Several species of wood at different values of moisture content.
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nucleus

cell wall or
membrane

cytOplagM

The following properties apply to animal tissue:

Cell Part e'

ev.

membrane .1.1 to 3.3

cytoplasm ' "80

intercellu1gi media "80

8

0 0
00
00

intracellular media

. 100 to 250 Ohm-meters

°1 to 3 ohm-meters

1 to 3 ohm-meters

FIGURE 8-1 - Electrical Model of the Cell
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9. 'Introduction to Scattering.

.k

9. 1. Definitions

Scattering and diffraction are variations on the same phenomena

or physical process.

I. A scattered field is defined as the difference between the

total field with the scattering object and the field that

would exist without the scattering abject. -at,

Es = ET - ET

0

II. A diffracted field is defined as the total field in the

presence of 'the scattering object. Or,

O

ED = ET = ET + Es

III. Reflection is usually used in reference to scattering from

a smooth,.often planari surface. An image of the light-'sourCe

results.

IV. Specular reflection is Wined as reflection when the angle

of incidence equals the angib-of reflection.
----

.
.. 11,

V. Batkscatteringis.dlined as,ehat coceas or phenomena which

spatters energy back toward the ewrce.
.1

.

VI. ,Radar cross section is a measure of the atirity of an ..object /

137.
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to scatter energy. It is equivaledt to the area of an

2

isotropic radiator which would produce a radar echo equal

. to that from the target. It is defined mathematically as,

lim

aS
m OR2

9

W
r

W
i

c"-'

where W
r

is the scattered power flux density at.a distance

R from the scatterer and lt- is the power flux density in an

incident plane wave field.

VII. Polarization refers to the directional properties of the

electromagnetic field. Polarization is the orientation of

the field vectors of an electromagnetic wave. In radio '

physics, polarization refers to the direction of the electric

field vector E; in optics, it usually refers to the direction

of, the magnetic field vector H.

,VIII. A linearly polarized. wave has constant polarization, at a

given point, with time.

IX. Depolarization is the process, always associated with scatter-

.

ins, whereby the polarization of the scattered energy is

0

altered from that of the incident energy.

.1
%

9. 2. Concepts

1. Scattering occurs because of-an abrupt change in the electri-

cal properties offthmedia through which a wave is Propagating.

The mass of' the object des not produce electromagnetic saat-

tering.

2. Scattering may be correctly considered as the reradiation of

netgy, produced by currents induced by the incident field..

,138
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Ei

taumsoP

0Hi

0Hr ;

Er

/

3. Depolarization occurs whenever scattering occurs.

Ei t;

E t Er
i

E
E

I.

3

it
r

4. .Radar cross aection,,or scattering efficiency, is a function

of,

'a) Frequency

b) Target size;

c) Target shape

-d) Electrical properties of the target

e) Angle of incidence.(except for the sphere).

5. There are three size/frequency or size/wavelength ratio

ranges of interest,

a) d/A <II, Rayleigh Scattering as cc 1/X4

e.g., when 0 = X/4, (sphere) as =

2 4

and when* iii = A/8, a = !L-
S 480.

r
2-

30
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d/A = 1, resonan4 scattering,a oscillates around nr2.

c) d/A >1, optical scattering as = nr2

The above are specifitally for a sphere.

6. Roughness effects are important at dimensions equivalent

to a wavelength. Roughness is not a useable concept when

referring to Rayleigh Scattering.

7. Why is the sky blue?

' A Blue 1, 0.4 micrometers

X Red ti 0.7, micrometers

1
a ccs

Molecule sizes ti 0.Q3 micrometers.

8. The mathematical complexity of all but the simplest situations

limits our ability to 'treat many of the interesting cases.

rigorously. However, we canwusually approximate the real

world with some situation we can handle.

9. 3. Boundary Value Problems

Scattering occurs because of a change in the electrical charaOi-

eristics of the media through which the energy is propagating. There

is usually an identifiable boundary or boundaries.between the different

media.

'Even in those situations where a boundary is difficult to identify

we can usually Make approximations and reduce the situation, to a boundary

value problem.

' The solution of bouhdary, value problems requires the satisfaction

of:- 1.' EM field equations lip both media; and 2) boundary conditions.

ti
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;The following boundary conditions apply. at any surface of discontin-

uity:

a) . The tangential component of E is continuous at the surface.

b) The tangential component of His continuous at the surface, except

.at ehe surface of a perfect conductor.

c) The normal component of B is continuous at,the surface.,

d) The normal component_of D is continuous if there is no surface

change density. Otherwise Deis discontintous by an amount

equal to.the surface change density.

rD

r

I
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10. Reflection ofPlane Waves from Plane Surfaces

10.1. For Perfect' Conductors

44.

4

We will consider firs t,, normal Ancidence.

(a) For time varying fiel neither E nor H

can exist in a perfect conductor. From:

r 2 11/2
6 LcouoJ

and for cr. co,

4

= 0
4

(b) Also, there can be no energy loss within'a

perfect conductor, P = I2 R = 0. Therefore,

all .the energy must be reflected:

(c) From the first boundary condition, Etang.

continuous, the field just outside the con-

ductor'must = 0, therefore;'.

E
r

= - E.

t,

To show direction -of propagation we write://

Er ei(wt-+ BX) = Ei ei(wt "C). ( 1 1 )

(d) For a continuous wave Ei,and Er combine to

form a total field, a standing wave or,

ET = E (ei(wt sX), ei(wt BX)) (10.2)
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This forms a standing wave as shown below:

C71-- co

(e) For a'radar pulse, a.standing wave is not

established, but the pulse is reflected with

its palarization'exactly reversed.

(f) To determine F; we note that since r is

reversed, Tr must maintain, the same polari7

zation in order to effect a reversal in

propagation (from UT).

Hi a Hr, then,

HT

tz,

= Hi [ei(wt eX) ej(wt ")] (10.3)

This forms the standing wave,

143
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(g) To satisfy boundary conditions, H = 0 's

within the conductor, and ,twice Hi outside

it, there must be a surface .current flowing

such that the amperesper meter equals the ,

.magnetic field intensity.

(h) NOte that equations (10.2) and (10.3) may

be put in the form,

E./..-2JE.sinoX ejWt (10.4)

H
T

2H
i
cosBX'ejWt (10.5)

The factor j shows ET and HT to be 90° out

of phase, indicating no power loss at the

interface or elsewhere, which ins con sistant

with a = and perfecf reflection. The stand-

.

ing wave patterns also show a 90
o phase dif-

ference between the and ri fields.

10.2. Reflection by 'a Perfect Dielectric Normal Incidence -

C p
2 0

Infinite Plane y 11,
0

a"* 0
1

E. r X

OH.

lir®

Er

.(a) for a perfect dielectric, n=

a 0
2

hence, n
, 1 0/ ' n2 /E

E1 2

144
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Therefore, we may write,'

E = T)

= -n HEr
1 Hr

Et n2
t

r4

4

frrwhich satisfy the,spa.ce reiatikships in

each medium.

(b) The boundary condition, E and H tangential

are continuous; requires that,

H + H- = H
i r t

,t

Et

(10.9)

(10.10).

Alning-these five equations we get,

H
i

+.H' = (E
i
- Er) = Ht W° = 1- (E + Er)

54
2

I ,

and then by multipTying through by n and
1

n we haVe,
2

'n
2 I

.(E4 -

.

= n (E +
i r

E
1

(n
2

) = Er (n2+ )

E n n

and EL
,2 1

4

(10.11)

4
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Hr
n ,n

1 2
Similarly =

H

Also note that,

2n
E
t

2
a

iw
n

2
n

1

1

n
2

(10.13)

These solutions for reflection at normal incid-

ence, fin perfect conductors and dielectrics, of infinite

extent, are of limited.-interest, but they do form a

basis for comparison with the solutions of greater

interest which follow. 0

If u = u
o

equations (10.11) and (10.12) become,

E
r (10.15)

Ei re; +
2

H r Yr; 11171

H
P-2 * rri-

(10.16).

From (10.15) and (10.16) we see that foi- the

dielectric class of materials, a high dielectric con-

stant will result in good reflection. or scattering.

You will find many references tb':SLR detection of di-

,electric 'constant differences; they are referring to

the effect apparent in these equations and they are

assuming the materials are poor conductors (good di-

electrics)'.

14 6
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,10.3. Reflection from a Smoith, Plane Surface ,if a Medium

r- Having Arbitrary Constants. -Normal Incidence. ,

The same approach used for a perfect dielectric

will give us the same general answer:

O

Er
n

2
" n

1

E n + n
2 .1

n

r 1 2

H n +
n22

Now, however:

112

1 01*-1.

7

[jwil

1/2

= 0 j we .
2 2

9

For t e,perfect dielectric:

a- an,d if
'2

A

(10.17)

(10.18)

(10.20)

and we have the same result we obtained earlier.

For'the perfect conductor case:

a at

2

n2 0
147 I
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H.
and .s. '

I.

,Hr
+ 1

H
i

is also in agreement with our previous answer.

10.4. Reflection from Sooth, Plane Surfaces at Oblique

Incidence

E
.

E

if

r
Parallel

11

or6
...,..1 vertical

Hi
Perpen.
or

FIGURE 10-1.

0

For a perfectly smooth, plane surface, there

will be no backscattered energy. This is obvious

from the geometry of the situation,given in Figure

10-1. Reflection is now a function of polarizatiz,

of the incident energy aswell as the angle of

incidence. From Snell's Law we have:the relation,

sin t =-11 (10.21)s

sin e
2

148
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.and from Ray Theory,.

8

(10.22)

For a propagating,plane electromagnetic wave,

the power transmitted per squ4re meter is given by,

(10.23)1

For a plane wave in an homogenous isotropic media,

E
P =

2

n

(10.24)

Therefore, the power incident/meter2 on the surface

of the boundary will be,

= cos e

1

i T7--, 1

and at e = 0°, normal incidence,

It follows, of course, that

P = cos 6
t

_cos
2

2

and

E!
P = -2- cos e
r n 3

Now, from the conservation of energy we get,

oN

149

(10.25)

% .

. -

(t0.26).

(10.27)
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1 '" 1 ,

E'2 cos e = E2 cos 0 + a -E2 cos 0 ..: (10.28)
n

1 1
r 1

n
2

t 2-

and finally if WeAivide through 'by n 'El cos 8,

1

'we arrive, at the desired result, 'cr.*

, t

E2 n E2 cos 0

L = 1 -
.1 t 2 i (10.29)

E? n E2 cos 0
1 2 i 1

. and for a perfect dielectric we have,

E2 .yre; El cos .0,
1

E?, gE El .cos. 0
1

.(10.30)

In order to eliminate the Et and Ei terms in. the

right hand side of the equation, we must consider the

(olarization of the incident energy.

.

CaSe I. Polarization Perpendicular (Horizontal) to the Pla'ne
of Incidence

From the boundary condition, Etaflgential contin-

°

uous we get,

E.1 + =, Et

E
t

Er
= + -2-

Ei .

E.

or

Imseetirfg (10.25). and 410.24)t we get,

. 2

° E2 la E cos 04

E 2 '' E \ E / cos 0
1

.
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=
E 2 (. E

Ei E E i

cos' e

cos -e
I

.

Dividing through
.. i.

by 1 + ret-ultv-in;
I

. i

E r
Ei

e .

E.
1

COS 8
2

cos
o It

Er re- cos e vt-- CGS 8Er
_

or
1 1 2 2

cosT/7I COS
1

,e
2 2%

From Snell'i Lawwe can write the following,

sin 0 E

=

sin e
2 1

sine e
-.2.

siee

Or yrg- cos. 8 , = 1/E ' sin 2

2 2 2
I 1

i,
Substituting (10.27) into (10.26), we

r
E It,. cos ,e

1

- W-72
sin20

WO,

E i *TA cos 0 + IA - sin2e E

4. 1 2 f 1

4

or

E
r cos 8 .4. if 2/e1)

E i COS
14.(1

E
1

4

- stn20
1

- sin2e

15j
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Note'that for normal incidence, equation (10.28)

reduces .to,

Er
1 -YeE 2 /C . fk - I

E i 1 41 2/c
ircy
r

Case II. Polarization Parallel lb the Plane of Incidence

(Vertical)
.

The' solution for thii case is:

Er
=.

(2 /e )cos e
1 1

- 17( z/c
1

) - singe

Ei t

,c 2/c jces e
.

+ y(
. 1 . 1

) -
(10.35)

Note that equation (10.28) and (10.29) 'are

'generally known as the Fresuel Reflection Coefficients

(he first worked out the expression for specular re-.

flection).. When considering medium 1 (the-source

region) to be air or, a vacumm,we may write- these

,equations as:
.

cos e - - sin2e )

1 2 1

Rh

and

cos e + (c' = sin2e )
1 2 1,

/2

1/2
cf- cos e - (e - singe )

R.- = 2
1

2 , 1

1

Ci cos 'e - Cc/ - sin2e V /2
2 1 ' 2 ., 1

. .

152
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where Rh
E
ri

Ei
for hOrizontal polarization and R

v

Er /E for vertical polarization.

12

Our analysis of scattering so far has dealt only

with tmooth, plane surfaces. Although not applicabl

to many real world situations, you should now_have

some understanding of the effect° of, electrical pro

perties and angle of incidence. Of more importan e,

we will find these results useful for comparison with

solutions fox ,more complex cases, which require approxi-

mate solutions.

We will next be considering scattering from sur-

'faces most useful in'remote sensing:

1. Rough surfaces

2. . Spheres

3.' Long thin cylinders

4. Curved smooth or rough surfaces.

153
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-11.0 Scattering From Rough Surfaces and Other Objects

We have previously introduced aid defined Radar (scatter-

*

r.

in )-Cross Section as,

lim
s

i

We will now simplify the writing of this equation as

follows,
.

0 = 4wR27-71
s,

(11.2)

and will keep in mind that it is valid only for distances,

R >>x and R > d, and that we are concerned here with the

total magnitude of the power densities without regardito

%

polarization or phase differences.-jhe term we have been

dealing with, E r/E '
is the reflection coefficient. Tht

values"or expressions we nave determined so far should be

cqnsidei.ed specular reflectio,n coefficients, since they apply

to smooth, planar: surfaces.

Note that as is the scattering cross section based on

power densities normal to the directions of incidence and

reflection.

Cosgriff, et. al 1960, use another scattering para-

meter, y, which is related to as as follows,

y = 417 R2

I
s

I0 S cos 0

154

(11.3)
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where Is.= Wr

I
o

= W.

S is the area of the scattering surface,

and e
o

is.the angle of incidence.

It is obvious therefore that,

= IfS. cos 800
(11.4j

The denominator in (11.3) is the total power incident

on the scattering surface (that surface Which is effective

in generating the scattered energy at the observers location,).

We should'also note that another commonly used terni is,

o'
"radar cross section/unit area of terrain.

Go = XS

or, Q = / cos 0

c

(11.5)

(.11.6) .

.%
r

11.1 Reciprocity as Applied .to Scattering

For notations of the form, y -note that the first
vv

subscript refers to the pol)kization of the.inctdent energy

and the second subscript refers to the polarization of the

r

scattered energy.
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Noting the geometry of the scattering problem, Fire 11 -1,.'

we can obtain from the reciprocity theorem.

,1.4 cos eo y
h h

(eo 00; es 0s) = ,cos es Yhk (es
° )
o o

2.),,cos 0 Yvy (eó .0; es 0s) = cos y (e. 0 0
s vv

s s; o

3. cos e y (0*
o

0 0 (1) ) = cos e y
(es

0 4,'N)

o vh o; s s s hv s s; o o

4. cos 00 -yhv (e0 00; es os) = cos es _ (

'vh -o 's; 00 0o )

Scaltering From a Rough Surface - 4

, .

Using the geometry
4

of Figure 11-1 and considering a

rough surface, the altitude, z, of the surface may be des-

cribed through a Fourier series expansion, resulting in a

series of sine waves which may be treated ma-thematically.

For instance, for a square wave we obtain the Fourier series,

E = .A0 [sin wt'+'1/3 sin 3 wt + 1/5 sin 5 wt ...] (11.7)

We arse interes.ted, however, in aperiodit, random surfaces:

4 = f (X,Y), thep we sh g 7 as the mean amplitude

of the surface roughnes and i2 as t e mean square:.of

fate roughness.
%

. To estab sh a roughness figu e for concrete and

asphalt sur ces (Cosgriff, et.a1196d), plaster casts

were made .o epresentative surface areas. The casts' were

sliced into sec

below.,

ions to expose surface profiles aS shown

'1
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The surface heightWas.measured every 0.25 mm. Numerical

techniques were then used to obtain a Fourier expansilk

and to determine 72 and correlation coefficients for sur-

f ace variations.- The solution- for scattering from a slightly

rough surface is given for backscattering only 00 = es) by C9sgriff,

et al., 1960, as,

4

y * 8 sin3 e T 72 K4 rp(r) Jo (2 Kr cos e) rdr\--("-T-1-.8)

0

where,

e is angle of.incidence

Pis, mean surface' roughness

K = B = 2n /Y0
...

p(r) = p(iX2 + Y2) where X and .Y are positions on the

surface and p(r) is the autocorrelation function- for the

surface.

J
o

is, a Bessel Function of argument (2 Kpcos e).

T is a function similar to Fresnel Reflection and con-

tains polarization, angle of incidence, and dielectric

constant dependences. See E4eat*vn(11.9) and (11.10)

The reader shouldnote particularly:

1. The direct dependence on 22

2.s. The inverse dependence on 1

74-

3'. The similarity between T and Fresnel Coefficient -

'as evidenced 6y-the:equations for T,
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4 (C1 E2

1.1

1)
'2

e).. cos

[(sin 8 V, c 1 + j E2

61 +-je2 - 11((ci 4-

[

- cos 0)2
,

1E2)(1 cos2

(ci j E2) sin 0 + + j E2 cos W

5

11.2.1. Approximations of a Rough Sihrfae
-

i
.

Even though random roughness ./2 may be different or

-impossible to compute for many applfcations, a good esti-

.

mate may be obtained by noting the following.

(a) For a sine wave

The mean square 'value = 1/2 (Peak)2

(b) For a randoM surface,

tl

Peak

Note that we have three ranges of dimensions (X and z)

indicated on this draWing. Be-cause of the 1/0 term, it

is Probable that only one of the three may 'be. treated as a

rough surface scatterer at any one frequency. The other

size ranges would either have no effect or they would

appear as terrain features or have large object effects

(to'be treated as cylinders, spheres, planes,: etc.).
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I

Peak average values for each of the surface feature* illustrated

appear to be

Acebotege410444:1AA,e0-

)16

From these, mean square values may be estimated as,

MS = z2 = 1/2 (peak)2 (11.11)

for each' frequency or size range indicated.

Note that the frequency effect will relate to

dimensions parallel to the electric field. For a truly.

random surface, 1-2 will have the same value for each

frequency, or wavelength range of equal bandwidth. T2

in equation (11.8) should be evaluated relative to the

wavelength of interest.

When evaluating,roughness me must be careful to

consider skin depths. Materials which the energy sees

through will not seem as rough as their physical dimeh-

sions would indicate.

Resonance effects will, be Set up for periodic

roughness such as occurs for water waves. HF scatter

from sea waves may be very useful in measuring pre-

dominant periods.

1 5
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//

At normal incidence, the fraction of totaYincident

power specularly reflected, from a roughjurfate i,s
4

W
r = exp -2

[21T(72)

W (specular)

2 (11.12)

when (72) 2 a A/21, only 13.5 pprcent of the incident

power is specularly reflected (a .

1/2

when (i2)
x

7r2,only.
1.8 percent reflected.

rf

11.3. Scattering From Mathematically Describable Shapes

Figure 11-2 through- 11-6 give equations and results

for scattering from various shapes of interest. All of

these results assume a perfectly conducting material.

160
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FIGURE -11 -1 Geometry of the scattering...problem.
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t
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Reference: Men.tzner, 1955 .,
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PIGURE 11-3 Plane weve incident axially on infinite conducting cone.
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Diverginakzaascattered from curved surface.
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APPENDIX

Formulas for radar cross sections of scatterers of Larie
characteristic dimensions 4,

Scatterer .itspect Radar cross section Definition of symbols

Sphere a = vat a = Radius

Cone Axial a = - tan' 0 00
half-angle

Paraboloid Axial . a = 4-rrn
2$0 = Apex radius

of curvature

Prolate
spheroid Axial a = erblia:

.

a, = Semimajor
axis

b, = Semiminor
axis

Ogive Axial
A'a = ficli tan' 00

0 G = i angle of
tangent nose
cone

C irc ular,___'
Incidence at
angle 8 to

notmal

4rra
a = ea* cot' 04 (A- sin 0) a = radius of plate

of
"Xt.rbaitrary

shape

Normal a = 41rA'/.12.

,

A --,-- Plate area

Circular
cylinder

Incidence at
angle Oideto

aA cos 0 sin' (kb sin 0)
a ,---- ii, ----8iip 0 --;

a = radius
I = cylinder length

.
167
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PROBLEMS

:15

11.1 The power density.incident (e = 60°) on the earth is given

as 100 watts/m2. The energy received at the radar receiver

input terminals is one microwatt. If the airplane is at an

altitude of 15,000 feet and if the. radar antenna has an area

of 10 square meters, compute aea .

11.2 Consider a lake with waves averaging 6 incHes in height.

. .
What-is the highest frequency at which the lake may be

represented as a smooth surface? Over what frequency range

'can it be treated as a rough surface?

168
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12.0 Side Look Rada*.

We are going to consider the -Side Look Radar Vstems in

terms of system effetts on'system performance. We will not

,

be concerned with the details of system design. We will

examine:
-a

1) Resolution.

2) Dynamic range

3) Propagation effects

. .4) Image .quality

6) Overall .specifications

12.1 Slant Range Resolution

For a short pulse, propagation time to and from the

target, At, is given by,

2R
At - r7. (12.1).

8

where R is range and C is velocity (3 x ig m/sec.)

If return puls'es are non-overlapping (in time), resolv-

ablet. then differences'in range must be.,

CTAR > 7r (12.2)
4

where T i pulse. width. Let AR = slant range resolution =

CT
°R

Then, ground rqnge resolution is,

S

CT
R
G

r sec (See Figure 12-2) ((iL 3)

Ultimately tiont the range resolution is limited by the

system ability to generate a very narrow pulse of energy.

In the

1

Tmin T
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1

at K
a

band T
min

=

R
S
min

<- Section 12-

33 x 109

_1
= 3 x 10 sec.

= (3 x 108) (3 x 10`11)/2

= "4.5 x 10
_3

-meters

This would be a Monopulse Radar such as is proposed for snow

depth measurements. This is very difficult to achieve. The

' Westinghouse AN/APQ - 97 system has a pulse width of 0.07

microsecond. Therefore,

Pp = (3 x 108) (7 x 10`8)

= 10.5. meters

It is specified as 12 meters.

Narrow pulse width requires a wideband transmitter and

receiver, i.e.,

BW = 0.159
T

(12.4)

This limits or sets transmitter power requirements because

noise .power is proportional to the square root of bandwidth.

12.2 Azimuth Resolution

atenna beamwidth, e, for a

r A

.
170
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Parabolic dish antenna is given by,

e -
501 (Uniform illumination)

For k
a

band, k = 10
2
meters and if D = 5 meters,

50 x' 10
_2

e =

5,

= 0.10

The antennas used for Side Look Radar systems' are not

parabolic dishes but are long Linear arrays. The focusing,

of these ar(t'enn 'as is.accomp)ished by proper phasing of the

.
signal received from each portion of the antenna. The re-

(12.5)

sojtion obtained for anantepa 5 meters long is equivalent

to that obtained for a parabolic dish having a diameter of

5 meters. The'-Westinghouse AN /A'PQ :97 Side Look Radar system

specifies an .antenna beam width pattern of 0.1°. This results

in an azimuth resolution.of approximately 21 meters at a 16

kilometer range. Obv.ious.ly. the pulse width_for the system has

been adjusted such that the range and azimuth, resolutions arg

approximately equal: resulting in an illumination of a square.

patch.of terrain.

12.3 Synthetic Aperture Systems

The physical7 limitations imposed by:v)eratiOn from an

aircraft has suggested the development of synthetic or elec-

tronic means.of improving the resolution of Side Look Radar

systems'. The Goodyear AN/APV -102 Side Look Radar System

makes use of the Doppler phenomena to obtain a synthetic

aperture. The Doppler effect is, of course, the apparent

171
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with respect to the source of the waves. The source in this

case is the i'dradiated or reflected energy from the target.

Figure 12-3 illustrates the concept associated with a Doppler

Synthetic Aperture_ system. In posiib 1, the aircraft is

approaching the target and signals returned from the target

will be shifted a known amount4depending on the aircraft

speed; the range R, and the angle e. Signals having a fre--

quency shift consistent with this position are stored for

later processing. In position 2, the aircraft is now directly

opposite 'the target and signals, returned from the target will

exhibit no frequency shift. Signals exhibiting zero fre-
. A

quency shift are stored for processiAg with the signals

-

received from this same location when the aircraft was in
0

position 1. When the aircraft, reaches position 3, it is now

mdving away'from the target and the signals returned from the

target will exhibit a negative frequency shift consistent

with that location, range and angular position..,,,These,signals

are also stored and will be processed with the signals stored

for the same target location when the aircraft Was in posi-

tions 1 and 2. It should be intuitively obvious that this

system now hos a synthetic or apparent aperture equivalent

to'the distance between positions -1 and 3 on Figure 12-3.

For small' angles then, we can express the aperture, I ,

according to the relation,

1 = oR
(12.6)

.172
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where b; R; and L are defined on Figure 12-3. From equation

(12.5) it would appear that the system resolution would

(T, improve with smaller antennas, i.e., smaller D. There

are practical system limitations to this however, and in

practice, antennas.3 to 5 feet long are used.

The actual resolutions obtained mith synthetic aperture

systems is not known sr4ge system specifications have been

classified up to this time. For a more rigorous and technical

description of sythetic aperture systems, the reader is refer-

red to Brown and Porcello, 1969.

12.4 Other Resolution Limits

The cathode ray 'tube. (CRT) and the fijm used for perman-

ent recording of the imagery are not presently a limitation

in overall system'resolution, although they could be for

future systems. A minimum spot sire for advanced CRTs is

about 0.0007 inch. For a 4 inch tube, we can obtain 5700

spots per sweep. If this is related to a ground sweep of'21

kilometers, then each spot is equal to 4 meters on the ground.

Obviously therefore, the CRT is capable of accurate reprodOction

of imagery obtained from Side Look Radar systems 'today. The

resolution of the film is about 4 times better.than that of

the CRT.

12.5 The Classical Radar Equation

Theradar equation may be written in the for:al,

P4#7 G'

X'

GS GA2

S

P
4#7 4nR4 X TT

(Watts)

'Ea). (b) (c).

Jy 173
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where the first term in the equation, (a) represents trans-

mitted power density at range R. i.e., it is equal to.Wi,

4wAn
G = ---a (antenna gain)

x2
(12.8)

where Ae,is antenna efles.t4ve area in meters2. The gain

of an antenna is defined as the increase in pOwbr density

radiated in a given direction compared to the power density

which would be radiated by an isotropic antenna, assuming

the same total power is radiated. The second part of the

equation, (b) is, from the definition of as, Wr. The third
WI

part of the equation, (c) is the effective receiving

aperture inmeters2, Ar*
,We 'see, therefore, that

S = W
r

A
r

(watts)

The radar equation is usually given. in the form,

p G2 A2

S tfoloi R4

(12.9)

(12.10)

Then substituting (12.8) imto (12.10), we get,

P A2 a

S = 4t Ae R4
(12.11)

ff z

...Actually, when the target fills the beam of the antenna, S

ten vary as I (no. longer have ',point source and

This the condition found for most remote sensing applications

of radar. Further inform'tion on radar systems can be obtained
2

from Berkowitz, 1965, 'Crispen and Siegel, 1968, and Wheeler,

1967.
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12.6 Attenuation ofIladar Waves

The attenuation of electromagnetic energy in the giga-.

hertz range is given in Figure 12-4 for a clear, non-cloudy

'atmosphere. At the Ka band frequency of 33 gHz, the total

attenuation for a range of 20 kilometers would be just slightly

more than 2 DB. It is apparent from this ebrve that frequencies

above the ka band must be carefully selected to avoid excess-

ive attenuation.

Additional attenuation will result from the presence of

clouds and precipitation. Prior to the formation of the pre-

cipitation, water drop sizes in clouds are generally less

than .1 millimeter. From Figure 12-5, it is apparent that

the effective cross- section and therefore the scattering

and attenuation will be negligible. As the drop sizes in-
-.

crease.and precipitation begins, attenuation will become

significant. Figure 12-§ gives drop size distributions for
,,

several' raid` rates from Mitchell, 1966. Based on this inform-

ation, calculations, of.attenuation,rates" as a function of rain

rate have been made. The results of these, calculations are

given in Figure 12-7 from LePande, 1968. More accura

attenuation rates can be obtained for Kasban adar by

reference to Figure 12-8 from Oguchi 64. He has computed

the effect, on attenuation of the disortion in the Orape of a

falling raindrop.

In conclusion, the attenuation of Side Look, Radar ene

will be negligible in the absence of any precipitation.
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Precipitation will 'cause appreciable attenuation of the energy

however, with the resultant degradation.of image quality.

12.7 Dynamic Range Requirements

The dynamic range-for refle'Cted signals from radar targets

may be
h
as great as 70 to 90 DB. This dynamic range is b6yond

the capability of.most receivers and Is certainly beyond the

capability of the cathdde ray tube or film recording system.

In order to maintain a reasonable range of gray scales on the

film, an automatic gain control system is used. The receiver

senses the average energy being received and adjusts the gain-

of the system to obtain an optimum range of gray scales. The

gairM,Ofi.the system will- change therefore, as the general char-

acteriitits 0 the terrain change. For instance, if the air -

craft were pkiising from a mountainess region to flat prairies

or farmlands, one would expect the gain of the system to change',

considerably.. A gain change of 10 to 30 DB could be antici-

pated for this situation. It is impossible therefore, to make

quantitative comparisons of image brightnss (one region

compared to another) unless a 'record is maintained of changes

in system gain. a k

12.8. Image Quality

A variety of factors can affect the quality of the imagery

obtained. These include excessive motion of the aircraft, the

effects of precipitation, mountain shadowing, flight direction,

" ,

and other factors associated with the operation of the total

system. These.kind of problems can,be anticipated, /an the-

.

individual.contracting for radar imagery,should-specify the
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quality of images which will be considered acceptable.

12.9 Image Interpretation 4

Most detailed interpretations today depend heavIly on

9

prior interpreter knowledge of the relations between terrain

features, vegetation types, and the climate and geology of

the 'region. This aprio.ri information allows the interpreter

to relate* chAges in the brightness and texture of the image

7
.0

to changes in terrain, vegetation, and geology. In effect,

the interpreter relates a yariation in the:,4'image to a change

in roughness or electrical properties and further relates

-.;:this variation to known vegetation, topographic, and'geologic

conditions of the region.

Automatic interpretation of data must wait for digital'

or analog magnetic tape recording to be effectively used..

Bi-frequeh'cy, multi-polarization systems would obviously be

very vafiklable in separating roughness and electrical property

effects.

The effective interpretation of radar imagery for Panama

and fdft certain parts of Columbia is ample evdence of thg
.

present value of this system. Significant improvements, and

enhancement of thiOalue can be expected im the near-future.

Many.arttcles are now available in the open literature

whichAescribe.,the effective use of radar imagery for topo

graphic, geological, and, vegetatiop analyse's.

okr
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13.0 LOW-FREQUENCY SYSTEMS ZSUOACE) ,

.

By low-frequency, we!mean frequencies from 100,00041z down to

0

Afractioni of one Hertl. SUrface systems are those systebs which must

. be operated on the ground. They qualify as remote sensors because they

,are used primarily to detect "subsurface objects or conditions. Low-

frequency systems (surface) include:

(1) Four - terminal arrays..

(2, Induced polarization (IP).

I

(3) Wave - impedance (also known as intrinsic- impedance, magneto-
. .4if

tellurias,- and audio magnetotellurics).

-(4) Wave-tilt.

_

(5) Loop coupling systems.

(6) Well logging;

This section Will discuss inidetail onlythefirst three.since (4)
K - .

,4-

.
iS.really a variation of (3), (5)

.,
is considered'partially under airborne

fl

a

systems and (6) does not really'qualify as a remote sensor.
,

..':-''
, .

/** y.
A

.

4.9
18J

1

,

,
S

I.
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13.1 FOUR-TERMINAL ARRAYS 2

Ground conziuctivity measurements have been made with four-

terminal arrays since the turn of the century. Their important 'advan-

tage is that the contact resistance of the probes does not enter into the

calculation of the apparent conthictivity of the ground.

General Case
,

Referring to Figure 13-1, a d. c. current source I produces a current ,

density j at radius r wheh the current sink is located at infinity.

and since

then

Where

I-^

I
Jr = area of hemisphere "2v r

Er .

J = = E
r p r a
. , a

Er - , 2
2v r Cra.'.

J--
p = apparent resistivity in ohm-meters.

a
= apparent-conductivity in mhos/meter.

cr
a '

(13.1)

(13.2)

(13.3)

Er .= potenti 1 gradient at point P n volts/meter. --

The potential distribution in the ground is:
e /

V =

° '0600

E'' dr =-S I 'dr I
r 2' -2Trr

ar.-2vr cr , ir

190

(13.4)
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Then the potential at the surface of a hemisphere- of radius -r is:

-Iyr,
2rt-r o-a

also at radius r' frbm current source I',

where

V =r' 2Irr rt. o-
, a

- I'

I =

At any point the potential' due fo both current sources is

V
I ( 1 1

Vp °=. Vr + Vr' =
2 -Ira-r r" )a

(13.5)

I

. (13 . 6)

Now consider the eneral four terminal case in Figure '137,2

C1 and C2 are current sources. Ps
1

and P2 are potential measurement

points.

Then V (P P ) = VP - VP a° °

4 '1- 2

1r tr
I.

2 . C1P1

4

,
1 1 1

Zir o-a - C
1
P2 C

2
P1

(13.7)
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and then apparent conductivity,

I 1 1 1

Cra =
21rV [ C

1
PI C

2
P.

2
C

1
P2 C\ P1

Where

5

apparent conductivity inznhos/meter.

(13.8)

I = current flowing between C
1

and C2 in amperes.

V = Voltage between P1 and P2
in volts.

C1P1 = distances between named points in meters.

C
2
P

2
= distances between named points in meters.

CI P2 = distances between named points in meters.

C2P1 = distances between named points in meters.
6

- ,

This general case equation is valid for all arrays if direct current is used

and the ground is homogeneous and isotropic. It can be simplified accord:

ing to the' geometry of each array. In Figure (13 -3) some common arrays

are shown, for which we givd the simplified formulas below.

The Wenner Array.

a-
a

=
2ir a E

mhos/meter.

e Average current to potential electrode spacing, b 5a.

The Dipole Array.

o- =
I a
E

m hos/meter
b - a 2).

'Where b = average spacing between dipoles.

t

_193
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If b 10a, then o

I a2

Cra
= mhos /meter.

E b3

7

The negative sign indicated opposite polarity of'E with respept to

The Eltran Array. (A Special Case of the Dipole Avay).

a Cot a E
mhos /meter

Average current to potential electrode 'spacing, b = 2a.

The Right Angle Array.

This array is used, effectively for a. c. measurements because it

eliminates inductive coupling;between the wires,

0,05284 I
as a E mhos /meter=

The average current to potential, electrode spacing, b = 1. 707a.

t

It is possible to'spread tht array apart for deeper soundings without

changing the probe distances. It then becomes a dipole array with its
40, -

dipoles at right -arzgles to each other.

The dimension "b" give or each array'indicates the relative depth

of sounding.

13.1:1 Two and Three Layer Interpretations
.

The data obtained by any of the\rzeihodsi described previously' is

plotted as o- 'mhos /meter) versus b (meters). Since as is thll'apparent

conductivity of any number of lamps, interpretive methodCiare used to
,cr,11 .

arrive at the conductivity of each layer: .

Z
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Universal Theoretical Curve Development

This derivation is fully developed by G. V. Keller, 1966- We only

propose to give it basic structure so that the reader may know the back-

ground of the theoretical curves mentioned below.

To determine the current distribution in a two layer earth model,

we will'use an analogy to the light distrihkition in a two medium optical

model. Looking at the optical. model, Figure 13-4,', we see a point light

source at A in a semi-infinite half-space of air overlaying a semi -

infinite, half-space of reflective transparent glass whose coefficient of

reflection is K. At M
1

the' light intensity is the sum of a ray directly from

A and a ray reflected from the boundary which has an image source at A'.

Then we can say that at

M1 the light intensity =
1

4 [
(A

1

M1)2
+

(A1M

K

)2
1

where S 2 source intensity and (AM 1) and (A'M1) are distances from the

sources.

Now in the electrical model, Figure 13-4 also, we will establish a point

current source at A in a medium of conductivity Cr overlaying a medium

of conductivity O2. Following the optic-al analogy, the total current at M1 is:

where

I

I 1

(M ) (AM )2 )2 -]
1 1

(13.14)'

K =
12 cr

'1,

+ cr
2

'1 - 2

19u
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10

Two conditions that must be met are (1) the potential function must be con-
,

tinuous across the boundary-tetween the media, and (2) the normal corn-
/

portent of current flow across the boundary must be continuous.

For the three layer electrical model shoWn in Figure 13-4; the first

.medium will be aft., the next two will be mediums Of conductivities cr
I

and

o-2. The current source is on the first-boundary as is the observation

point. As before, there is current at M1 direct from A and reflected
current from image 'source Al of a magnitude I K12. In this case, since
A is on the first boundary, in order to satisfy the boundary conditions,

we must put an image source at A'1. This necessitates another image

source below the boundary at .Al2 and-so-on, an infinite number of times;

each current being diminished by the factor K12. Then the current
observed at MI is the sum of all the currents from sources A to A'oo

It is from this model that Keller derives an expression for 'apparent

conductivity in frertns of first liyer conductivity. - For the polar dipole

array this expression is

CT =
a

co co

(K12)11
-(Kidn .1-1

2n h 2 _ 3/2 + 3 , 2n. h 2 .5/2 I
=

1.4- (
b )

=
1 ÷

j
n

( b 1 ) ]

T14ts may be expressed as a dimensionless ratio of a- kr 1in terms of a

dim ensia n1 e s ratio, b/hl' :or

19
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where:

.00

rl

7.

11

-5/2 .1
2n .-

b /h1 ,/
.J4

(1,3:17) .

oc
--

Cr,a
= apparent conductivity measured at the surface of

f-the earth in mhos/meter.

vi = conductivity of the first layer in mhos/meter.

K12 reflection coefficient at the interface between

Cr 1
- Cr

2 '-
layers 1 and defined by

(Ti u-

= 1, 2, 3, 4, 00 = number of image sources of

current.

= -thickness of the first layer in meters.

b = average electrode spacing.

From this equation a family of turves ,,may be plotted which will`be used in

curve matching to arrive at the conductivity and thickness of each layer in

a two layer earth. Such a family of curves for a polar dipole array is shown

.' in Figure 113-6. Other formulas for different arrays hav,e been developed but

are not included here.

4

The purpose of field surveys is to determine the apparent conductiv. ity

of the earth to various deptht, to determine the average conductivity of the

layers, and to determilkthe thickness of the layers.

19J
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From,,reduceti field data wk have apiArent conductivities, rra fbr

Corresponcling.electrOcie spacings 4k).. The coordinates of any point on

the iheoretical`curiles are b/h
1

an.d a /cr The field data is also Plotted

as functions of o-a/o-i and bth
1,

with o-
1

and h
1

given values (if

technique of curve mat to determine the Atual values of o-
1

and h
1

Will now be demonstrated.
.

Figure 13-5 is a fictitious field curve which from inspection must

be a three layel earth because of its three inflection poihts. It is

assumed the data was taken with a dipole array. Since the dipole theo:

retical curves in Figure 13-6 are for a .two layer earth, we will attempt to

match only that portidii:of the field curve preceding the third inflection
o

point to a curve in Figure 13-6. The field and theoretical curves must, of

course, be plotted on idehtical paper.

-se Figure 1375 is placed on top of Figure 13-6 and positioned`for a best
match of curves with the axes olthe tWo figures parallel. Now a cross

is marked on the field curve (see cross #1 on'FigurP 13-5) at the point
overlaying the (1;) coordinate of the theoretical curve: The location of

this point on the field curve must' also be the point where the ratios b/hi

and o-a/o equal), forthe field data. Reading the values from Figure 13-5

for thp looe.tian of cross #1, we have b = h, = 13 meters and -i
C = ir

1

= 2. 2 x mho's per meter.
a

We can also determine the conductivity of the second layer (a-2)

"since th oretical cia tiVe s are families of curves with the ratio a2 /a1

as a parameter. Frerh our curve matching above, we see that the field

curve corresponds to a theoretical curve for o- 2/o-1 =93:429.

2
= O. 429.a-

1
= 0. 94 x 10 -4 mhos per meter.

.

Therefore,

14

it
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. "To find h2, the thickness of the second layer and cr3' the conductivity

extendethe third-g ayer, We must our.theoretical development. One
...-

obvious method would be to construct 'theoretical curves for three layer.
,

earths. But to do this for. all possible conductivity and layer thickness ,.....J
. . . . .

ratios would involte a prodigious amount of work even with computers. An .

alternate, sim=pler solu'tion is given here. If wir3,:eplace the first two layers
...

with an equiy4A4ntfj,ttitiolis layer.; we then have reduced a three layer prob-
.,, .. .

1

lem- to a two layer probiem-which`We Can solvege above. , This' is basically ,

what we do. The defining equations for fictitious conductivity,
'scTf

and, / .

fictitious depth:. hl, are
; . .. .

and

I"
1- a- h

f
= hf

(13.1U)

hf hi + h2 A

(13.19)
.

. Figure 13-7 is a f amily
,
of curves or,of/oi plotted as a function of hf /h

1
with

,.. -

a-
:2

/cr1 and h
Z
/h

1

as 'parameters. This "-A" curve is used if
a"1

> 0,2 > cr-3.

Three other .families may be-calculated for a"1 a- < a- -a- > a- a- and
- 1 2 3' 1 .../ 2 (.., 3

,:,. .,
cr < cr > a-3° _We ma now complete the interpretation of the fictitious

".4:=!;-.:. 1 -''.-A-..2
`,

...-

nfield, curve.i. Figure 13-5-
4.- ,.. -...," ..

:

. . The fiekd
. curve,,is placed over the A curves with cross #1 directly

. _
. over the (1; 1) coordlnate of the A curves. Then a line fs traced on the

ev.. . . . ' ,

,.. fiel&curve fror# the. curve on the A set which thaslhe conductivity
t 1 / a 6 6, .6

. 6 6

, ratio cr
2

/cr
1

as was dtterMineehithe previotis two layer interpretation.
, .

.

';.c-:-'°
This'is the':dashed line igure 13-5, ne dn 414e may now thatch the portion of

the curve beyond the third inflecticin p,oilit to an appropriate two layer

theoreticdf'curve with the one additional requirement that the\ 'cross.(cross.

. \
#? on Figure 13-31 Must fall °ont,h.e. dashed line, The coordinatks of cross

i..
Y

t iP
% ,... I Y

i,
L

I

. /2 0 3 .

A.
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#2'on the field curve give us the values of of and hf. From Figure 13.5
.

cf = 1 x 10-4 Mhos/meter and hf = 550 meters. Now from equation (h.19)

-we may calculate h2. Thus h2 = h --h = 550 m - 13 m = .537 meters,
2' 2 f 1. ..

Since we had reduced,the three layers to a two, layer problem composed of

a fictitious layer and the actuan. 3rd layer, the conductivity ratio obtained
.-,.

in the second'two layer interpretation can be used to calcula Thus

_ r
a3

= of x conductivity ratio ,

,,, 1.......-

.

There is such a small portion of field curve beyond the third inflection

point that we can only say that probatly a-3 < 5.6 x 106 mhosbmetex for ,

,C

this sample problem. If additional data were obtained at larger electrode

spacings, we could obtain a mire accurate value .tor Cr
3.

It must Iv stressed that to use the curves given here We are assuming

horizontal layers composerof homogeneous, isotropic material. For

conditions other than these considerable error would result. Furthermore,

the theory used here is strictly valid only for DC current. The results

Are Rood, however, as 19ng as a >> we ard dipole dimension b is small

compared to a skit depth (6), at the frequencies used.

a

4.

O
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13.1.2 ExperimentalResults

Apparent Conductivity as a Function of Geology and Depth

.
The interpretation of:data obtained at Boulder, Colorado is given

on Figure 13-8. This is in general agreement with results from well's

.

drilled in this area which show a layer of soil as thin as 3 feel with

sandstone extending from thatdepth down to 386 feet, the depth of the

deepest well in the immediate area. The high conductivity of the third

layer could be caused.hy a general water table,at a 70 meter depth.. It

is well known', of course, that high conductivity in non-Tetallic bearing

rocks is largely due to their water content; The effect of water sat-
,

uration is clearly shown in Figure 14-9-A, '8, and C which are profile

4
plots of conductivity. This type of data is obtained by maintaining a

fixed electrode spacing while moving across an area of interest. Such

procedures are extensively used in exploration and prospecting.

Ordinarily it is extremely difficult, if not impossible, to interpret

resulta'from a four layer case. We, were very fortunate to be able to

make,an interpretation of data obtained at Pole Mountain, Wyoming. After

making a two layer interpretation for the,curve'out to an electrode spacing

of 400 meters, it was noted that the apparent conductivity had approached

the actual conductivity of the second layer. This allowed us to inter=

4 pret the remaining portion of the curve as a separate three layer problem,

' since we could assume the first layer had negligible effect on apparent

conductivity for spacings greater than 400 meters.

The data presented thus far was all obtained at 20 Hz., Measure-

mente-were mad., however, up to 16,000 Hz. and as long as the electrode,

spacings were shoot-- compared to a skin depth in the earth, the results

showed no variation in conductivity with frequency. This supports the

original assumption that a >> we.

2 0 G
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13.2 WAVE-IMPEDANCE MEASUREMENTS

In Section 3.2.5, we established the Melon for intrinsic impedance

in a good conductor as,

E

rj(°LH o

which can be solved for apparent conductivity

H2
%

cri = (87r
2
x 10-7) f

E2
a

22

(11.20)

(13.21)

where J1
a

is apparent conductivity as observed from measurementlof horizontal

E and H fields to distinguish it from as (apparent conductivity observed

from four-terminal array measurement). Now by measuring horizonta1 components

of the fields at the earth's surface, Eh and Hh, at different frequencies,

we may obtain a plot of a'
a

versus frequency. This does notihowever, indicate

a variation of the conductivity of the material with frequency. This is a

variation of conductiVity as seen by electromagnetic waves incident on thte

surface. That is, the lower the frequency of the wave, the greatef is the

depth of penetration; therefore, if the real conductivity o
r

changes wigi

depth, the apparent conductiyity Will change witttfequency. Needless to

say, if or were a function of both frequency and depth it would be impossible

to-interpret the curve unless one of the functions were known.

Assuming or is not a function of f, then a plot of apparent conductivity

versus frequency may le interpreted...4y using Cagniard, 1953,, Universal curves

to determine
r
and thickness, h, for 2 or 3,layer problems.

To obtain accurate interpretations of field curves, it is- necessary to

obtain data over 2 or 3 frequency decades. Since useful data'presehted there

was obtained over only a little more than 1 decade, no interpretation will

be attempted; We can, however, compare field measurements with a predicted

2.10



a' vs. f curve based on the layer conductivities and depths as obtained

from four - terminal array measurements.

To obtain a predicted or calculated as from a given layered earth,

we proceed as follows. Figure 13-11 shows a plane electromagnetic field

propagating downward into a single layered semi-infinite.earth. The

solution to Maxwell's field equations if we assume 0 A> we and p =
1 1 1

0 are,
0

and

-N/
Ex

1

(w Z) =
X

(4), 0)e 1. + Ex (w, 0.)e-1 1Z

1 ' 1

Z

H (co, Z) = F1+ .((.4.), 0)e
1

+ H
Y

1 Y1 1

NI
.1Z

0)e:

f of

211.

low

23

(13.22)

(13.23)
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Figure 13-11 PLANE ELECTROMAGNETIC FIELD IN THE EARTH
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whereXE+,
Y

(w, 0) and (w, 0) are the eraneitnitted (downward propAgating)
---,II I

electric and magnetic fields at Z = 0 a.nCI,E,.. (w, 0) and 1-1 (c...), 0) are. the
. ,

"1 xi f

reflected electric and magnetic fields at Z = 0. For.a semi-infinite earth'of

finite conductivity, however, E-
X1

(w, 0) andH-
Y1

(w, 0) are' equal to zero

and we may write..

and

1
Z

EX (w, Z) = E+ (w, ,0)e
1 1

Y- 1Z

" YH (w, Z) = , 0)e
1 1

Then at Z = 0, we have'

and

4e.
"3.+:EX (w, 0) = X
E (w, 0)

1 1

H (w, 0) = H+ 0`)Yl,
1

Then by definition the intrinsic impedance, 1-1 is

E (w, Z)
XI

Hy (w, Z)
Y1

-and for the conditions given above

11
Io

5

(13.24)

(13.25)

) (13.26)

(13.27)
r

1
a

Yf
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The Xpparent impedance as seen from the surfae is

'E (w 0)

=a H (6.), 0)
Y

1 .

E+ (w, 0)
1

+
H

Y
(v.o, 0)

l

and from (13.29) it is obvious that,

Cr' = cr
a 1 (13.30)

for a single layered semi-infinite earth.

For a two layered earth with the econd layer semi-infinite, as shown

in Figure 13 -11B, we may write

and

1
Z

1

EX(G.), Z) = E (G.), 0)e + Ex (G.), 0)e
1

X1
1

-Y Z N Z
-

H (G.), Z) = 1-1+- (G.), 0)e 1 + H (G.), 0)e
Y

1 1 1

where E- (w, 0) and
X

1 1

(13.31)

(13.32)

0) are ntw finite and may be expressed as
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and

where

-2y

X1

1
h

1
712 -

1

E (co, 0) = E+
X

(o.)
'

0)e
112 +

-2y ihi
H_ (co, 0) = H+

Y1 Y1112 + 111

1
1

-
and are the reflection coefficients.

+

Substituting (13.33) and (13.34) into (13.31) and (13.32) , we get

and

-y 1Z y -(Z - 2h 1)- n

EX (u), Z) = E+
X

(0, 0) [ e +e
1 1 112

11

Then.at Z =

Z) = (co, 0)
r

e-y
1Z yi(Z - 2h') 7-1

1

7-1

+ e
Y1 + 111

we get

11 EX r
(co, 0) = EX 0

1 1

2 y ihi
1 + R e

1
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13.35)

(13.36)

(13.37)
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and.

h
H 0) =.H+ (co, 0) 1 1- R e 1 1

4,1 Y1

28

where
-

1

R

v2

as

-2-y
1

+ R e

(13.38)

4
(13 . 39 )

(13.40)

(13.41)

_

(13.42)

1'

,

ti

=
12 + 11

4

NrOir- NI

Nicr1 + 'Va.
2

We can now solve for the apparent intrinsic impedance

e--

+
%) EX ((.4, 0) E

X
(co , 0)

r , 1 r.).
, _

1 =a H
Y1

(c...; ,, 0) H+
v Y

ofr:
=

-

Equation d3.41) may be solved for a'
4

a

14-Re

(o.1, 0)
1

.

'1 ..R et
1

1 + R e
-2N 1h 1

2-y h
1 1

.

-2y
1 - n e

which gives

h1 l .

1
h

1

a -2-y
1 + R e.

lhl

Y'"

e ,

11,



Now let

\ L. 11 0 °-1

p
=

co
0 1 + j 0

A

(...)

\ 2 \ 2

1

and

NIf2L10°-1
h

Then we may write

O

29

o-',
a

(w) =
01

r 1 _ 2R e cos K + R2 e
2k cos 2K1

41 + K R2 e-2K cos 2K --I

(13.43)

With this formula we may calculate co aq a function of frequency for any
a-

two layered earth. 1

Figure 13-12 shows field data obtained by measuring the horizotrtiak,

components of E and H at the DECO Site near Boulder, Colorado along with

a calculated curve of o' vs. f for the two layered earth determined from
a ,

four-terminal array measurements. Obviously the two methods did not

yield identical results although the general Iftp.e of the curves are the same.

The displacement of the curves could conceivably be caused by anisoqopies

in the earthwhich would affect the two methods differently. This is evident

when one considers that the'condkrctivity as measured by four-terrpinal

arrays is Cr = 4-07V H where o-
V

is the Conductivity in a vertical plane
)

and o-H ,is the apparent conductivity in a horizontal plane. Whereas only

the conductivity in a horizontal plane o- will affect the attenuation of a
.

downward propagating wave.
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111 13.3 INDUCED POLARIZATION (IP)

In the methods previously described for measuring the electrical properties

of the earth, it has been assumed that these properties did4not change with fre-

quency.. For most earthen materials, this assumption is essentially correct. It

has been discovered however, that certaia rock types, in particulai sulfide ore

minerals$ exhibit a marked change in eleCtrical properties with, frequency. This

effect takes place at frequencies from 0.1 Hertz to 100 Hertz...The detection of

this change in electricaimperties with frequency, presented itself as an obvious

technique for exploration for sulfide minerals. The primary method fo-accomplish-

Ang these measdrements is known by tile name of; induced polarization or over-voltage

measurements. This method has been discussed in detail by Wait, 1959.,

For the induced polarization method, variations in the electrical properties

. are studied.' These variations cannot be explained in terms of the atomic or mole-

cular characteristics'of.the material, but appear to be pinned on the overall

structure add crystalise makeup of the rock. The term induced polarization, of

course, refers to the polarization of thematerials induced by an electric-field

oran electric current. The,polarization processes important to this effect at

these frequedties are the inter-facial and electrochemical processes referred to

in Section 5. The electrochemical processes' contributing to induced polarization

appear to be electrode reactAons between electrolytes and metallic mineral grains

in rocks. Providing the metallic grains are distributed through the rock, rather

than forming a continuous filament, current' must flow part of the time through the

the electrolyte and part of the time through the metallic grains. At the boundary

between the electrolyte and the metal, charge is transferred from ions in solution

to the metal or from the metal to ions in solution. If the'charge,gained by an

ion happens to be an electron, the procese contitutes reduction;rif the ion loses

an eledtron, the process is oxidation.

1. 219
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III.

If a.mineral is relatively insoluble, the tendency for Eons to go into solution

from the mineral is quickly balanced by,the tendency for the ions to precipitate out

ofesolution. When an electric current is forced through the materials, this condition

Of balance is destroyed and the transfer of ions into and out of solution is radically

altered.

The oxidation process at one face and the'reductioft process at the Other face

of a metallic grain usually does not require the same amount of/energy. One process

will tend to gd faster and easier than the other. Since the current going in one

side of the grain must equal the current going out the other side, there must be

a potential gradient established across the grain or across the face where the slower

reaction is taking place. The extra voltage or potential gradient required to force

the currentacross the face of the mineral grain is called over-voltage. The res-
.

ponse time of these reactions results, of course; in a variation of the over-voltage

or polarization effect as a function of frequency. Sinee these processes are

relatively slow, the induced polarization effect is greatest at frequencies from

.1 Hertz to 10 Hertz. Any system capable of accurately measuring the electrical

prope'ties as a function of frequency in this frequency rdnse can be used as an

inbuced.polfriz4ion system.

13.3.1 Measurement and Interpretation Techniques

Four-terminal arrays as described previously formed the primary technique for

measuring induced polarization effects. Since this technique is.used primarily in

the search for minerals,.it was important to device an interpretation scheme'which

would locate the ore body in depth and in horizontal positions. Measurements are

usually made, therefore, along one or more lines crossing the area being explored.

Measurements are.made at a variety.of spacings, to obtain depth penetration, along
4 gy

each of the survey lines. The data iwolotted-as shown in Figures 13-13 through

I13-16. These figures, prepared by Mahar Geophysics Limited, were prepared from
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scale models to be.used.in interpreting field results. Although computer modelling
.

has been done for mathematically describable Objects, most of the interpretation

case studies have been accomplished through scalp models. The resistivity far both

- the model and the surrounding material is given in units of ohm feet/27.

The frequenckeffeet (fe) and metal factor (MI) shown on these figures are

defined by the equations,

-7_

P P,

fe -r=2==- 100

P2 P

'

11 .c

where fe is frequency effect in percent,

p is 'the resistivity at the lower frequency, and
1

v .

p is the resistivity at the higher frequency.
2

5

Mfg=
fe x 10

jP P
V 2 1

(13.44)

(13.45)

Most systems use a lower frequency of 0.1 Hertz, and a high frequency of 1.0

to 2.5 Hertz.

Hundreds, if not thousands, of scale model cases are available for interpre-

tation of field results. Although field data are rarely as well behaved as the

results from scale model measurements or theoretical calculations, they can usually

be related to a model situation suffietently accurate for an initial interpretatioll. -

The results of an induced polarization survey is never considered adequate

to identify apd,define an ore body. One of the key problems in using this technique

results from a similar induced polarization effect associated with cprtain glays

such as montmorillonite. A subject of considerable on-going-research seeks to

determine methods for recogni;ing the frequency effects associated with clays as

Compared to the frequency effects produced by sulfide minerals. Since these re--

. search efforts are as yet unsuccessful, the location of a significant IP anomaly

221



is followed up by a drillingrlirogram to determine exactly what caused the effects

`measured.

13.4 SUMMARY

h.

111

(

34

In addition to explotation for minerals, low frequency systems on. the surface,

are beinio.used and have been used extensively in the search for'subsurface ground

;Apr. The U. S. Geological Survey intne State of Illinois has conducted extensive/

surveys oVer the entire State in the search for ground water to'obtain municipal
fD

supplies. The Canadi u Geological Survey is studying the use of four-terminal and

wave-impedance measurements for this purpose.

The electrical measurements of the properties of the earth may also be used

to effectively locate fault systems which have resulted in displacement, of rock

"units such that the electrical properties on each side of the fault are different.

The faults may often also be located due to the tendency for water to collect in

. *

the crushed rock zone of the fault itself. 4.

Four-terminal arrays and a three-terminal modification of this technique,arte

also used extensively in well logging. Virtually all wells drilled in the search

for petroleum products are logged from the bottom of the well to a near surface

location. These well logs are used primarily'to locate the eleVation or horizon

of the contacts between different rock strata. This is a very effective method c-

when the rock types of interest have diffpring electrical properties.

Cost data for 1971 shows, that an induced polarization crew with equipment

will cost approximately $250 to $350 pei day. An efficient crew can cover one

to five line miles per day depending on the terrain and'weather conditions. This

cost would also cover the expense involved In plotting the results for interpretatiou#

Well logging costs range from $.15 to $.20 per foot depending on the type of system

and variety oyeasurement required.

The user of these techniaues must never forget that these techniques wind

.222 .
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their interpretation are valid only when array dimensions are less than a skin depth

IIIfor the frequency being used in4the'materials of interest. .0
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14.0 LOW - FREQUENCY SYSTEMS (AIRBORNE)

Time !did not permit the preparation of. special material

for this section. In lieu of tills, copies of two papers by

Barringer Are provided. Barringer's InputidysteM is, probably

the most widely used airborne geophysical system. Several

1,

Section 14

companies fly the system and are normally000ked.ua six months

to two years ahead. ,

The Input and Radiephase Systems are anomally detect-Ors.-

Under normal use, the data cannot be interpreted to obtain

absolute values of conductivity. Results f4m the Input- Syslem

are followed up by ground measurements to determine the'ciuse

of the anomally.

4
Note that both systems are detecting changes in electro-

Magnetic, fields caused by currents induced in the earth. The

Input System carries its own source of energy and is, therefore,

a truly active system. Radiophase uses energy from low frequency-.

broadcast (military) stations:a4 4 active in the sense that

the energy is man-made, even 'thov he Radiophase System does

not provide it.

Input -System costs average $ 5 per line mile which is

considerably less than the $100 t $250 per line mile for Induced

Polarization surreys. f the liles are spaced about 1000 feet

the cost per squire mile would re 'about $125. Radiophase costs

swer*e not available.

Some case,histories for Input System Illustrate the

results to be'expect4d.
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Tut Dikozzi PULSE TRANSIENT

AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSPECTING SYSTEM,

ABSTRACT

a

Aiiborne electromagnetic prospecting is assuming increasinj

importance as a relatively new tool for exploringthe natural

resources of large areas of country at high speed and low'

cost. There is, however, a definite need for improved methods

which are better able to cope with difficult overburden con!

ditions. The induced pulse transient airborne electromegnetie7'

technique has been:developed in an attempt to achiege maximum

depth of exploration'and discrimination against spurious re-

sponses from conductive overburden. The method depends upon

the generation of very high powered electromagnetic pulses

the measurement of the'response of underlying terrain

to Ise pulses: It has been found that the ground reaction

exhibits a transient decay of eddy currents and the°analysis

Of this decay provides an excellent means of identifying con-

ductive orebodies of both the massive and disseminated sul-

phide type., Deep penetration is obtained by virtue of the

time isolation which exists between the transmitted primary

field and the secondary field received from the ground:

The method has been perfected during the past,ten years and

is now in widespread use. Imprpvements are continuing and

it is hoped to develpp the/technique,adOitionally as a new

,'tool for water resource evaluation and general geological

mapping.
1st

Ancillary equipment such as airborne magnetic and gamma-ray

spectrometric equipnient has been developed for use with the

system in order to'provide an integrated approach.

2
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GENERAL REVIEW OF APPLICATIONS OF AIRBORNE ELECTROMAGNETIC PROSPECTING SYSTEMS

Mbst metalliferous orebodies show a higher electrical conductivity than their

enclosing rocks. This is particularly true of the massive sulphide type where

the conductivity contrast may vary between JO to 1 and 10,000 to 1. This fact

has-been.utiliied for many years as a means of prospecting for orebodies and

has given rise to many ground electrical geophysical systems employing'both

electrode contact with the ground and non - contacting electromagnetic inductive

cotiplinv These methods have proven most valuable in aiding.in the discovery

'of new orebodies and-the delineation of extensions to existing orebodics.and

mineral prospects.

JWring the last,twenty years increasing attention has been devoted to developing

airborne proipecting systems in order to provide a means of covering large'

:ow

areas of country at relatiyely high speed and low cost.: The magnototheter was

the first, instrument

powerful tool in the

geological mapping.

caning into 'use a

r

to, find extensive airborne -use and it has proven a most

direct location of iron ores and in providing an aid to

More recently airborne electromagnetic systems, have been

reconnaissance method for detecting both magnetic and

non-magnetic ore deposits of the conductive type. The extensive use of air-

11.

borne electroMagnetic prospecting systems in. Canada has resulted,
in the dis-

,

..covery of a number of important new orebodies,most of which, had virtual!), no

surface expression and some of which can be classified as major mineral deposits.

It is expected
thatdiscoveries-wil1.continue in all parts of the world as

Me%

4,
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airborne electromagnetic systems see increasingly widespread use and as the

techniques of discrimination and depth penetration are improved.

Whereas airbdine electromagnetic systems function very effectively in pros-
,

pecting areas_where the surface rocks and soils are fairly resistive and

overburden is shallow, they encounter trouble when the reverse conditions

Vicist.-, In arid 'or'semi-arid terrain, for example, rapid surface evaporation

of rainfall creates a condition of surface salinity which in.turn produces

high surface conductivity. This conductivity generates almost continlus

anomalous response in EM systems. and tends to mask any underlying geologic

conductors.
4

a

Similarly, certain types of glacial clays can form thick conductive blankets

over the underlying terrain making penetration with airborne E4 Nery difficult

and 'creatIng misleading, responses.

Unfortunately many potentially important mineral prospecting areas around the

`world suffer from these
problems and it is necessary to -continuously strive at

improving airborne electromagnetic systems in order to make these areas more

f amenable to airborne. prospecting. :The importance of this to the development

'of natural resources in the less eXplOred parts of the earth-can be'brought

into perspective, by examining the relative rites, of coverage of ground and

airborne methods. In forested
.

country, a ground electromagnetic crew cannot

cover more thjan 100 traverse miles per month and generally the mileagg,covefed

4 23,3



is'auchsmaller,. An airborne electromagnetic system can coverween 2,000

and 10,000 traverse miles per month depending upon weather conditions and in

addition it can survey terrain covered by swamps, lakes and rivers which are

frequently impossible to explore by ground methods.

.1
or

The induced pulse airborne electrbmagnetic technique was initially developed

with the dual purpose of attempting, to increase penetration whilst it the

same time improving discrimination against spurious responses from surface

conductivity. More recently; it has become apparent that the method has po-

tential not only in locating sub-surface geologic conductors such as massive

sulphide orebodies, but also for use as a geiaeral geological mapping tool.

The detailed analyses of terrain conductivity which can be obtained with the

pulse transdent apptoach can be used to delineate sub-surface fresh,water

aquifers 4y4ng beneath"conductivc overburden such as glacial clays or saline

'sands And gravels. It can also be used to trace conductive marker horizons

such as shales, and map out the junction between rocks of contrasting con-

ductivity. In other words,there appears to be a broad field of application

for the method, in conjOnction With other techniques such as the airborne

;

magnetometer, as an aid in the geologic mapping of terrain and in its general

evaluation for mineral, water and other natural resource potentials.



A ISUEF HISIORY OF 114E. MIMED PULSE TRANSIENT TECTINIQUE

4

.
The induced pulse transient electromagnetic technique of airborne prospecting

was originally conceived in 1957 as an approach to overcoming some of the

herent noise problems of continuous wave airborne electromagnetic techniqu s.

. The system was developed in Canada and commenced opertional use in 1961. The..

original development work was sponsored by Selco Exploration Company Limited

of Toronto and this work has been continued by Barringer Research Limited of

Toronto. Various improvements of the system have keen developed 'since the

equipment first became' operational and' the most up -to -date version, which is

known as the Mark V INNT System will be delscribed in this paper. The system

is being operated in many parti of the werld by licensed survey' organizations.

DOscriptions of earlier versions of the system have previously been published

in journals (1), (2), ancr,(3) and in the patent literature. Development work

is continuing and it is hoped to fly an all digital system programmed for auto- (

mai; data compilation by computer during 1968.

6
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PRDCIPLES OF THE INDUCED PULSE TRANSIEWF SYSiEN

'The induced pulse transient system operates on the principle of generating

eddy_current pulses in the ground and analysing the amplitude and decay char-

actefistics of these eddy currents for information- regarding the composition

and conductivity of.the ground. The eddy currents 'are induced in the ground

by high-powered electromagnetic field pulses of half sine 'wave shape. The-

primary field ,pulses have a base width of approximately 1.5 milliseconds and

o

are spaced 2 milliseconds apart, as shown'in Figure 1. they are generated by

circulating current pulses of the desjred half sine waveform in a large loop

antenna surrounding the survey aircraft. The loop is part of a pulse-forming .

network. Other components of this network are mounted in the pulse trans-
,

.mitter located inside the aircraft. Each individual primary field pulse is

followed by a'short,period during which transmission does not occur. The

primary field is therefore discontinuous in nature and the eddy currents irk=

duced in the ground during the pulse period tend to decay approximately ex-

.

potentially during the period following the pulse.

F

The brief gaps iR the primary field are used to detect the presence of eddy

currents in the ground and to measure their amplitude and waveform. The eddy

4

currents generate a secondary magnetic field which corresponds in wave shape

to the eddy currents. This secondary field is detected by means of a coil and

pre-amplifier mounted in a "bird ", which is towed behind:the aircraft on 500

feet of cable.. Sec Figures 2 and 3. The separation which the system achieves
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FIG. 3 Primer, end Sioontintiriolol Desoto/ in 814

..3

FIG. 4 Foy? Channel So/noting of Mork II end III Input Systems (Si Otonnolo
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between the primary exciting field and the received secondary field constitutes

the outstanding advantage of the method, since it overcomes the orientation

noise common to other airborne electromagnetic prospecting systems which employ

continuous waves. The signal voltage generated in the detector coil is fed to

the induced pulse transient receiver where it is swiipled at several points in

time as indicated in Figure 4. The sampling points have a fixed time relation-

ship with respect to each other and with respect to the termination of the

transmitted. primary pulse.. In current operational versions of the INPUT re-

ceiver, each sample is taken for a duration of400 microseconds at mean delays

of 300, 500, 700, 1100,.1500 and 1900 microseconds after termination of the

primary pulse. The signal information cbntained in each sample position is

* subsequently processed in the receiver to produce 6 analogue output voltages,

each are -of which isproportionalAP the amplitude of the eddy-current in the

ground at the sample delay in question. The fixed time relationship between

the sampling positions allows the time.constant of the decaying eddy.currents

to be measured in terms of the ratios of the analogue output voltagei. This

time constant is proportional to,the conductivity of the ea'rth's structure

under consideration. The analogue output signals produced by .the induced pulie

transient receiver are recorded during flight by means.of a multi-channel strip

chart recorder. Other data of importance for the interpretation of results are

recorded simultaneously, such as the earth's total magnetic field, flight al-

titude, aircraft location and time. ,

10
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Special techniques are utilized in the induced pillie.transient system to reject

interference, Current pulses are circulated in the transmitting loop in al-

ternate directions around the aircraft, which causes the eddy Current pulses

in the ground to alternate in polarity. This feature,when used in conjunction

with coherent sampling techniques of signal processing, constitutes a very
.

'effective digital filter and results.-in a high rejection of low frequency coil

movement noises as well as atmospheric and man-made electkomagnetic noises

with frequencies components differing from the pulse repetition rate of the

pulse transmitter.

11 240



1NOORY OF CVBRATION AND NDTES ON DESIGNFBATURIS

The transmitter embodies a current - carrying loop installed around the aircraft;

the wing span and length of the-fuselage are used to the best advantage to

obtain a loop of large area., Current is fed into the 19pp in pulses, each of

which has the. form of a half sinewave. This transmits .a magnetic field of

corresponding form. Atsreasonoble distances fromthe aircraft the magnetic

field can be considered that of -a dipole with a verticals. The magnetic

field intensity along any radius fran the centre of the loop thus varies in-

VerSely as the third power of distance from the centre. The equation of-total

magnetic field intensity can be expressed:

H = (M/r3) + 3 sin" o sin t/T for 0 <t4T/2

O

ti = 0 for all other values of

In this equation M isra magnetic moment which embodies the turns-area of the

'loop and the amplitud '61applied current; r is distance from centre of loop;

I is the polar angle, theasured from ther,axis normal to the plane of the loop,

t is time, and T is the period of a canglete sine wave. Individual pulses

may follow each other at intervals.of Tor more, and alternate pulses are

/usually of opposite polarity. Fpr analytical purposes it is, sufficient to

\ consider a single pulse and the,effects which may follow it in the interval

T/2<t<T. .1

A fundamental electromagnetic principle is

Is always accompanied by an electric field

Thus if II varies as'sin t

1'

12

ar

that a time varying magnetic field

proportional to its rate of change.
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then E varies as (1/T)cos t/T.

The directions of E and H are mutually,erthogonal; hence, if H eminst s from

a vertical dipole, the direction of E is represented by a family of ho izonta1

circles concentric' with the dipole axis. In connection with the induce pulse

transient system a principal point is'that at the end of a pulse, the va ue

E is finite. In free space electric fields will collapse to zero almost n

stantaneously, but in a medium having a finite electrical conductivity or

magnetic permeability the collapse will be delayed by inductive effects.

the medium is conductive, there will of course be a current circulation

corresponding to the electric field: During the collapse period this will

generate a magnetic field' of corresponding time character, This can frequently

be expressed:

= hoe "t/Tc

0

where T
c

is the time constant of a negative exponential transient.

In theory the decay transient could be recorded by a sufficiently sensitive

magnetometer, but the usual receiver employs in induction coil whose output

is proportional to:

dh/dt (ho/ye 't /Tc

The above represents a very simplified expression of the fonnof the decay

transient. In practice it is more complex and requires detailed analytical

treatment to derive a more comprehensive expression. Studies on the transient

13
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taddrhaveleen published by Wait/(4) and Dathecaria 6,-7 and 8.

slhe receiving coil is wound on alhrrite rod and is mounted in the bird with

a special shock mount which provide's isolation from rotational vibrations.

'Notational movements in the earth's magnetic field generate large voltages in

'se untUned coil and must be minimized in order t reduce noise and eliminate

*manic range problems in the electronics. The receiving coil is towed in a

bird on SOO feet of shielded cable and is connected to i set of coherent

sampling channels in the aircraft.

The coherent detection systb-m is comprised of 6 cha els, each ,of which samples

a different portion of the transient signal, as pre iously outlined. The

electronics are entirely solid'sitate and extensive t e is made of integrated

circuitry. Modular plug-in circuitry is used througlout to facilitate 'rapid,

servicing in.the field, -and survey aircraft'are normary equipped with ex-

tensive spare circuit modules to ensure reliability.'

14
I
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ID/ANTAGES OF DE INDUCED PULSE TRANSIENT'SYSTIN

Afincipal advantate of-the system is that time isolation between the trans-
,.

mitted and received signals eliminates the interfering effects of the primary

field; this enables higher sensitivities to be obtained that can, at the

present time, be achieved with continuous wave electromagnetic techniques.

In addition, the quality of the records is somewhat more uniform since the

system is insignificantly affected by varying air turbulence.

Recently in the Mark V system the transmitted power has been increased by a

factor of 4 in relation to earlier versions and the\peak ampere turns area
4

now amounts to 2.8 million ampere turns. As far as Is known this represents

an electromagnetic field output which is l'or 3 orders of magnitude greater

4

than has been achieved witliCsay preyious airborne electromagnetic prospecting

system.

-The increase in power output of the system does not necessarily mean an

effective increase in signal to noise ratios unleip full compensation for

,orientation noise is achieved. Although there is a time isolation between

the primary field and the received signal, transient eddy currents are in-

duced in the aircraft when a high powei:ed,transmitter is used. It is neceSSavy

to achieve a high degree of perfection in compensating for these eddy currents,

otherwise they will-create a related, although much weaker, form of orientation

noise of the type caused by the primary field in continuous wave system.

15 244
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The compensation tedknique,used in the induced pulse transient system has

fortunately been developed to the stage where the effects of, the bird swinging

can be almost entirely ellminated,

The net resuleof using very high powered transmission and accurate compensa-

tion for the metal in the aircraft is that exceptionally deep penetration is

obtained. The effect of flat conductors tan be seen at flying heights of over

2,0000et, while lenticular orebodies have been detected at flying heights

of up to 1,100 feet. Test flights carried out over a known orebody 200 feet

beneath the surface have yielded clearly defined responses at flying heights

of up to 800 feet.

Normal survey terrain clearance is 380 feet, so .that it can be seen that pene-

tration forlarge orebodies can be up to 700 feet beneath the surface: It is
I

believed that penetrations of 400 or 500 feet an be routinely expected for

moderate size conductive orebodies with strike dimensiOns of not less than 's

1,000 feet:

Another important feature of the incIticed pulse transient system, apart from

depth penetration, is the discrimination obtained between underlying sulphide

conductors and surface conductivity effects. In mbst cases- the edify curbznts

induced in conductive-swamp muskeg and the like will conplet decay to zero

within 700 microseconds from the termination of the pulse, which means that

the effects wi11 not report in the ,last' three channels of the system. ,In

16''
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.,regions of high conductivity, such asliosterx U.S.A.'or intern Australia,.ihe

.effects of overburden may persist longer but seldom reach the last 2 channels

except in broad, easily identifiable plateaus. .Ch the other hand, sulPhide,

bodies are generally good conductors and eddy currents collapse far MkTe

As a result, they normally give anomalies which persiit right thfough all-
.

channels as c arly.resolVed anomalies. This provides an extremely simple

means between overburden conductivitym'andjulphide conductors. Further detail

is givpn ii:t subsequent section'on interpretation.

The incorporation of active filtering circuits,in the Mark V System has helped

to inerease signal to noise ratios and improve the appearance of the records.

In order td ease interpretation, all 6 channels are now recorded on a Common

baseline and it has been foundi very easy -to recognize anomalies. and to', udge

their conductivity at a glance when this method of presentation is used: (See
.

. o''
examples given.) Ratios of 6 channels can be\verj, rapidly measured when a

common baseline is used and confusion between the channels when an-anomaly

.
,

,occurs is-itpossible since the, signal is alivaysjdecaying
/

and the traces sort
.

themielves out in the proper sequence.

:-ExPellentdiscrimination against 50 and-60 cycle interferences, is obtained' -t

. with recent -versions of thg induced pulse transient system. It is generally

'possible to survey much closer to powerlines than can be achieved with ground

follow -up equipment. Poweilines occasionally respond. when they are grounded'

in a mOnnoryhich creates Conductive loops; even under these conditions, however,

..17
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it has been iound:peiiiblet50-identifilifelogic conductors within a little

more than 100 feet of major powerlines.

Abe use of optical recording on a direct writing ultraviolet type recorder

enables a multi-channel presentation of data to be carried out. In, sane in-

stallations up to 13 channels have becri used representing 6 induced pulse

transient,channels, one altitude channel, one magnotaneter channel 4 gamma -ray

spectrometer channels, and one channel ndicating the presence of powerlines.'

This comprehensive range of data is conveniently cross-corre)ated 'when re-

,

corded on a single chart:

18
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ANCILLAPX MAGNETIC AKID GAWA-RAY SPEcisbeTR,IC !guinea

OMe of th'e major early prob./ems with the induced pulse transient system, was

achieving compatibility with a suitable airborne magnetometer. nstruments

S-,

such' as the fluxgate magnetometer are subject to severe interference by the

transmitted pulse, the harmonics of which appear to enter the signal circuits.

Similarly the proton precession magnetometer,, under normal circumstances,is

subject to severe interference by tge higher frequency harmonics of the pulse

repetition rate. This problem has been overcome*with the proton precession

magnetometer by time-sharing. In' this procedure, the train of pulses from the

transmitter is interupted once per second for a short period, to take a mag-

aetometer reading. The magnetometer has been specially desigAed"for this

purpose and originally took readings at a S gamma sensitivity. Recent advances

°
in the design of .the magnetometer now enable a one gamma sensitivity to be

ieved in a reading time of only 200' milliseconds. Loss of transmitted

field due to the time- sharing operation is therefore very minor and magnetic

recordings of the highest qualify with direct digital readout can now be ob-
. ,

tained simultaneously with the induced pulse transient_ system records.

In one of the INPUT installations a new type of gamma-ray spectrometer which

features analogue' correction circuits for the effects of Compton scattering

in;the variouScliannels, has also been incorporated. Spectrum stabilization

is employed using an internal artificial radio-isotope as a reference to

eliminate syitem drift. This unit provides highly stable corrected outputs for

uranium, .potassium 'and thorium, as well as a total count.

19 .243



PLIGHTPATH-RECOVERY AMU PLO1rIti3 OF. RESULTS

Standard techniques of survey flying are eMployed with the induced pulse

transient system. Aerial photo mosaics are made of the survey area as a

preliminary step and the proposed flight lines are laid out on the mosaic

using a ..spacing of 300 metres between lines or 200 metres in high prio'ity

areas. Navigation is carried out by a navigator in the nose of the ircraft

using the aerial mosaic as a guide, or alternatively a doppler navi ation

radar is used if the terrain is unusually'featureless. A Blin fray or strip

-

camera is operated continuously during survey and fiducial marks and numbers

are recorded simultaneously on the {film and chart record every theiY seconds.

The films are developed at the aircraft base and the flight line's are identi-

fied on copies of the air photo mosaics. The location of fiducial points are

marked on the mosaic and reflight instructions are'given to the air crew if

any serious navigation errors have been made. A reproduction at the air photo

mosaic is prepared on a transparent base showing all of the flight lines and

fiducial-point's and this is subsequently used for plotting the geophysical

results. At a later stage this transparent base map can be used for producing

white prints for use as work maps.
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DITERPRETATION OF INDUCED PULSE TRANSIENT RECORDS

One of the principal advantages of the induced pulse transient technique is

the ability tor make subtle discriminations between poor, medium and good con-
.

ductors and to identify steeply dipping good conductors beneath flat lying

overburden of medium conductivity. This feature of simple condtftivity dis-
,

rimination is of great value in locating sulphide orebodies under difficult -

conductive overburden conditions.

In general, highly resistive overburden having a resistivity greater than 1000

ohg metres does not report on the records at all,. Overburden having a resis-

tivity between 100 ohm metres and 1000 ohm metres appears only on channels

and2 (ie delays of 300 microseconds and 500 microseconds after the pulse).

_Conductive overburden having a resistivity between 30 ohm' metres and 100 ohm

metres records on up to channels (ie delays out to 1100 microseconds), whilst

highly conductive ,overburden with resistivities between 10 and 30 ohm metres

reports on ,5 channels with a trace of response out to the maximum delay (1900

microseconds) of 6 channels.

It can be seen from the above that massive sulphide orebodies v:64cif genOallY

have resistivities of less than 1 ohm metre, will produce six channel anomalies

and can be readily identified in the presence of conductive ,overburden haVing.

resistivities as low as 30 Ohth metres. This covers the majority of situations

encountered in prospecting for massive sulphides with the exception of the arid

21
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and,semi-arid regibiii of the world and certain areas containing highly con:

duetive clay and laterite tones.

The recognition of massive sulphides id` conduCtive overburden having resis-

tivities of30 ohm metres or greater is very simple using the pulse transient

technique. Response on those'channels.which are reacting to overburden- is

ignored in the initial scan of the records and' the delayed channels such as

4, S and 6 are scrutinized for anomalies. The locations of anomalies are

plotted in their correct positions on'the flight lines using symbols indicating

conductivity and magnetic correlation. Thus, different symbols are used 0

according to the ntanher of channels-on wfiich they ananaly appears. Where the

airborne magnetometer shows an anomaly directly corresponding with the electro-.

magnetic anomaly, this is indicated by the use of a symbol together 1:/ith. a

timber which gives t'lle size of the anopaly in gammas. A small coincident

magnetic anomaly generally indicates the pieeSence.of pyrrhotite or sulphide
t

ore containing disseminated magnetite. A..large magnetic anomaly indicates

the presence of a considerable amount of magnetite. A six channel conductive

anomaly associated with a magnetic arid:Italy of many thousands of gammas is

frequently -indicative of high grade magnetite -ore of greater than 45". iron

ti

content, since high grade .magnetite shows stronglonductivity.

The relationship of 'Conductors, to geolegic conditions is obviously_ofgreat

,

importance in interpreting results. Conductors of great length which conform
E.

with the geologic strike are liable to be graphitic bands or sedimentary

F.

22 2Si
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7

sulphide bands of no value. Isolated conductors which appear "lie in favour-
*

able structural locations as indicated by a study of air photographs or con-

toured magnetic maps,,often'assume high priority for ground follow-tip. Simi-
,

larly, an association with igneous intrusiVes as inch ated by ground geologic

"topping, th6 interpretation of air photographs or cont weed magnetic maps.may

be of great importance. The priority ratings given to conductors' is very much

a function .of their overall relationship to known or inferred geology, and

interptetations based solely on geophysical grounds are, in most cases, to be

avoided.

This-diicussion'on interpretation has so far'been liMited t1 the case of good

conductors lying beneath oveiburden having a res'istivit of 30 ohm metres or

higher. Interpretation generally becomes NON difficult in the case of highly

conductive overburden, or when looking for medium conductivity orehodies such

as disseminated sulphides of the porphyry copper type. Prospecting fir dis-

seminated sulphides in resistive terrain such as the pre-camhrian shield of

northern parts of the globe, is perhaps the easiest of these special cases.

Excelltent response has been obtained in Sweden from an orebody containing only

a few percent of sulphides. ever, 'overburden iii this area had a re-

sistivity of several hundr d ohm metres or greater, and although the dis-

sjeminated sulphides J only a 3 or 4 cl nnel response, the anomalies arising

from the orebo es were not masked by th overburden (see Examples). Similar

types of disc minated orebodies lying in conductive overburden would undoubtedly

be very hard to entify. A

23
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The semi-arid and arid regions of the world present some of the most difficult

problems. Erratic and heavy rainfall in onjunction with extremely rapid

evaporation causes salts to be leached out and,deposited in low lying de-
,

pressions. Sufficient surface moisture always remains in these salts to make

them extremely conductive so tfiat the drainage zones in arid country fre-

quently

.

show very high conductivity. This is particularly true in regions

where salt -pan deverepment takes place..

Generally in suryeyinisemi-aridsand arid terrain it is necessary to accept

the fact theportions of the survey will be erased by too much surface con-

ductivity. Nevertheless the development of surface conductivity is patchy

and even in the worst areas, it, is possible to carry out,usefulsurvey over a

significant portion of tie ground cevered. A study'of the flight records will-

indicate immediately those portions of a'flight line which must be eliminated-

'due to the presence of-an overriding six channel response from the overburden.

Experience has shown (in the desert regions of Australia for example) that

stretches between salt pans can sometimes give quite good results. The salt

pans themselves represent,a major problem for exploration by most geophysiCal

methods -.including both airborne and ground.

These interpretation_notes have been confined to a ton-mathematical appreach;

however, research is underway at the present time on the determination of dip,

strike; width and depth of conductive bodies from an analysis of anomaly pro-

files. Recent work has indicated that interpretive techniques of the type

24
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prevalent in the literature, which assume that conductive bodies lie in a-'

.medium of infinite resistivity, are liable to give unrealistic an erroneous

results. The circulation of eddy currents in the enclosing rocks and in the

overlying cover of conductive orebodiet can exercise a major influence on

anomaly profiles and on the transient decay characteristics. It has been

established that the effect of these peripheral eddy currents must be taken

into account if meaningful estimates of key parmeeters.such as depth and

width are to,be made. Modelling and mathoMatical studies are therefore under-

way to produce'new interpretive techniques which will be published at a later

date:

r
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RESEARCH IN THE APPLICATION OF 7HE INDUCED PULSE TECMIQUE 70 GEMOGIC NAPPING

AND WATER PROBLDIS

Extensive research is currently being undertaken in conjunction with the Canadian
.

Geological Survey on the development of the INPUT System for use as a conducti-,

vity mapping tool in the Prairie regions of Canada. Preliminary surveys-carried

out in 1965 and reported by Dr.1.. S, Collett (S).have indicated that there is

good correlation between INPUT resistivities and pleistocene geology. There

arc encouraging indicates that large scale resistivity mapping of this type

will provide rapid information on the distribution of gravels, sandi and clays

up to several hundred feet in depth, depending upon conditions. The main

problem in studying the results obtained in these types of surveys is the

'.difficulty of interpretation. In multi- 'layered cases it Prknown that the

decay curve is modified in a manner which should be indicative of the layering

conditions..

More sampling points are required, however, on the decay curve, in order to

make a meaningful study and computer techniques will be nemsdiy in order to

handle the large Volume of data. For this reason the Canadian Geological

Survey is; at present,sponsoring additional search in which 12 channels

,will,be incorporated into the INPUT System and a digital recording system,

4 *ill provide a computer compatible output. The ultimate aim is to produce'

maps on a semi- automated basis in which various interpretative techniques can

be employed in an attempt to obtain the maximum of information and elucidatS



est only the surface resistivity patterns, but the sub-surface distribution of

resistivity as well. It is hoped as a result of this work to develop the

system as a new aid to tracing and mapping underground aquifers such as ancient

A

river chafinels.buried beneath glacial clays and silts.

M independent program is currently being carried out by the United States

Geological Survey, Regional Geophysics Branch, on the development of the INPUT

System as a-rneral geological mapping aid. This work is being directed by

Nt. Jadk Meuschy and Mr. Frank Frisknecht of the USGS. A Convair 240 aircraft

has been e uipped with an INPUT-System as well as with other equipment such as

o doPpler navigator, high sensitivity magnetometer, and a highly sophisticated

gamma-ray spectrometer. A considerable number of problems have had .to -be

overome in adapting the INPUT System to relatively high speed aircraft such

as the qonvair.' A new type of bird has been designed which will tolerate high

flying speeds and which, as an additional benefit, also maintains excellent 2

stability in its geometrical relationship to the aircraft. This bird is of

relatively light weight and 'features a towing position close to its nose and

a drag skirt,on the tail. Pitching manoeuvres of 10° climb and descent cause

only a I
0 change in the towing angle of the bird relative to the axis of the

aircraft.

, 4

The bird also features a two coir'system consisting of a vertical axis coil

and a hbrizdntal coil with its axis lying in the direction of flight. It has

'been necessary to reduce the size of the transmitting loop on the Convair air -'

craft. in order to prevent excessive drag, but despite this good results have

14?
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been obtained in"pmeliminary surveys. All.the equipment in the Convair air-

y*

craft is connected_to a digital recording system and, as in the Canadian
$

Geological Surveys Programme, it is planned to develop computerized data cam-

.pilation techniques. If the performance of the system as a mapping :tool

meets expectations it is understood to be likely that'the present six sampling

channels will be increased in number in order to provide-a more comprehensive

-conductivity analysis.

The principal application of the INPUT System as applied to geological problems-

appears to lie,in the mapping of conductive clayi, shale bands, fault zones,'

alteration halos, graphite zones, sulphide zones, salt pans, resistive gravels

and conductive rocks in general. It seems likely that this approach, used in
, ,

conjunction with magnetometry and gamna-ray spectrometry, Will provide' a mearg

of mappingmapping valuable geological information whilst at the same time prospecting

for-ore deposits.. In the underdeveloped areas of the world suet), haps could,:'

greatly speed the work,of geologists on the ground whilst at the same'l. ne

covering the prinie need of natural resources evaluation.
40

I .

Ultimately it-is probable that computprized data reducton

,conjunction with a 3 component 'receiver will become the st

for the INPUT System when used as a geological mapping aid.

f

-teChpicielEptsed, in

andai.4s,tonfigurati2n" -

Pre,liminary ntodel

work has indicated that a wealth of information is' contained in the spatial and

time varying behaviour.of the three compbnents of the tradsient field, but. a

- ,

very exhaustive theoretical and,modelling Study will,be required before full
.-

interpretive techniques can fie worked out. .

. ,
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FIGURE 3

To extract pertinent responses the outputs were digitized, the estab-

lished fall-off factors applied and the results normalized to Channel 1

so that in the complete absence of Contrasting conductivity effects all

channels would occupy the one horizontal line. Results of this pro-.
cessing are shown in Figure 3.

The most striking anomalous departure is the marked correlation of a

.261
precise INPUT response with a magnetic peak (pasitiye sense now up

and all time logs remersd). The resistivities encountered to

the east reflect a shallowing of the sea floor'in this direction. Several

over-flights were made, and it was inferred that ore-grade magnetite

underlay the magnetic expression, with perhaps a forth body of hema-

tite on its banging wall side. Confirmation was quick forthcoming.

The following winter the Gulf of Bothnia froze over for the first time in
several years..With the evidence provided by INPUT, a drill was placed

on the ice on the magnetic anomaly. At the calculated depth, the first

hole intersected magnetite ore running better than 40% Fe over 50 met-

ors, with very low impurities. 262°
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ABSTRACT

A new system, called Radiophase, utilizes the signal's from VLF
radio stations to detect the.preseme of dipp'ing conductive
sheets in the grgund and to estimate the surface impedance of
a-,homogeneous or:horizOntally stratified_ earth. Such signals
propagate as ground wives for thousands of kilometers from the
transmitter and penetrate to distances of hundreds- of meters
below the -earth's surface.

The techriique measures t-hotse components of the VLF horizontal
magnetic and electric fields which are in phase quadrature
with the vertical electric field. Both theoretical studies and
modelling. ve demonstrated that these quadrature components
are-greatly 'nfluenced by the impedance of the underlying ter-
rain. J

An airborne ve ion of the system has- been mown on surveys
over known mineral occurrences. Preliminary xesuls suggest
interesting correlation between the Radiophase signals and'the'
underlying ,geology.-

Other potential applications include -the airborne mapping of-
water conductivity to determine the extentdof pollution and
estuarine salinity, and airborne-mapping of ground conduc %ivity
to locate faults, shear Tones, the distribution of permafrost,
aquifers, etc.



1. INTRODUCTION

A number of remote sensing techniques exist for mapping ter:

rain by means of imagery. These include photography in the ultra-- -

violet, visible and near infrared, line scanning in the tHermal

infrared, and sidRiook-s,radar. All of these techniques, record

surface features, and sub-surface conditions can only be infer

red by interpretation.'The method we wish to describe is one

which measures subtle chahges indonductivity down to depths of

several hundred meters, and therefore provides certain types of

geological information whia are unobtainable by other means.

-Variations in-resistivity of near surface terrain is typically,

in the range between 101 ohm-meters and 10 ohm-meters, occasion-

ally extending outside these limits at-either end. At will be

noted that this variation covers four decades-and it is not sur- .

prising that the measurement.of this parameter can be a sensitive

indication of terrain conditions.

If we examine the types of geological enviyonment.associ ted

with various conductivities, we will find that at the extre ely.

conductive end of the scale we get desert soils and alluvium

containing high concentrations of salts, and clay rich soils

containing ionized clay minerals; _a_t the other end of the con-

ductivity spectrum we get massive unfractured rocks having low
---

permeability and consequently only a minor water content.

Between these extremes there occurs sedimentary.rocks which may

A

have a. high indigenoues content of salts or clay minerals which

fMparts an apprectable conductiViTY, and faulted zones which
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exhibit the development of graphite or other stress minerals :

and channel the circulation of g oundwater, thereby creating. _

highly conductive planes in the ground. The detection of

faulting and fracturing is of particUlar importance in consid-

ering the engineering qualities of terrain for road building,

and construction activities. From the mineral prospecting

point of view, faulting and fracturing forms one of .the most

important controlSl'of orebody development, and fhe mapping of

conductivity by high frequency methods enables the structural

patterns of sub-surface faulting Ao be delineateb as an 'aid to

exploration. Simultaneous mapping by low frequency inductivd

electromagnetic methods enables the very high conductivity

sulphide ores to be discriminated from the less conductive

failts and shear zones. It is apparent that thdre. is a wealth .

of information to be obtained from terrain conductiv.fty mea-
,

surements, and equipment that can mai) such conductivity has
ti

multiple applications in geological surveying, engineering

assessments, and mineral exploration. The Radioftase technique

which is describedopere operates in the IF band where high

sensitivities are obtained to variations in rock conductivity.

It is designed to be complimentary to audio frequency-Anductive

field electromagnetic systems which respond only to anomalously

high conductivity associated with concentrations of sulphide ,

ores in the ground.
fr

Although stress has been laid upon the geological applica-

tions of the.system, it appears also to have Uses.in the measure-
.

II. ment of conductivity "in s,aline and 'brackish waters. :Thus it

.4%

4.
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should be possible to-Use*the system for mapping the'encroach-

ment of the salt waters in esturine areas, a problem of consid-

erable sgnificance since annual multi-million dol1-ar marine-

harvest originates in these estvine areas. Similarly, problems

of salt water intrusion and Water pollution by effluents appears

,
to be aMginatTe 10 studyjoy oonductivtty mapping. A still further

application lies in theVLF mapping of -conductivity,contrasts

associated with the distribution of permafrost ih northern-40

regions.

_

2. THEORY OF OPERATION

. ...The effects of th 'earth on the Propagation' of long wave

radio signals ha been known since the earliest days Of radio.

It was not it the id-1930s howeverthat the theory of pro-

pagation ver an earth of finite _conductivity was placed on a

'firm asis. by Norton (1). More recently the general problem

the'propagation
/

of radi waves through the shell `between two
,

,/ concentric lossy spheres (the-earth-ionosphere cavity) has been
-

dealtwith by Wait (2) whkhas evaluated the modes for such a.

4 cavity particularly those excited by a vertical dipole. It

can be shown from his work, and indeed it has been known for

.many .years, that for certain cases of practical interest-it Is

quite sufficient to consider the waves at VLF frequencies as

propiTati'ng via three mechanisms, (1) multiple reflections
144

betweell the. earth andrthe.idcrsphere, (2) a space wave and (3)
L.

a ground wave. Figure 1 AlTustrates this behaviour.

Now it can be shown that., for our purposes, because of the

I

4.-
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greatdistance between the transmitter and the test a-rea,.the

skywave and spacewave can grnerally beignored ,so we- are left
A.

,a,3
with the ground wavdonly. Radiophase utiliies the tnfluence

of the earth-on the ground wave propagation to measure the

. earth's- impedance. At
'%*

We shall deal with two simple cases: in -the first the',

ground wave propagatesdv'er al.imiform lossy earth, which foyI'4 J

fur -ther Simplification, will be chosen ,as being flat: In the

second case a vertical conducting sheet is assumed to be embedded

in_anon-conduiiingUTiform earth. These two models, although

gross over-simplifiation of geophYsical reality, will

_trate the main features. of-tile Radiophase''systeM.°

2.1 Finitely Conducting Earth .

4

It has been shown by Norton that the field propagated Eby

a vertical dipole. over a, flat earth of finiteiconducti*vity .can

be treatet as consisting of ai,spaceWeve and a groundwave. The,
t

.

-'-latter prdpagatei with a relatively low'atten'uatid15 (especially
.

,

at VLF frequ'encies) An the direction of propagation. However ,

field strength fall.qf rather rapidli,with heig'ht bove,
. .,

the earth. The passage. of the *ay.e 'ovpr 'the' earth causes small

-
--radialecurrets to floWitn the earth and the wave front is'dis- .

near the sPace;iirth-interface the-Pointcnb,veCtu
or ,

a:Compopti-ra,cied into_the:earth-which accouht,s"fothe%,po-Wer

loss in that aiediuqc- Howe 01 has 4U0i's"ted'a 041e:ipressjon,,

'for establishing-the reciprocal penetration depth .of these cur-

'rents, which is
I

given in, Equation 1.

as

\.

,o
4.%.
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x 109) \I

.1[14 ((1

(o

B2

-1117

2
X L0080 if ftettz

'
II V:556 x 10 -0 I f x,
c iereciric constant of the earth,'

fi frequency in MIt
g*`

^ a 'earth conductivIty in emu

d depth in cm.
current density at depth d
current ciensity at the surface

I IC

b

We.see that the depth of penetration is'greater for low

frequencies and low Conductivity. This is illustrated in Table

1 which gives the penetritAon depth as a function of these
.

. o .

parameters; it is:teen that for low frequencies.the skindepth

is independent of the dierectreic constant and that at 18 KHz the

penetration depth .is.qUite large; 120 Meters fo-r a ground con-.
. .

.

ductivity.of a =.10:14'eMu Whic corresponds to dry'eocky soil..
.

The penetration depth>deCreasesrapidl:y with co6ductivityb67*
,

. .
,. .._,

cOrOtig about:4"metek's*.,fo'r a cr -- 10'11 enu, corresponding.to
.... ... .

saltwatir. ....' .
.

.

-
-

,

:Ast4iated with tbe.se ground cureents As the .phenomenon of

-wave Olt. Akar theearth).5 'sbrface,the. electric- field is no

161geter_ticiL; 64re it' in .addition horizontal com-

ponntwhiCh'is's out of pha's'e with the vertical field, producing

Vlifotteal polarization Norton gives the follsowing expressiOn

for the ratio of the two fields at large distances (in terms of

vrelehgth)from the transmitterApver a. ffat earth.
..

1
, &.,,, LILL:illa . 1

"., ..t illi I ikzu (1 - u2)10. (2)

6



where.Er-and.Ev are the horizontal a vertical strengthi,

respectively,

u2 1

,c ix

c dielectric constant,refered to vacuum as unity

x 1018 a emu -J.

f

I height'Of receiving antenna the ground

At. nearer distances to the antenna, the o is not a corr-

stant withdistance and'it is necessary to use a more complex
A

expression. For our purposes Ahe above equation is entirely

adequate. Furthermore, for valves of z which are small compared

with a free-space wavelength but still large enough to permit

useful airborne prospecting; it can be'shown that-the ratio be-

comes substantially independent of z and that the horizontal

field strength becomes a'measure of the earth's impedance,
b

Specifically it can be shown tat at low frequencies, the fol

I lowing relationships apply: 1.-

_ .4. . .

1 b

E
'

(COs DI (7 4)
v . x

(3)1 E ,reol b rib
- r

1

v
where tan L ' c.c. I

..
,

. x
I

and the ratio becomes a ,measure 04 the square root of the ground

.conductivfi.. 7 Radidphate measures the component If .f, in phase

q'uadrature with E; (for reasons given below) and thds give's `this

quantity ,directly.

,

Sh'ckuld the ground be lyere have two or more strata

of 4iffering,conductivities,,it is possible talse two or more -

8 226'
4
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frequencies to interpret the results.,

2.2 Vertical ConductingSheet Embedded in Non-Conducting Earth-'

Consider now the case bra vertical conducting sheet embed-
.

ded in the earth as, shown in Figure 2. Assuming a iffft.sheet

for the purpose of simplicity we see that eddy currents will 'be

induced'ip the sheet by the incident magnetic field but that the
.

eaincident electric field will beirelatively unaffected. These

eddy currents will peoduce_a,Secondary field whith will'have

components both in phase and in quadrature phase with the

citing field. Their strength is a measure of the size and con-

ductivity, of the sheet. Measurements pf the vector components

of the secondary field will'yield the strike of the con ducting .

sheet. The response to. be expected frbm a magnetic dipole mov-

ing over such a condu'ctor is shown in Figure 5.

3. RADIOPHASE

Radiophase is a system which has been designed to'take

advantage df the series of very high power VLF radio trans-

A
mittrs that arenow inoperation (see'Table 2). The Present

unit utilizes 'the signal from NAA, a statiohopehated by the

U.. S. Navy in Cutler, Mate, at a frequency,so-f-17.8 KHz. The

,

contin4ous power (qutput-of about 1.0 megawatitsproyides a large

groundwav'e signal .many thousands 'of miles sway.
\ .

gasitally the equipment senses rour variables as shown in

Figure 4. The first of these is the- vertical::pleetric field
A 4

strength., which is measured with a small vertical whip antenha,

The phase of this signal, is used to control the'operation of

-9
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various synchronous dtectors and the amplitude will be Used to

normalize. other field strengths to provide impedance data. A

trailing antenna 'is used to measure the horizontal compornt of

the ele,ctricfi)eld. This antenna, ideally exactly Tocated at

right angles to the vertical electric field and thip is 'null

coupling to, it', will in fact trail in an arc. below the aircraft.

Since the magnitude ratio of the two electric fields is of the

order of 100 a very smalt amount of misalignment or curvature

in the trailing antenna will result in a large pickup of the

vertical field. For this reason only the quadrature phase of

the horizontal electric field is recorded, Since the antenna is

in maximum coupling to the horizontal electric field the aircraft

attitude (pitch, etc:) Will have small effeCt.

Finally, two horizontal magnetic dipoles are located on the

aircraft so as tg be orthogonal to each other. Againusing the

outpdt of the 'vertical whip as a reference, the quadrature com-

ponent of magnetic field is selected, so that the measurement

is of the field induced in theconductive body rather than the

primary exciting field. The output of the two dipoles can' be

RMS summed to give,the magnitude of the resultant magnetic field

r and the vector direction can be determined from the knowledge of

the two components,,yielding tIn strike of the conductor. Thus,

the measurement is again insensitive tb aircraft attitude and

heading.

4. PRELIMINARY TEST RESULTS (N#1

A proto,type Aadiophase system has been constructed and flown.

10
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in a Beaver aircraft. Figure5-shows the installation.. The

two ferrite magnetic dipbles-are'mounted on top of the fuse-

lage just behind the cabin and are oriented so as to be in-

line and orthogonal to the aircraft fore-and-aft axis. The

six fkot vertical whip is on top of the fuselage between the

wings, and the trailing,antenna-ig.pe, whichis about 150 feet

long.when extended, passes from the fuselage to a ferrule lo-
,

cated on top of the rudder. A small drag element located at

the, encrof the wire en'sures.relative stability of this antenna.

Test flights were performed in -.the northwestern Temagami

region in Ontario. The area chosen was the interface between

a metadiorite'still and rhyolite. Along this contact the meta-
.

diorite is intensely chloritized and base metal mineralization

occurs intermittently. According to Simony (4), "three main

lenticUlar zones of Cu-Ni-Co mineralization occur along this

line, but their grade is too low to be economic. The acid

volcanic band south of the'st11'consists of rhyolitebreccia and

tuff lenses. In it, two mejor types of ore deposi -ts are found;

(1) lenses of high grade copper ore -- massive chalcopyrite,

(2) steeply dipping, fissure filling, quartz, carbonate, chal-

copyrite veins with extensive replacement of the wall rock.

These are,atproximately parallel in strike and dip to the meta-,

diorite-fhyolite contact".

.A typical chart record for Radiophase is shown in Figure 6.

It,illustrates the repeatability of the system on a twice flown

Tine measured at 200 foot altitude. It is'seen that the various

traces (in line, and orthogonal magnetic dipoles, trailing electric

289



antenna) are almost identical from chart to chart. It is inter-
.

esting to note that the trailing antenna is accurately picking
0

,out the islands. in Lake Temagami and work is in, progress to

examine this relationship. Figure 7 is a composite picture of

the records of eightparallel lines (shown an the map of Figive

8) spaced 1000 feet apart and flown at an altitoeoft400 feet.

Severil interesting fetures are apparent. The runs were flown

in a directioh normal to the strike of the interface. If a

vertical conductor'parallel to the interf,a.ce is present' we

should expect the in -line magnetic field dipole to be_in maximum

co piing and the orthogonal dipole to remain relatively inactive.

That this is the case is-easily seen from the chart (the two

Magnetic channels have approZimately the same ,gain`)'.' The com-

posite' picture suggests that there are a, number of similar

features parallel to this interface since the same anomaly

occurs at_the same location in many 'of the charts. 'This is in

agreement with the inactivity on the orthogonal trace. Further-

more, anomalies do occur in the magneti# traces over enown ore

deposits. It is also true that the correlation between the

magnetic channels ,and the electric channels is not marked, once

again in qualitative agreement with the simple models discussed.
Y

above.
I

Finally, Figure 8pillustrates the benefits to, be deriNed

from using Radiophase in conjunction .with other sensors. Plot,

ted over the geological map on the left side are.the contoured

Radiophase results. On the right side we have added contours

of the static magnetic field, plotted at 50 gamma ,intervals. 6

12 2.90



We see that at one location the Radiophase and magnetic highs

are,adjacent to each. other at a'geological contact and that at

this location there Ore known ore-deposits.

The picture of a basic °intrusive rock (with an associated

magnetic anoMaly)-intruding into an acid volcanic, as a poten-,
4,

vial source of mineralization is becoming rather signficant

and the figure demonstrates the considerable advantage of

using these- two, sensors simultaneously.

In summary, it appears .that the correlation betwe-en'the

Radiophase .results and the 'geology is signficant, and that

Radiophase will become a'valuble tool for geophysical and other

JorMs of exploration. This is especially true where it is rea-

lized that it is a low cost instrument, and that the aircraft

installation is quite simple and inexpensive,

I

13
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TAKE 1 - PENETRATION 'DEPTH (METERS)
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10
-15

10
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1
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1760

1187
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119

37.6

383

119

37.6

11.9

3,75
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3760

1187(b)

119

37.6(c)

542
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37.6

11.9

3.75

4760

1187(a)

376

119

37.6

400.

120

37.6

11.9

3.75

4a) rocky'soil (b) a. frith water (C) salt water

10 .11 ema 7 1 mho m'
1

TABLE 2 VLF STATIONS RADIATED POWER AT LEAST SO KW
5

'

6

CAU. LOCATION
. FREQUENCY (90 POWER (KW)

I PO Rome, Italy 27.2 $0

LPZ Monte Grande, Buenos Aires
i 23.6 72.1

NPG Oso, Washington (after 1957) . 18.6 200

NSS Annapolis, Maryland 19.0 100

PKX Malabar, Maya 18.98 162

ROR Gorki, U.S,S.R. 17.0 .315

Sainte Assise (near Paris) 20.7' , 60.8

UMS Gorki, U.S.S.R. 17.0 315

Gorki, U.S.S.R. 1$ 200

NM ,Cutler, Maine 17.8 1000

NBA Balboa, Canal Zone 24.0 150

NU(
1414
NSS

1
Jim Creek, Washington 18.6

k
Lualualei, Hawaii 2t.4 1

Annapolis, Maryland 21.4

100

300

8S ti

PIC North West Cape, Australia
. 15.5 1000

15

9
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15.0 Designing a Survey

Your aUthor.has been involved in a variety of field

.
programs, from the Arctic to-44te tropics, around thee world,

.

.
.

underground, udder and on th ocean and above ground. Al-

. 0, .
' though not all of these involved remote sOsing, there are

\certain principles which are' -valid for any kind of fie d

prograM.° The materiAl.in this section is baed on the

experi-ence Mentioned above, and the experience of others.

° 4'
15:1 Remote Sensing and Communications -- Past sand Present

fo-r-,0e most part, the applicability of remote sensing

techniques has,been determiAed by cut and try methods.
-440

Radar, IR,'or4hotographic imagery is floWn, and then

groundtruth,'comparison with malls etc., is used to find

out what was seen. There is relatively little effort made

to determine the applicability of a technique from an

analytical basis*

,tThA was evident .from most of the papers -presented last

year at the 7th internation41 Remote .Sensi.ng Symposium.

This approach has been fostered.in part by NASA and

others -7171aIrTatellpt to sell space programs as a worthwhile

Ouvraess. a

,

Very-ittle economicanalysis is dorie; that is, the

economics of the survey techniques relative to the resource

value have not been considered to any extent.

Up until World-War II, communications Was also a cut

and try business. Low frequencies developed first, and then
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11 ''.
`were abandond.fpr.shortmives. Prediction of communications

performance was almost unknown.- Amateur radio operator,s

often discovered new techniques.

During World War II, CRPL (NBS), Lincoln Laboratory

.

. 0'.
( o&

(MIT), and many other government, urNverSity-: and industrial

4'14boratories.brought communications froln an.art, to a, science.

'It is possible today.6 calculate the expected perfprm-

.ance of a communications system at most frequencies. This

include

(a) Atmospherlic-noise levels and chai-acterietics

(b) Information'ratee/bandwidths,

(c). Power requirements

(d) Optimum modulation systems

(:t) Error rates,anii time ayailabilifY

(f) fading characteristics

.(4)'-kdOttve systems

A

(h) 'Overall propagation path losSes and phase .

Eien so, much work is still going on to refine the'models.

This is the reason that-the propagation characterietics for

4#CIdy system§ is relatively well known. ,

/ 1

If remote sensing is ever to change from an art to a

. - 1
.

science, or from a researcher's plaything to an established

business, we must develop models which wil allow us to
-/"N

\ estimate results and economic value before the survey is q.

t

perforffed. Progress is being made, but' we still.havea long

way to.go. We needet establish a better mix-between theory

and experiment to hasten'advancements.

298
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a

r "History has demonstrated that sc fefg, advances

utually f9llow an iterative.proceks.
A,

7
11 A theoretical adWance calls for experimental

verification.

2) This is followed hylexPerimental data which

shows'the theory to be inadequate.

Then the theorists verify or question the experi-

--ment and show other possibilities.

-4) Further experiments investigate the new theory

and show other liqiiitations.

'5) etc.

' 6) etc.

7) etc.

..We have had an overabundance of experimental results

and,too few theoretical developments.

The survey procedures which follow will meet with vary-

ing degrees of success depending on past experience and

available information and theory. The simple act of

following these procedures, however, will shpw you where
6

fUrther research and experience is needed.

15.2 What Are Your Survey Requirements

Before designing your survey, you must establish' your

requirements. for instance:

1. Do you need to establish:

(a) Simple identification of the 'resource

(6) Identification and location

4 (c) Identification, location and quality, or

or
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(d) Identification, location, quality and quantity.

2. Is it possible 'to -bete& something else and infer.

the presdnee of the desired resource.

3. Are yod interested in changes with time (Atades,

annual, seasonal, Tpnthly', daily, hourly).

Are you ihtgresteelh changes with location (gl

continental, re6ional, local, miles, 100s of feet,

- lOs of feet).

5: Do you need on.e sample ,or-"Many data for statistical

evaluation.

ECONOMICS

6. Now Much can you.Pfford'to 'spend on the survey.

7. What is, the value of the best and worst-possible

results of the.survey4 What is the value of the

natural resBurce. 4'

Y`'' 15.3 General Procedures I.or Designing a Remote Sensing Survey

Now that you have determined yOur survey requirements,

you can begin to:s4esign .the survey. The natur=e of your
.

survey will determine the applicability of the'following
4-

- procedurei.

0

1)1, Establish-the characteristic's of the target: .

Size

Shape

,,Orientation

Indi'vidual and group characteristics

Conductivity

Dielectric constant

I

300
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Ma-gnetic permeability

Chemicai.characteristtcs (elements present,

. .

1 ions present)
. I

Physical characteristics (crysfal struttile,

surface roughness, color,'' reflectance,

emissivity, and temperature) .

5

It is important to remember'that many.of the

above characteristics mAll vary, with season, time

of` day,, specific location, and frequency.
.

Establi0 the characteristics of background,,materials.

The same general pro'perties given above should be

considered for background materials.
A

The purpose, of course, is to determine to what

extent other items" might be confused with the target,

an4to what extent the target "may be obscured by

background.

3) Initial selection of frequency and techhique

(a) Unless you are going to design, or -have de-

signed, a unique system, y,ou will probably npt

have much chdice of frequency, e.g., Westing-

house SLR is Ka band and cannot be effectively

changed. You may, of-course,. select another

company or technique.

'4) W4ther and polldtion may present problems at

Some locations. High energy absorption may'alter

'your initial.choice'of frequency:

30
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5) Determine the best formats

Him

(a) Good for images

(b) Limited dynamic range, 30 dB

(c) Difficult to convert td.di.gital format

for automatic analysts

(d) Ideal for identifying large regional trends,

the data

'etc,

(e) Will aid in precomputer data handling.

.Strip Chart

Lai,GoDd for in -fiend visual analysis

(b) Dynamic range 30 dB

(c) Inexpensive

(d) Can be digitized.

Analog Tape

'(a) Cheaper than digital tape

..(b) Important if playback of original signal

is desired

(c) gynamic range 40 dB without gain raliging.

() reay be desirable for wide bandwidth, wide

dynamic range data..

Magnetic Tape

(a) BeSt for computer analysis

(b) Wide dynamic range

tc) Multiplexing will phvi.demany channels of

data

302
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(d) Most expensive

'Punched Paper Taft

'(a) Good for computer analysis

(b) 'Good for small amounts of data

(c) Inexpensive

7.

(d) Good dynamic range -= multiplexing,possible

(0' More reliable than magdetic tapeAsometimes).

In-Field Computer.Processing

(a). Gives results in-field

(ti) Reduces quantity of data stored-

(c) Limits further data analysis.

6) Consider the ,importance of a visual record or pre- .

liminary processing of data in the' fielcj.

It is a very bad policy to take lots df data.om.

4( digital or analog-magnetic tape, or onoftlm, with.no

indication in the field of the results obtatned.

.
The fadditid,p pf a strip chart recorder to'a digital

system may be very importapt.

7) Scheduling the survey

You should consider:

(a) Seasonal effects (weather, vegetation,

e.

- temperature, sun' angle).

(b) Time- of day (sun angle, weather, temperature)..

(c) Aircraft availabilit.Oinput system schedule;

months or even years ahead).

(d). Ground truth 'req-uirements

4

sr,

30,3
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8) Flight requiremgnts

(a) Altitude

(b) Weight and space requirements

(c) Position location
(photogaphs, okay but

may be very time consuming for apalysis.

Some automatic systems highly desirable;

many systems to choose from.

9) Gro'und truth'

(a) Pre-flight

To better establish survey requirements.

(b) Post-flight

To Obtain absolute values. For followup,

4.erification, more detailed analysis, sample

collection, etc.

(c) Must be done during.or very soon after flight

to minimize changes that may occur.

(d), Be careful that'jocalized measurements or

samples are truly representativt of areal

Measurement results.

10): fnterpretatioh

(a) Pre-survey

; 'What tools are available. What will you \

have to develop: Are consultants availabl .

(b). Post- suryey

Hire experts. Keep flexible.

Results may notbe as.,opectid, interpretition

methods' may have.to be different tha'n planned.'

. 304



COLLEGE OF FORESTRY AND NATURAL RESOURCES

THE DEPARTMENT OF WATERSHED SCIENCE
was formulated in 1970 to provide a framework for the

undergraduate, graduate, and research investigation
of the principles of watershed management,

bioclimatology, and remote sensing of natural resources.
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